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1. Introduction 
Transformational programming is a methodology which supports the process of 
constructing a program that meets a given specification. Starting with a formal 
problem definition, an algorithmto solve the problem is derived by applying 
0167-6423/86/$3.50 © 1986, Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland) 
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correctness-preserving transformation rules in a step-by-step fashion. In this way, 
the resulting program is not only guaranteed (by construction) to meet its 
specification, but also will satisfy further constraints depending on an appropriate 
choice of rules. 
Despite the violent criticism (cf. e.g. [33]) which the idea of transformational 
programming provocated in its early days, it may today be considered an established 
discipline in the field of programming methodology. The steadily growing interest 
in this methodology is due to various expected advantages, above all 
- guaranteed correctness of algorithms developed, 
- useful framework to express algorithmic principles as a basis for communicating 
and teaching algorithms, 
- classification of related algorithms and clarification of their relationship, 
- acquisition of knowledge for the development of new algorithms. 
In addition to these theoretical and methodical aspects, transformational program- 
ming offers the practically important opportunity of 
- supporting program development by machine. 
Each of these aspects has been illustrated by numerous case studies. The theoretical 
foundations of the transformational pproach are satisfactorily clarified (cf. e.g. 
[21, 22, 24, 79]). A lot of important transformation rules have been collected. The 
classification of these rules into a basic stock (consisting of general rules such as 
fold and unfold, definitional transformations for the control constructs of the 
language, and axioms and inference rules of the basic data structures) and more 
compact rules (defined in terms of the basic ones) seems to be widely accepted. A
limited number of methodological principles (tactics, strategies, paradigms) that 
give guidance for the development process have been identified. And, last but not 
least, there exist already quite a number of experimental transformation systems 
(for a classification and an overview, cf. [77]) covering various aspects of the 
transformational methodology. 
However, there still are unsutticiently explored corners, such as e.g. 
- comprehensive s ts of cofhpact rules (and/or principles) to cover (maybe com- 
pletely) certain application domains, 
- means for expressing transformational developments (e.g. for communication), 
- strategic knowledge to guide the intuition during developments. 
Our concern is mainly the first of these issues and, to a very limited extent, also 
the second and the third one. The class of problems we will focus on comprises 
algorithms that are typical for deduction systems uch as term-rewriting systems, 
semi-Thue-systems, 2-level grammars, but also for graph problems and games. These 
algorithms are not only interesting in themselves but also play a more and more 
important role with respect o current research activities in connection with 'rapid 
prototyping', 'logic programming', or 'expert systems'. 
As representatives for this huge problem class we will treat in detail algorithms 
for recognizing, parsing, and transforming context-free grammars. This particular 
application domain has the advantage that it is well defined and thus bounded, but, 
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nevertheless, non-trivial. In addition, the classical discipline of compiler construction 
has developed an enormous amount of techniques and principles (e.g. how to get 
rid of non-determinism) that are worth being identified and analyzed, thus making 
them available for the transformational methodology when applied to related prob- 
lems in other areas. 
1.1. Summary 
For the practical use of transformational program development, a suitable set of 
rules plays a crucial role. In the past neither the 'catalog approach' (i.e. huge sets 
of all-purpose rules) nor the 'generative s t approach' (i.e. a small relatively complete 
set of powerful rules out of which further rules can be deduced) have turned out 
to be really practicable. The former approach causes the well-known problems with 
completeness, retrieval, and adaptation of rules. The latter approach not only causes 
awfully long derivations, but also obscures the essence of a derivation, i.e. the 
essential design decisions. Therefore, it seems to be an obvious compromise to base 
on a small set of powerful rules and to derive compact rules for a particular class 
of problems. It is the major intention of the present paper to investigate he feasibility 
of this compromise, i.e. given a particular problem domain, to find out the methodo- 
logical principles (rules, tactics, strategies) that are needed to derive algorithms 
typical for the respective domain. 
The transformational development of non-trivial algorithms in a particular prob- 
lem domain has important impacts: On the one hand, the systematic derivation of 
complex algorithms helps in understanding them and gives valuable insight into 
their characteristics; in particular, a systematic analysis of the respective design 
decisions allows to establish formally relationships between different algorithms 
that solve the same problem ('family tree of algorithms'). On the other hand, 
analyzing efficient algorithms from a particular problem domain allows to acquire 
knowledge for formal program development in general and for solving related 
problems in particular. The paper is also intended to contribute to these two aspects, 
programming methodology being its central issue. 
Due to its basic intention, the paper consists of two main parts: the first one deals 
with compact rules and strategies for the development of algorithms in connection 
with arbitrary deduction systems; in the second part these rules are applied to some 
algorithms typical for context-free grammars. 
The rules and strategies in the first part have emerged from the study of concrete 
examples uch as those in the second part. In this sense they are specific for our 
particular domain of.application. On the other hand, however, the rules are general 
enough not only to be also applicable to related problems from the entire problem 
class (as sketched above), but even to problems from other, different problem 
domains. In particular, the rules and strategies for developing operative solutions 
from descriptive specifications are applicable to arbitrary specifications. This general 
nature of the rules will be demonstrated in the first part with examples that are not 
specific for the chosen application domain. 
Bt~iottli~ 
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Our primary goal is not giving a set of rules that is complete in the formal sense. 
We rather aim at a collection of fairly general (compact) rules that allow the (formal) 
derivation of algorithms from a particular domain of application in a sufficiently 
convenient way. 
For the concrete developments in the second part of the paper we use the (usual) 
overall strategy for transformational developments that leads from formal (descriptive) 
problem specifications via non-deterministic, recursive solutions to efficient pro- 
cedural programs. All sample developments concentrate on the critical way from 
the specification to an applicative (recursive) solution. Recursion removal or 
optimization of procedural programs, which already are fairly well understood, 
play only a marginal role. 
This overall strategy also provides the organizational frame for presenting, in the 
first part of the paper, a collection of rules that are either derived by means of other 
(more basic) rules or proved correct (with respect o the semantics of the language) 
in Appendix B. In particular, the following rules and tactics are discussed: 
A smooth transformational development frequently requires embedding of the 
original problem specification i to a more general one that encompasses the original 
formulation as a special case. We distinguish three possibilities: 
- 'embedding of the data type' (capturing both, the 'subalgebra' nd 'reduct' notion 
of algebraic data types), 
- 'embedding of the domain' (resulting from generalizing a constant), 
- 'embedding of the input/output relation'. 
Their systematic exploitation provides useful strategic guidance, in particular for 
the analysis of program families. 
For the transition from descriptive specifications to algorithmic formulations we 
use a generalization f the unfold/fold strategy (cf. [25]): 
- 'decomposition a d detailization' (e.g. unfolding, decomposition axioms, distribu- 
tive laws, case introduction), 
- 'simplification and rearrangement' (e.g. 'contracting' laws, commutativity, associa- 
tivity, recomposition), 
- 'composition' (e.g. folding, abstraction, 'collecting' axioms, variants of folding). 
There are only a few rules to be used within this strategy that are not axioms or 
theorems from the respective problem domain. These are 
- the basic rules 'fold' and 'unfold', 
- 'case introduction' (for splitting a problem into subproblems), 
- 'recomposition' (for restructuring certain expressions by introducing new (prob- 
lem-specific) constructor operations), 
- a rule for the propagation of context-information by generating appropriate 
(invariant) assertions, and 
- a variant of folding that prevents the synthesis of non-terminating loops. 
Another important aspect, for the transition from descriptive specifications to 
operative solutions, in particular with respect o specific problem domains, is the 
derivation of respective complex rules for the (fixed set of) underlying basic data 
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types. This is exemplified by some rules for finite sets which play an important role 
in our particular problem domain. 
Finally there are specifications that result from totalizing the domain of a partially 
defined function. For this large class of specifications we give a general strategy for 
developing an operative solution from an operative solution of the restricting 
predicate. 
Embedding and the development s rategies just sketched are applicable to arbitrary 
descriptive specifications. In case of success they lead to applicative programs that 
usually are still non-deterministic. With respect o our particular problem domain, 
where predicates play a dominant role, this essentially means that we obtain recursive 
programs that still contain existential quantifiers. We introduce the following tech- 
niques for eliminating existential quantifiers : 
- transition to powersets (which, in an operative view, introduces explicit breadth- 
first processing), 
- classical backtracking through powerset construction and exhaustion (i.e. explicit 
depth-first processing), 
- generation of 'determinate' conditionals by strengthening conditions through 
(finite) look-ahead. 
In addition to these techniques (leading to deterministic applicative programs), 
a few further transformations for the manipulation ofapplicativeprograms areinvesti- 
gated that are relevant for the problem class we focus on. These are 
- inversion of the flow of computation (within our particular application domain, 
this e.g. allows to formally transform right-left top-down recognition into left-right 
bottom-up recognition), 
- function combination (i.e. fusion of tuples of functions into single ones) and 
function composition (in the usual, mathematical sense). 
The second part of the paper mainly aims at demonstrating how to apply the 
rules and tactics from the first part to concrete problems. In addition, we present 
ideas on how to formulate transformational developments such that not only all 
major steps (including their motivation) are clearly indicated, but also all detailed 
information remains available (in order to allow a complete replay of the develop- 
ment by the reader). 
As representatives forour chosen domain of application the following algorithms 
are dealt with: 
First there are algorithms for recognizing context-free languages: 
- recognition of arbitrary context-free grammars (top-down, bottom-up, Earley's 
algorithm), 
- recognition of special context-free grammars (normal forms, regular and linear 
grammars), 
- deterministic recognition. 
Some o f  these  a lgor i thms are  extended to  parsing algorithms us ing  d i f fe rent  data  
structures for representing derivations: 
- derivations as sequences of the productions used, 
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- derivation trees (constructed top-down or bottom-up), 
- derivations as parenthesized (terminal) strings. 
Finally, there are some further algorithms for manipulating the essential objects 
of the domain that are also important in connection with the parsing of context-free 
grammars. These are 
- elimination of ~-productions (chain productions, etc.), 
- elimination of left recursion, 
- construction of parser tables. 
In all developments, the interest focusses on the characteristics of the respective 
algorithms; efficient data type representations or other technical optimizations are 
not considered. 
1.2. Language issues 
For denoting programs and program schemes, we use essentially the language 
CIP-L (cf. [8-10]), in particular the notation of functions in the style of algebraic 
types ~ and the (implicit) characterization f operations by (conditional) equations. 
Thus, whenever we have to prove the correctness of some transformation rule we 
will refer to the semantic definition of CIP-L as given in [10]. In particular, we will 
rely on its strict (caU-by-value) semantics. 
Due to our particular application domain, though, we will not use the full power 
of the language; in particular, we will not have to deal with arbitrary algebraic type 
specifications. Our initial specifications will only use the pre-algorithmic constructs 
of the language (i.e. sets, predicate logic, and the descriptors that and some, cf. 
[10]) that are based on a fixed set of abstract data types defining our particular 
problem domain. 
We use uppercase letters for expressions, boldface lowercase letters for sort 
identifiers and keywords, and lowercase letters for object and function identifiers 2 
and (primitive) operation symbols. Expression symbols occasionally will be aug- 
mented with 'arguments' in order to stress certain dependencies onparticular objects. 
These expressions will be distinguished from function calls by using boldface 
parentheses. Thus, P(x,E) denotes an expression in (at most) the (object) variable 
x and the expression E, whereas f(x,E) means an ordinary function call with 
arguments x and E. If an expression symbol is augmented with 'arguments', then 
this set is to indicate a maximal set of possible arguments, i.e. not all of them 
actually have to occur. 
For purely technical reasons, as a general convention, we assume the operation 
symbols and expression symbols occurring in programs or program schemes to stand 
for determinate operations and expressions. 
1 This allows to write functionalities in transformation rules only once. 
2 An exception is sometimes made for identifiers denoting set objects, to allow the same identifier for 
an element of  a set and the set it belongs to. 
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In order to further keep our presentation reasonably short, we will occasionally 
use (intuitively clear) shorthand notations that are not in the strict language. 
Examples are iterators uch as 
F1 




V (BiAEi) for (B1AEI) v ' ' ' v (B ,  AE~), 
i=1 
and the like. 
A further abbreviation is a shorthand notation for set comprehension ('Zermelo- 
Fraenkel set abstraction' [107]) where we abbreviate, .g. 
{m z: 3 m x: P(x) ^  z=f(x)} by {f(x): P(x)}. 
For our initial specifications of some problem P we assume the following general 
form (of. also e.g. [61, 67, 103]): 
f : (m x: C(x)) -* n, 
f (x)  def = some n y: R(x,y). 
That is, given some input of sort m that is additionally restricted by some predicate 
C (the 'precondition'), the solution to the problem P is computed by a function f 
which produces as output some y of sort n such that for x and y a certain relation 
R (describing the input-output relation of the problem) holds. If there is a unique 
solution to the problem, that (as a stronger descriptor) will be used. 
If we want to explicitly take care of partialities, we introduce a dummy element 
(as a distinguished (possibly additional) constant of the respective domain), and 
the general form then reads 
f :  m ~ (n [dummy), 
f (x )  ded if C(x)  then some n y: R(x, y)  else dummy ft. 
This form requires to actually evaluate the predicate C. For functions that are 
predicates themselves, we assume the general pattern 
p" m -~ bool, 
p(x) de[ C(x). 
Furthermore, we presuppose some data structures as primitive (corresponding 
formal definitions can be found e.g. in [9, 12]): 
(a) Sequences (of arbitrary elements), especially for denoting words over a charac- 
ter set. In particular we will use 
0 denoting the empty sequence, 
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I-I 
top (last) 
rest ( lead) 
& 
E 
denoting the 'widening' of elementary objects to sequences, 
denoting the length of a sequence, 
denoting the first (last) element, 
denoting the remainder, after removing the first (last) element, 
denoting concatenation (where attaching a single element is subsumed 
as a special case; if no ambiguities occur, even & will be omitted), 
denoting the test on presence of a certain element within a sequence. 
(top, rest, last, lead are partially defined operations; they are undefined for empty 
sequences. Furthermore, in order to avoid excessive bracketing, these four operations 
are assumed to have higher priority than the concatenation; thus topu & restu means 
(topu)&(restu).) 
In general, sequences of objects of sort m have the sort sequ m. For the object set 
of words over some character set V, we use the usual notation V* (rather than 
sequ V), resp. V + for {x~ V*: x # 0}. 
(b) Finite sets with the usual operations uch as 
{} set former 3 (with or without restricting predicate), 
element relation, 
subset relation, 
w set union, 
n set intersection. 
(c) Tuple structures, e.g. pairs, triples, or quadruples with (..) denoting the tuple 
constructor and individual identifiers for the respective selectors. 
All these data structures are assumed to be defined algebraically ('abstract data 
types') such that the characteristic axioms such as 4 
\V sequ m s, m x: top(x&s)  = x 
are available for program transformations. Furthermore it is assumed that these 
data types may be combined hierarchically (cf. [110]), e.g. into pairs of sequences, 
etc. 
1.3. Basic transformation rules 
Transformation rules will be denoted, as in [10], by 
I I 
----~---[C and- -~[C  
0 0 
3 Occasionally, we use finset{_} as the set former for finite sets in order to stress the distinction from 
the general set comprehension (cf. [10]) that might involve infinite sets. 
4 We use the sign 'E'  for the strong equality in axioms of algebraic types and '=' for equality operators 
in the expression language. 
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with input scheme I, output scheme O, applicability condition C, and @ (-~-) 
denoting semantic equivalence (resp. descendance). I and O are furthermore sup- 
posed to be syntactically valid and context-correct program schemes. 
Within the applicability conditions, we will distinguish between syntactic and 
semantic ones. For their formulation we use particular predicates (cf. [10] for more 
details), e.g. the syntactic predicates 
- KIND, yielding the sort of some syntactic entity, 
- OCCURS, testing whether some identifier occurs in a given syntactic entity, 
- -  DECL, yielding the declaration of some entity 
or the semantic predicates 
- DEF, testing for definedness, 
- DET, testing for determinacy, and 
- PRO J, testing for projectability (of. Section 2.4.2). 
In order to enhance readability, for most of the rules only semantic onditions 
will be formulated as applicability conditions whereas yntactic ones are added to 
the rules as syntactic constraints. Furthermore, if not explicitly defined otherwise, 
for the identifiers f and p, KIND[ f ]  = m -~ n and KIND[p]  = m -* bool are generally 
assumed. 
In order to clearly distinguish expressions of the language from expressions on 
these predicates, we use the usual logical connectives V, 3, 7,  v, A, 3 ,  ¢=~ as 
operator symbols of the language, whereas for expressions on predicates we use W, 
31, /A, \v. However, we write again ---- for the equality of breadths of expressions 
which corresponds to the strong equality in types. Occasionally, transformation 
rules themselves will occur in applicability conditions of other rules. In such a case 
the notation C ~ I -- 0 (resp. C ~- 0 ~ I) will be used rather than the one introduced 
above. 
As to the basic transformations, we assume the reader to be familiar with the 
basic rules as given in [25]: 
- unfold, the replacement of a function (procedure) call by its body, with replacement 
of the formal parameters by the respective actual ones (in compiler construction 
this technique is known as 'macro expansion'); 
- fold, the inverse of unfold, i.e. the formation ofa (recursive) call from an expression 
which is the instance of some function body; 
- apply, the application of some property that holds in the problem domain (usually 
axioms and theorems of the underlying data types) or for the particular algorithm 
at hand; 
- define, the definition of a new function; 
- instantiate, the instantiation of some expression with concrete values; 
- abstract, the introduction of an (auxiliary) function by abstraction. 
Formalizations of these rules can be found in [ 11]. 
In ~iddition we will use (without explicit definition): 
- the rules of the language definition (cf. [8, 10]); 
- rules about predicates (of. e.g. [59]), known from predicate calculus; 
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- basic set theoretic rules; and 
- axioms of the underlying data types. 
A few more useful derived rules, especially for specifications, are given in 
Appendix A. 
2. Der ived  ru les ,  compact  t rans format ions  and  loca l  tac t i cs  
There are at least two reasons that justify dealing with compact ransformation 
rules and strategies. 
First, there is the obvious economical aspect: Rather than simply applying (one 
after the other) the elementary transformations 5 mentioned in the previous ection 
(or those given in Appendix A), at least frequently encountered combinations of 
these basic rules should be made into autonomous compact rules. This is all the 
more advisable, if the transformational methodology is to be used for practical 
software production. 
Second, even more important, here is the conceptual spect: For really understand- 
ing a transformational development it is not only necessary to have compact rules 
and to comprehend their technical effect, but also to grasp their 'essence', i.e. to 
know about the goals that are to be achieved by applying them. 
Therefore, in the sequel we will not only present a collection of compact rules 
as a means for achieving major development s eps, but also put a strong emphasis 
on motivating their usage by dealing with development s rategies or local tactics in 
order to indicate the goals that can be achieved. The overall organizational frame 
for discussing these compact rules is provided by the 'life cycle of transformational 
program development' "(cf. [18]) leading from a descriptive specification of the 
problem to a program for a sequential, storage-programmed machine. This way is 
roughly characterized by the development s ages 
- (descriptive) formal problem specification, 
- modified (descriptive) specification, 
- (non-deterministic, recursive) solution, 
- deterministic tail-recursive solution, 
- further modified applicative program, 
- efficient procedural program. 
Since, as already mentioned, we do not intend to deal with procedural programs, 
this means that we assume the following 
Genera l  strategy. Given 
f(x) de___f some n y :  P(x,y), 
5 Some people call successions of simple transformation rules "the assembler language of program 
development" or elementary rules the 'transformational goto's' [100]. 
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- find a suitable embedding f ' fo r f  (cf. Section 2.1), 
- develop a recursive solution for f '  (cf. Section 2.2), 
- eliminate remaining non-determinism (in particular existential quantifiers, cf. 
Section 2.3), 
- perform further modifications of the applicative program (Section 2.4). 
In general, each of these transitions on the control structure side has additionally 
to be intertwined with suitable transformations on the data structure side ('joint 
development', cf. [73]). Since we study a particular problem domain (where the 
relevant data structures are known in advance), data type transformations play only 
a minor role, and, hence, will not be discussed in generality. 
2.1. Embedding 
Embedding is a general principle known in mathematics for a long time: if the 
original formulation of a problem does not lead to a solution straightforwardly, one 
tries to solve a 'more general' problem that includes the original one as a special case. 
Finding a suitable generalization (or 'embedding') certainly requires intuition and 
cannot be done merely by formal rules. However, intuition can be guided by looking 
for appropriate mbeddings in a systematic way. In this respect, when analysing 
the supposed general form of a problem specification (cf. Section 1.2), 
f(x) clef some n y: R(x,y), 
we can identify the following possibilities for 'embedding': 
- embedding of the data types (m or n), 
- embedding of the domain (of f ) ,  
- embedding of the relation R. 
According to the theory of (algebraic) abstract data types (cf. [110]), embedding 
of a data type T can mean 
- 'enrichment', i.e. considering a type T' such that any model of T is the reduct of 
some model of T', 
- 'extension', i.e. considering a type T' such that any model of T is a subalgebra 
of some model of T', 
- a combination of both or even an 'implementation' (in the sense of [20]). 
With N, T, and V =def N u T denoting (finite) character sets and V* (resp. T*) 
denoting strings over V (resp. T), typical examples of embedding of the data type 
are taking 
- V* instead of V, 
- V*  ins tead  o f  T* ,  o r  
- V*  ins tead  o f  T. 
Of course, embedding of the data type applies equally well to the data types in the 
domain and the range of f 
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Embedding of the domain also comprises everal sub-cases. First of all, there is 
the usual meaning, i.e. the transition to a more general domain (of the relation R) 
such that the original one is obtained by projection (of. Section 2.4). 
A typical example of this kind is the generalization of a constant of the specification 
to a parameter. More precisely, if 
f (x )  def = some a y: R(x,y) 
and if c is a constant of some sort p occurring in the boolean expression R, then 
we have equivalently, 
def  t 
f (x )  = f (x,c), 
f'(x,z) clef = some n y: R'(x,y,z) 
with R' implicitly defined by 
\V m x, n y: ( R'(x,y,c) ¢:> R(x,y)) - true. 
With respect o a later termination proof, it is further advisable to choose for p a 
well-founded set (cf. [90]). 
If the original specification does not contain a priori constants to be made into 
parameters, they can often be introduced using particular properties of the underly- 
ing data types. Well-known examples are neutral elements as 1 in 
\V nat n: n -- n × 1 for natural numbers 
or 0 in 
(*) \V  sequ  s :  s - s&O -= O&s  =- O&s&O - O&O&s - " ' "  
for sequences. 
Similar kinds of embeddings can be found by decomposition properties of the 
respective data types. Thus, e.g. for sequences 
\V sequ s: =il sequ a,b: s =- a&b 
can be used. 
Dually to embedding of the domain, one could also think of embedding of the 
range. Technically, however, this can be subsumed under embedding of the relation. 
By embedding of the relation we simply mean considering a ('finer' but non-empty) 
relation R" such that 
\V m x, n y: ( R"(x,y)=> R(x,y)) =- true, 
31 m x, n y: R"(x,y) =- true 
hold. If R is given operationally, this is also to include the case that the computation 
of  R" is an operat ional  ref inement.  In some sense,  it also inc ludes  'restriction o f  a 
predicate' (cf. [12]) as an important special case. 
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Although these considerations imply a certain systematics in looking for embed- 
dings, they are not exhaustive as (*) clearly demonstrates. Thus, finding a suitable 
embedding is part of the developer's ingenuity or experience; the methodology just 
provides the formal framework to guide the developer's thoughts. This is manifest 
in the fact that the rules below (and also most of the following ones) intro- 
duce 'new information' (E, i,, im below) in the respective output schemes that is 
related to the expressions in the respective input schemes by suitable applicability 
conditions. 
By just combining these different possibilities for embedding discussed above, 
we have the rule 
Embedd ing .  
f (x )  def = some n y: R(x,y)  
( (1)  \Vmx,  ny:DET[im(X)]/ADET[in(y)]/ADET[E], 
(2) \V m x, n y: (R'(i,,,(x),i,(y),E):=> R(x,y)) - true, 
(3) \V m x, 31 n y: R'( im(x) , i , (y) ,E)  =- true 
f (x )  def = someny:  R'(im(X), in(y),E) 
Syntactic onstraints. 
[i ] KIND m = m->m,  K IND[ in ]  = n ---> n ' .  
Proof. cf. Appendix B. [] 
For this rule, also a variant (with the same syntactic onstraints) that establishes 
equivalence can be proved: 
f (x )  def = some n y :  R(x,y) 
I [(1) 'Vmx, ny:DET[im(X)]/^DET[i.(Y)]/^DET[E], 
(2) \V m x, n y: (g(x,y)¢:~ g'( im(X),in(y),E)) - true 
def 
f (x )  = somen y: R'(i, , ,(x), in(y),E) 
Proof. cf. Appendix B. [] 
For purely technical reasons, it is sometimes convenient to use a further variant 
of the above rule (again with the same syntactic onstraints 6) that introduces an 
auxiliary function declaration: 
def  
f (x )  = some n y :  R(x,y)  
I r(1) \Vmx, ay:DET[im(X)]I^DET[in(Y)]/^DET[E], 
L(2) xv m x, a y:  (R(x ,y)¢~ R'(im(X),i,,(y),E)) - true 
6 Remember that the syntactic onstraint KIND[E]  E p is guaranteed by our general assumption about 
syntactic orrectness and context-correctness of the input and output scheme. 
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f(x) d~ f'(im(x),E)where 
f '  : m' × p -* n, 
f ' (x , z )  d~f , . = some n y:  R (x , l , (y ) ,z )  
which immediately results from the above rule and the basic rule of abstraction. 
Variants of these rules for dealing with descriptive specifications of predicates are 
obvious. In the sequel either of these variants will be referred to by 'embedding'. 
2.2. Transforming descriptive specifications into algorithmic ones 
In full generality, the problem to be discussed in this section means "given a 
description of a problem, find a solution". It is clear that again formal rules can 
only provide a frame indicating possible directions of thought. Consequently, all 
the rules to be discussed below have in common that the rules themselves are rather 
straightforward whereas the verification of the respective applicability conditions 
often requires human intuition and ingenuity. 
It is, of course, always possible (and legal) to find (by inspiration) an arbitrary 
solution to the problem and to prove that it meets the specification. Within a 
deductive framework, however, the transition from descriptive specifications to 
algorithmic ones for all but simple problems will lead to the introduction ofrecursion 7
(cf. also [60]). 
One of the most frequently used tactics in transforming descriptive specifications 
into (recursive) algorithmic ones is the 'unfold/fold-strategy' (cf. [25]). Although 
this tactics works quite well for a number of examples, it is too narrow for arbitrary 
problem specifications. Therefore, we suggest the more general 
Strategy 
- Decompose and detail the specification; 
- Simplify and rearrange xpressions; 
- Compose a recursive routine. 
Unfold is only one technique to be used in decomposition and detailization. 
Others are case introduction (cf. Section 2.2.1), use of  decomposit ion axioms of 
data types, or any other theorem of the problem domain that involves decomposition 
(as e.g. Lemma 3.1, cf. Section 3.1). 
The second step of the strategy is to comprise all simplifications resulting from 
'contracting' data type axioms (such as s&0 - s), simplification rules for language 
constructs (cf. [10] or Appendix A), as well as rearrangements induced either by 
the 'recomposition' technique (cf. Section 2.2.1) or by commutativity orassociativity 
properties (and variants or mixtures thereof) of the respective data types. 
7 Of course, this comprises transition to other control constructs which can be derived from the 
recursive formulation. 
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Dually to unfold, fold is among the techniques to be used in the third step 
(together with its variant hat guarantees the prevention of non-terminating loops, 
of. Section 2.2.3), as well as the introduction of invariants (of. Section 2.2.3) and 
all the other techniques mentioned for decomposition, applied in reverse order. 
In an idealistic view, these three steps are assumed to be applied one after the 
other. However, there is neither a strict ordering among the constituent transforma- 
tions of each step, nor is the segmentation i to these three steps always unique. 
Hence, any sequential presentation is to be considered as a topological sorting of 
the underlying partial ordering. In this sense, any particular derivation represents 
a whole class of derivations. 
Actually, in practical program developments, hese steps very often appear mixed, 
since, e.g. whenever a possibility for simplification is detected, one is tempted to 
perform it--irrespectively of the phase one is working in. This is one of the major 
differences of some of the derivations given in Section 3 and those in [74-76]. 
As already mentioned in the summary (cf. Section 1.1), the above strategy mainly 
uses axioms and theorems of the underlying data types. Apart from unfold and fold 
there are only a few more, general, data type independent techniques that will be 
discussed in the following subsections. 
2.2.1. ' Case introduction' and 'recomposition" 
An important technique in connection with decomposition is the introduction of 
a case distinction that allows to consider different cases individually. 
Starting from our general problem specification 
f (x )  ~f some n y: R(x,y), 
with the additional assumption 
we can derive 
some n y: R(x,y) --- 8 
some n y :  R(x ,y )  ^  (B l (X)  v . .  • v Bn(x)) -" 
some n y: (Bl(x) ^  R(x,y)) v - . .  v (B,(x) ^  R(x,y)) - -  9 
n 
some n y: i f  [7 Bi(x) then R(x,y) fi -= lo 
i-----1 
n 
i f  ['7 Bi(x) then some n y: R(x,y) fi 
i= l  
s Thi~ step uses the rule 'conjunction of a truth', cf. Appendix A; it is termed 'adjunc~don fa tautology' 
C4O]. 
9 of. the rule "existential quantification and guarded exprSssion', Appendix A. 
1o cf. the rule "distributivity of  some and guards', Appendix A. 
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Thus, we have proved the rule: 
Case introduct ion.  
f (x)  d¢f = some n y: R(x,y) 
I [ \Vmx: (VB i (x ) )  
n 
f(x) a,f i f  [-] Bi(x) then some n y: R(x,y) ft. 
i= l  
For predicates p which will play a dominant role in our subsequent considerations 
we have the following variant of the above rule: 
p(x) def 3 n y: R(x,y) 
n 
p(x) def V (B,(x)AR(x,y)) 
i=1  
Furthermore, using the respective basic rules from CIV-L, we get further (obvious) 
variants for the conventional if-then-else alternative. In the sequel we will refer to 
either of these rules simply by 'ease introduction'. 
Within the strategy outlined in the beginning of this section, 'rearrangement' of 
certain expressions i an important preparatory step for subsequent 'composition'. 
Apart from pure 'decomposition lemmas' for the respective data type (el. e.g. [48]) 
this step occasionally requires to introduce new auxiliary functions that allow the 
'recomposition' of some expression by a suitable new function (c' below). The idea 
is captured by the following rule: 
Reeampos i t ion.  
some p y: P(c(x),y) 
"(1) Wnx, rz, py, mv: 
DEF[P(v ,y ) ]  ,^ DEF[Q(x,z)]/^ DEF[C(X)]/^ DEF[C'(Z)], 
(2) \V n x, r y: DET[C(X)]/^ DET[c'(y)], 
(3) \V nx, r z: (O(x ,z )~ P(c (x ) ,c ' ( z ) ) )  - true, 
(4) \V n x =ll r z: Q(x,z) - true 
(5) W m v =ll p y: P(v,y) - true 
c ' (some r z: Q(x,z)) 
Syntactic constraints: 
rIND[ C] = n -~ m, rIND[C'] = r -* p. 
Proof. of. Appendix B. [] 
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Since n and r may be tuple modes, this rule schema comprises anumber of special 
instances. Thus, e.g. for pairs, a variant of the rule (where only the essential 
specialization i  the semantic onditions is given explicitly) may read: 
some p y: P(c(xl  ,x2),y) 
1 [((Q,(x,,z,) ^ Q2(x2,z2)) ~ P(c(x,,x2),c'(zl,z2))) - true 
c'(some r z,, r z2: Q,(x, ,z,) A Q2(x2,z2)) 
From the proof of the above rule (of. Appendix B) it is easily to be seen that the 
converse direction of the transformation 'recomposition' holds, if 
W m x, r z: (Q(z,x) ¢:~ P(c(x),c'(z)))  =- true 
and, additionally, c' is surjective. 
The importance of the above two rules 'case introduction' and 'recomposition' 
in connection with deriving algorithms from descriptive specifications i acknowl- 
edged by many other authors. The particular role of abstract data types and 
'decomposition lemmas' to be used for case introduction is emphasized e.g. in 
[46, 48, 49]. A combined strategy of 'case introduction' and 'recomposition' is dealt 
with in [103, 104] and called 'divide-and-conquer', there. In contrast o the former 
authors the latter one also recognizes the impact of suitable (new) composition 
operators for the 'divide-and-conquer' idea (of. also [66]). Apart from combining 
the two rules into one, his approach differs technically from ours in enforcing 
definedness by requiring the existence of a suitable well-founded ordering with 
respect o decomposition. Although generally aiming at compact rules, we prefer 
to have separate rules for dealing with these two aspects, since they provide much 
greater flexibility with respect o program development. 
In order to demonstrate he use of the above transformations within program 
development consider the classical sorting problem 
sort : seqn m --> seqn m, 
sort(a) ~f some sequ m s: issorted(s) ^ eqb(a,s) 
(where issorted(s) tests whether s is sorted and eqb(a,s) tests whether a 
and s, considered as bags, are equal, cf. [73]). 
For sequences the tautology 
\V seqn s: (Is[=0 v Is[= 1 v [sl> 1) --- true 
holds such that the applicability condition for case introduction is fulfilled. Applica- 
tion yields 
sort(a) 
i f  lal =0  then some sequ m s: issorted(s) ^ eqb(a,s) 
D [a [= l  then some seqn m s: issorted(s) A eqb(a,s) 
[3 [a [> l  then some sequ m s: issorted(s) A eqb(a,s) ft. 
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By simple local manipulations (provable w.r.t, the data type axioms, the definition 
of issorted, and the rule 'local transformation f a guarded expression', cf. Appendix 
A) we get 
def sort(a) = 
if lal=O then 0 
D l al =1 then a 
F] [a[> 1 then some sequ m s: issorted(s) ^ eqb(al&a2,s) 
where (sequ m al,  seqn m a2) - some (sequ m a~, sequ m a~)" 
? f la~[~>l A la~>~l A al&a2=a ft. 
/ 
Now, obviously, the syntactic and/definedness conditions for the 'recomposition' 
transformation are fulfilled with 
seqn m 
sequ m x sequ m 
& 
sort(s)=t 
sort(sl)=h A sort(s2)=t2 
for p, m, 
for r, n, 
for c, 
for P(s, t), and 
for Q(Sl, s2, t,, t2). 
If we furthermore define a function merge (corresponding to c' in the rule) with 
the property (prescribed by the transformation) 
( sort( al)= bl A sort( aE)= b2 ~ sort( al&a2) = merge( bl ,b2) ) =- true 
then application of 'recomposition' yields (applied to the last branch) 
n lal> 1 then merge(sort(al),sort(a2)) 
where (sequm al, seqn m a2) - some (sequ m a~, sequm a~)" 
la][~>l A la[l>~l ^  a~&a'2=a fi, 
i.e. the well-known 'merge sort' algorithm. 
2.2.2. Compact rules for finite sets 
Apart from being used in the development ofconcrete algorithms, the fundamental 
rules 'case introduction' and 'recomposition' (from the previous ection) also may 
be profitably used in deriving new rules. We will demonstrate his with some useful 
rules for (finite) sets, which also will play an important role in our envisaged problem 
domain. 
2.2.2.1. Computing qualifiers. A large class of problems for (finite) sets requires to 
compute some qualifier, such as W, 3, some, that, or {_}. Formally, this class is 
defined by 
test-qu 0 : set m -> ro, 
test-quo(M) def Q n x: P(M,x) 
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where 
- P is the 'qualifying predicate' for which \V set m M, n x :  DEF[P(M,x)] is assumed, 
- Q stands for some qualifier such as '¢, 3, some, that, {_}, and 
- r o denotes the 'range' of the qualifier, i.e. 
- bool for V and 3, 
- n for some and that, and 
- set n for {_}. 
The tests M=0 and M#O are obviously determinate and defined for all objects 
M of kind set m, and, furthermore, \V set m M: (M=0 v M~0)  -= true holds. Thus, 
case introduction (cf. Section 2.2.1) is applicable and leads to 
def 
test-quo( M)  = 
if M =0 then Q n x: P(M,x)  
else Q n x: P(M,x)  ft. 
The next steps aim at simplifying and rearranging the branches of the conditional 
using the rule 'local transformation of a guarded expression' (cf. Appendix A): 
For the then branch we trivially get 
Q n x: P(O,x). 
For the else branch we have 
\V set m M:  M~O~-(  
and, hence, 
Now, if 
3 n~N,  se tmM~, . . . ,M , "  
M= ,=,0 M, ^ IM l < IMI) t rue  
where set m M1, .  • •, set m M,  -- some set m M~, . . . ,  set m M"  
1,1 n 
U M~=M ^ A IM;I<IMI. 
i=1  i=1 
c ' (Qnx l :  P (MI ,xO, . . . ,  Qnx , "  P (M, ,x , ) )  
is a descendant of the above expression, the rule 'local transformation of a guarded 
expression' may be applied such that subsequent folding 1~ results in 
def 
test-quo( M)  = 
i f  M=~i  then Q n x: P(~,x) 
else c'( test-qUO ( MI),  . . . , test-quo ( M , )  ) 
where set m M1, . . . ,  set m M,  = some set m M~, . . . ,  set m M":  
rl la 
U M;=M ^ A IM;I<IMI ft. 
i=1  i=1 
~ This is legal here, due to the finiteness of M and the fact that V i: l<<-i<~n: IM, I < [M[. 
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where, of course, some of the generated calls test-quo(Mi) may be further simplified 
to ci, if test-quo(Mi) -- ci, for some basic expression c~. 
Summing up, we have derived the following transformation rule: 
Computing qualifiers for a finite set. 
test_quo(M ) d~j Q n x: P(M,x) 
F\V set m M: DEF[Q n x" P (M,x ) ] ,  
\V rox l , . . . ,  roxn" DEF[Ct (X1 ,  . . . , Xn)], 
rl n 
WsetmM~, . . . ,M~:UMi=M ^ A IM, I < IMlt~- 
i=1 i=1 
c ' ( tes t 'qu° (M' ) ' " " tes t 'qu° (M' ) )c -Onx:P (  OMi 'x  
def 
test-quo ( M ) = 
i f  M =0 then Q n x: P(O,x )  
else c'( test-quQ ( M1) ,  . . . , test-qu o ( Mn) ) 
where set m M1, . . .  set m Mn - some set m M~, . . .  set m M' :  
n rl 
U M"  = M ^ A IM I<IMI fi. 
i=1 i=l 
Syntactic onstraints" 
KIND[ test-quQ ] = set m--~ rQ, 
KIND[C'] = ( re )  n --) re, 
-7oCCURS[ test-qu o in c']. 
This rule scheme comprises a great number of practically useful instances that 
result from specializing the qualifier, the characterizing predicate, or the decomposi- 
tion of M. 
Typical examples are (where the particular applicability conditions result from 
simplifying the general case): 
test-ex(M) clef 3 m x: (xe.M A P(x)) 
1 
XND[ test-ex] = set m -~ bool,  
m x: DEF[P(x ) ]  
test.ex( M)  def= 
i f  M =0 then false 
else P(m)  v tes t -ex(M\{m})where  m m - some m m': m'~M fi, 
gen(M)  d~j {ny: 3 m x: xeM A Q(x,y)} 
g IND[gen]  = set m -* set n, 
\V m x, n y:  DEF[ Q(x ,y ) ] ,  
\V m x: I{n y: Q(x,y)} I < oo 
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def 
gen(M) = 
if M =I~ then I~ 
else {n y: Q(m,y)} w gen(M\{m}) where m m - some mm':  m'eM fi, 
but also 
gen( M) def = someset n S: S={ny:  3 m x: x~M A Q(x,y)} 
I KIND[gen] = set m --> set n, 
\V m x, n y: DEF[Q(x,y)], 
\V m x: I{n y: Q(x,y)}l < 
def 
gen( M) = 
if M = 0 then 0 
else gen( MO u gen( M:) 
where set m MI, set m M2 - some set m M~, set m M~: 
Mi u M ^ IMII<IMI ^ IM I<IMI ft. 
Note that the output schemes of the first two rules could be further improved (tail 
recursion rather than linear recursion) by appropriate mbeddings (of. Section 2.1). 
2.2.2.2. Computing closures. In connection with sets, many problems require com- 
puting the closure of a given set with respect to some inner operation on its elements. ~2 
Formally, for an operation f :  set m -> set m, computing the closure (with respect 
to f )  can be defined by 
cl: set m -> set m, 
cl( M) def = some set m R: R = M u f (R ) .  
Using an embedding (cf. Section 2.1) this can be transformed into 
cl(M) de=f close(l~,M) where 
close: (set m x set m) --> set m, 
(*) close(N,M) d~f N u some set m R: R = M u ( f (R ) \N) .  
I f  m is finite 13 and f defined, (*) always yields a defined value: 
Since the respective basic operations are all defined, the characteristic predicate 
R = M u ( f (R ) \N)  
is always defined. Furthermore, for 
V def {U~DOM[Set m]: B~u=(M u ( f (u) \N)) ]  = {true}} 
12 A transformational development of a transitive-closure-algorithm by eans of elementary transfor- 
mations can also be found in [92]. 
13 Of course, the same remarks hold, if m is a (finite) submode of some (non-finite) sort, since then 
the restricting predicate nsures the finiteness of the set objects involved (cf. also [14]). 
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we have 
(V U~DOM[Set m]: ue V=~ Mc_u~_{m x: true}) = true. 
Now with 
Mo a~2 M, M,+I def M u ( f (M, ) \N)  
we have V ~ 0, iff 3 jeN:  Mj = M u ( f (M j ) \N) .  However, for finite m, the chain 
Mo--_ M1 ~ " ' "  ___ Mi ~ Mi+l _ ' ' "  
is bound by {m x: true}, and hence, also V # 0. 
Again, the tests M=0 and M~ can be used in a case introduction leading to 
clef 
close( N ,M)  = 
i f  M=0 then N u some set m R: R = M u ( f (R ) \N)  
else N u some set m R: R = M u ( f (R ) \N)  ft. 
For the then branch we have (since M=0)  
N u some set m R" R = f (R) \N  
and, if f(0)___ N, obviously 0 ~ B[some set m R: R = f (R) \N~,  such that 
Nw0 
yields a descendant. 
For the else branch we have 
N u some set m R: R = M u ( f (R ) \N)  - 
N u M u some set m R: R = M u ( f (R ) \ (N  u M) )  =- 
N u M u some set m R" 
(R \M u M)  = M u ( f (M) \ (N  u M)) u ( f (R \M) \ (N  u M)) ~ 14 
N u M u some set m R': R '= ( f (M) \ (N  u M) )u  ( f (R ' ) \ (N  u M)). 
Finally, folding (which is legal here, since for finite m the cardinality of the second 
parameter provides a suitable termination function) leads to 
close(N,M) d~=f i  M=0 then N else close(N w M, ( f (R ) \ (N  u M))) ft. 
Thus, summing up, we have the following transformation rule: 
Closure o f  a finite set. 
close(N,M) ae__f N u someset m R: R = M u ( f (R ) \N)  
r w setm M: DET[f(M)]/^ DET[f(M')], 
L f(0) __ N, m finite 
close(N,M) def if M=O then N else close(N u M, f (M) \ (N  u M)) fi 
~4 'Cancellation' of M in the equation is legal, since the respective unions are disjoint. 
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Syntactic onstraints: 
KIND[close] = (set m x set m) -> set m, 
KIND[ f ]  = set m --> set m. 
By our above considerations on the definedness of (*) it is obvious that close 
computes the smallest set with the desired property (which is usually the one, one 
is interested in); for finite m an analogous algorithm for computing the greatest 
set could be derived by starting with the set of all elements of m and iterating 
'downwards'. 
As an example of how to use this transformation we consider the problem of 
reachability in (finite) directed graphs. 
Let a (finite) directed graph g be defined by 
mode graph -= pair(set node n, set (node,node) e: 
V (node,node)( i ,o)~e:  i~n ^  o~n),  
i.e. by a pair (n,e) consisting of a (finite) set n of nodes and a (finite) set e of edges 
(represented by pairs of nodes). Then for a given graph g, the set of nodes reachable 
from a given subset M~_ n(g) is defined by 
reach : (graph g × set node M: Mc_ n(g)) --> set node, 
reach(g,M) ~f some set node R: R = M u succs(g,R) 
where 
succs :(graph g x set node M: Mc  n(g)) --> set node, 
succs(g,M) ~f {nodey: 3 x~M A (x,y)en(g)}. 
Using an embedding as in our general considerations we get 
reach(g,M) ~f rea(g,l~,M), 
rea : (graph g x set node N x set node M: Mc  n(g)) --~ set node, 
rea(g,N,M) ~f N u some set node R: R = M u (succs(g,R)\N). 
Hence, by applying our last transformation, we get immediately 
rea(g,N,M) ~f if M=O then N 
else rea(g, N u M, succs(g,M)\(N u M)) fi, 
or, simplified (using the definition of succs), 
rea(g,N,M) ~f 
if M = 0 then N 
else tea(g, N u M, {node y: x~M ^  (x,y)~e(g) ^y ~ N u M}) fi, 
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which can be further developed into one of the well-known efficient algorithms (cf. 
again [14] or [84] for respective transformational developments). 
Of course, variants of the above rule also hold for variants off, e.g. f :  m--> set m, 
or f :  m -> m, but also for arbitrary tuples of sets, e.g. 
close( N~,M1, . . . , N , ,M~) de=f 
some (set m R1, . . . ,  set m R,): V i: 1 <~ i <~ n: 
l 
j= l  
W m x: DEF[f/(X)] /A DET[f/(x)] (1 <~ i ~< n), 
m finite 
close( N1,M1, . . . , N , ,M, )  def 
if (M1, . . . ,  Air,) = (l~,...  ,~) then (N~, . . .  ,N , )  
( { }\  elsecloseN1 u M1, fl(x): xeU Mj (N1 u M1), . . . ,  
j= l  
{ ) Nn u M, ,  f,(x): xeU (N, u M,) ft. 
j= l  
Syntactic onstraints: 
raND[ close] = (set m) e" --> (set m)", 
KIND[ f / ]  = m ~ m (I <~ i ~ n). 
In the above considerations the restriction on finite m was only needed to guarantee 
the termination of close., Hence, the requirement for finite m could be weakened to 
the existence of a finite solution R to 
R = (M u ( f (R ) \N) ) .  
2.2.3. Introduction of  invariants and "looping-preventing folding" 
It is known [56, 57] that folding only preserves partial correctness, i.e. that it may 
introduce non-termination. Another undesired effect of folding is that sometimes 
context information gets lost. Both effects will be dealt with below. 
2.2.3.1. Preservation o f  context information and introduction o f  invariants. By the 
catchword 'preservation of context information' we try to capture a phenomenon 
that mainly appears when working with embedding and the 'unfold/fold' strategy. 
It already can be realized with very simple examples. Consider e.g. the usual recursive 
definition of the factorial 
fac : N --> lN, 
fac(n)  ~r if n =0 then 1 else n x fac (n -1)  ft. 
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For deriving a repetitive version usually embedding is used: 
fact: (N x •) --> N, 
fact(n,m) ~f m x fac(n). 
Obviously, fac (n) -  fact(n,1) holds. Then unfolding the original definition of fac 
in fact and simple manipulations straightforwardly yield 
fact(n,m) ~f if n=0then m else m x n × fac(n-1) ft. 
Finally, by applying the usual folding step one comes up with 
fact(n,m) ~f if n=Othen m else fact (n - l ,mxn)  fi
which is, of course, quite satisfactory here. 
Nevertheless, folding caused 'loss of inforrnation'--which ould be profitably 
used in less trivial examples--since the recursive version of fact no longer mirrors 
the information 
- m=l  (from the embedding call fact(n,1)) or 
- 3 m'e[~: m=m'x  (n+l) (by analyzing the formation of the recursive call). 
In other words, folding caused forgetting the 'internal structure' of  the additional 
parameter m. However, it is exactly this 'internal structure' of the additional para- 
meter that often can be used, later in the development, for improving efficiency. 15 
In order to maintain this information, we just have to add an appropriate assertion 
to fact such that the entire definition reads: 
fac : N --> r~, 
fac(n) ~f fact(n,1) where 
fact:(t~ n × N m: (re=l) v :1 m'sN: m=m'×(n+l)) ~ N, 
fact(n,m) ~f if n=0 then m else fact(n- l ,m×n) ft. 
This modification exhibits also very clearly what really happened: the domain chosen 
for the above embedding was too 'large' in the sense that it contains elements that 
never will occur as actual arguments in calls of fact. On the other hand, the assertion 
that restricts the domain strongly depends on the development leading to the 
recursive algorithm. One might think of combining the two steps for achieving a 
composition and for preserving the context information into one rule. However, we 
refrained from doing so in order to avoid a much more complicated applicability 
condition. 
The problem we want to focus on now is how to construct the respective assertion 
in the general case. This can be done in two steps: 
First, we use the following transformation rule: 
~s In a slightly different view, this shows that the 'interface' provided by the pure function call has 
to be widened by adding suitable assertions (ef. also [84]). A similar observation in connection with 
loops is made in [19]. 
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Preservation of context information. 
f(x) clef g(x, Y) where 
g(z,y) deU if T(z,y)then H(z,y) 
n 
elsf [] Bi(z,y) then Ei(g( K~,(z,y)), . . . , g( Ki,,(z,y)), z, y) fi 
i=1  
I 
f(x) d~U g'(x, Y) where 
g': (m z x n y: pcg(z,y)) --, r, 
g'(z,y) d~=f i  T(z,y)then H(z,y) 
n 
elsf V1 B,(z,y) then E,(g'(K,,(z,y)),..., g'(K,o,(z,y)), z, y) fi 
/=1 
where 
pcg(z,y) =- (y= Y) v (21 m z', n y" -1T(z',y') 
°, ) 
^ (B,(z',y') A V (z,y)= K~j(z',y')) 
i=1  j= l  
Syntactic onstraints: 
KIND[f] = m -~ r, 
KIND[g]  ----- (mx n) --> r. 
Proof. cf. Appendix B. [] 
Second, we have to simplify the generated assertion appropriately. 
For the factorial example the transformation results in the assertion 
(re=l)  v (3 n',m'~N: n'~O A (n~m) = (n ' - l ,m 'xn ' ) ) .  
From n'#OA n=n' - I  we can conclude n '=n+l ,  and, hence, yield the simplified 
formula as stated above. 
Thus, both steps are part of the more general 
Strategy 
- Develop a recursive version of an (embedded) function f ;  
- Apply the rule 'preservation of context information' to f ;  
- Simplify the generated assertion; 
- Use the assertion for further simplifications in the body of f. 
In case of more complicated functions, simplifying the assertion may become 
non-trivial. As an example, consider the development of Earley's recognizer in 
Section 3.3.2.3 or [76]. 
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The rule as given above is but a particular instance of an even more general rule 
for adding arbitrary invariants as assertions: ~6 
Invariant-introduction. 
f (x )  
g(z,y) 
o~f g(x, Y) where 
a~f if T(z,y) then H(z,y) 
n 
elsf [-] Bi(z,y) then E~(g( Ki,(z,y)),. . . ,  g( K~.,(z,y)), z, y) fi 
i=1  
I [(1) W m z: Q(z, Y) =- true, ~, 
! 
L(2) \V m z, n y: Q(z,y) ^  B,(z,y) ~- A Q(Kij(z,y)) -- true 
j----I 
f (x )  de__f g'(x, Y) where 
g'" (m z x n y: Q(z,y)) -, r, 
g'(z,y) clef if T(z,y)then H(z,y) 
n 
elsf [7 Bi(z,y) then Ei(g'(K~,(z,y)), . . . , g'(K~,,(z,y)), z, y) fi 
i= l  
Syntactic onstraints: 
KIND[f] = m -~ r, 
KIND[g]  - -  (m x n) ~ r. 
Proof. cf. Appendix B. [] 
2.2.3.2. Looping-preventing folding. In principle, there are two possibilities for non- 
termination of a recursive function: 'divergence' and 'looping'. 'Divergence' usually 
characterizes a behaviour where a (recursive) call generates new arguments without 
ever reaching a 'terminal' argument. A typical example is 
f(3) where 
f :N -~ N, 
f (x )  ~f if x=0 then 0 elsef(x+l)  ft. 
By  'looping' we characterize a situation where in the course of (recursive) computa- 
tion a previous (non-terminal) argument appears again and again. A typical example 
for looping is obtained by changing the recursive call f (x+l )  from above into f (x ) .  
Although there is no general way of getting rid of divergence, there is a brute-force 
approach to guarantee the absence of loops in recursive programs by simply keeping 
track of all 'previously' considered arguments (using an additional parameter M of 
~6 It is easy to see that pcg as defined in the previous rule indeed fulfills the conditions for Q as 
postulated in the rule. 
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appropriate sort) and thus enforcing termination by exclusion of all recursive calls 
with arguments already in M. 17 
In transformational program development, loops are frequently introduced in 
connection with folding. Hence, it seems natural to consider folding and the 
prevention of loops simultaneously. 18 
Semantically, enforced termination in general means a transition to a 'more 
defined' function (cf. [59]), whereas folding implies 'less definedness'. Hence, 
coupling folding and enforced termination has to be done in such a way that finally 
equivalence with the original specification is established. 
In order to technically simplify both the presentation of the transformation and 
its proof, we first introduce the notion of 'reachable arguments' and 'terminal 
reachable arguments': 
Let m be any object kind, and T, Bi, Ki (1 ~< i <~ n) be expressions of kind bool 
and m, respectively. Then for arbitrary m x we define the set of all arguments 
reachable from x by 19 
de__f ~ {x}, if T(x), 
R(x)  
t {x} w R(M(x) ) ,  otherwise 
12 
where M(x)  def [,_j {Ki(x): - i T (x )  A Bi(x)}, 
i=1  
and the set of all terminal arguments reachable from x by 
= my:yeR(x)  A T(y)  v -1  Bi(y) . 
i=1  
Using this definition, we can prove the following transformation rule2°: 
Looping-preventing folding. 
f(x) doj P(x) 
(2) \V m x: DEF[P(x)], 
(3) \V m x: IR(x)l < oo, 
(4) \V m x: RT(x)=O ~ P(x) ~- false 
f (x )  dof g(x,~) where 
17 This idea is informally used in [84], and called 'coerced termination' there. 
is In contrast to the previous transformation, here, the two rules cannot be given independent of each 
other due to the termination problem. 
19 With close as defined in Section 2.2 we have obviously R(x)  = close(fJ,{x}) wherefthere corresponds 
to M here. 
2o Note that condition (1) is not the defining equation for P, but rather a property that holds for P. 
Of course, this property may have been derived in a previous development. 
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Syntactic constraints: 
KIND[f] = m -~ r, 
KIND[g]  = (m y x set m M: M~R(y) )  --> hool. 
Proof. cf. Appendix B. [] 
The use of this rule can be demonstrated with the following simple example (cf. 
also [84]): 
Let, as in Section 2.2.2, a (finite) directed graph be defined by a pair (n,e) of 
nodes and edges. The problem is to determine whether for an arbitrary graph g and 
nodes z, ye  n(g) there exists a path from z to y in g. This problem may be specified 
by 
path: (graph g x node z x node y: z, yen(g) )  -> bool, 
path(g,z,y) def =l neN, node x l , . . .  ,x," x l , . . .  , x ,~n(g)  A 
Xl=Z ^  xn=y A V ie{1,...,n--1}: (xi,xi+l)~e(g). 
With 
T(x)  ~= (z=y),  
Bi(x) ~- (z, zi) ~ e(g), 1 <~ i <-In(g)l, zion(g), 
Ki(x) ~ (zi,y), 1 <- i <- In(g)l, z,~n(g) 
the right-hand side of the above definition of path obviously fulfills the recursion 
equation in condition (1). Furthermore, we have 
R(z,y) ~f {(node,node)(x,y): x,y~ n(g) ^  3 n~N, node x l , . . .  ,xn: 
XI , . . .  ,xn~n(g) A Xl=Z  ^  Xn=X ^  V i~{1,.. .  ,n- l}: (xi ,xi+l)Ee(g)} 
such that due to the finiteness of n(g) and e(g) also conditions (2) and (3) of the 
rule are fulfilled. Finally, RT(z ,y)  =-- f~ implies path(g,z,y) =--- false, i.e. condition (4) 
is also fulfilled. Thus our rule is applicable and its application yields 
path(g,z,y) def = path (g,z,y,~) where 
path': (graph g x node z x node y x set (node x node) M: z,y~ n(g)) --> bool, 
path'(g,z,y,M) de__f ( z ,y )~M A ((z=y) V (3 node x: x~n(g) A (z ,x)~e(g) A
path'(g,x,y,M u {(z,y}))). 
Obviously, the above transformation rule simplifies considerably for finite domains 
(where the divergence problem vanishes). This was the case in the above example 
and is e.g. also the case in the development of Earley's recognizer in Section 3.3.2.3. 
It is further obvious, that the above rule also carries over to other types of recursion 
equations for the characterizing predicate. Thus, e.g. the recursion equation 
path(g,z,y) - (z = y )v (3  node x: x ~ n(g)  ^  path(g,z,x) Apath(g,x,y)) 
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would lead to the algorithm 
path'(g,z,y) d~f ,, = path (g,z,y,O), 
path"(g,z,y,M) d~f (z ,y)~M A (3 node x: xsn(g)  ^  path"(g,z,x,M u {(z,y)}) ^  
path"(g,x,y,M u {(z,y)})). 
As with most of our rules, the above rule may be considered as a representative for 
a whole class of rules. For the problems in this class a recursion equation is valid 
the least fixpoint of which is not the one aimed at (of. also the discussion of the 
'Bellman equations' in [14]). 
We have tagged the above way of enforcing termination 'brute-force', since it 
causes obvious inefficiencies due to the additional book-keeping. However, as can 
be seen from respective xamples, this can also be done in quite an economic way: 
either the additional parameter vanishes anyhow during the subsequent development 
(cf. e.g. the development of Earley's recognizer in [76]), or one of the original 
parameters may be used to achieve the same effect (of. the development of the 
'Schorr-Waite' algorithm in [23] or the 'path' algorithm in [84]). 
In some sense, 'looping-preventing folding' may be also considered as a 'con- 
densed redevelopment': he applicability condition (1) in some sense reflects a 
'previous' development leading from an embedded specification to a stage where 
folding could be a next step; the remaining applicability conditions 'correct' the 
embedding and thus guarantee the correctness of folding for the 'redeveloped' 
version. 
Of course, there may be situations where both effects, viz. preservation of context 
information and looping-prevention are aimed at. In this case, of course, 'looping- 
preventing folding' has to be done first. 
2.2.4. Developing partial functions from their domain restriction 
Given an arbitrary specification of a partial function 
f :  (m x: P(x)) ~ n, 
f (x )  def = some n y" O(x,y), 
where additionally 
P(x) ~- (3 n y: Q(x,y)) =- true, 
it is sometimes necessary to 'totalize' this function by introducing a dummy element 
(as an additional constant of the range of f ) :  
f :  m * (nl dummy ), 
(*) f (x )  clef if P(x) then some n y: Q(x,y) else dummy ft. 
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Suppose further that already an operational definition for P is available, e.g. (cf. 
also Section 2.3) 21 
p : m --> bool, 
n 
p(x) def T(x)v ~/ (Bi(x)Ap(Kitx))). 
i=1  
A typical example for such a problem is the following: Given a sequence s of 
sort sequ m and an element x of sort m, it is required to give an index of x in s, 
provided x occurs in s. 
The goal is now to develop an operative solution for f from the definition of p 
(under the additional restriction \V m x: DEF[p(x)]). The basic strategy for this 
development is as follows: First, we extend p to have an additional parameter y of 
sort n that is connected to x in such a way that upon termination of p (with true) 
Q is established. In a second step we then use definition (*) and the (extended) 
version of p to achieve an operative solution for f by delivering the actual value of 
y on termination (with true). 
Technically we proceed as follows: Define (for an arbitrary defined predicate Q' 
and m x) 
p':  (m z x n y: Q'(x,z,y)) -> bool, 
p'(z,y) de__f p(z) 
with the (local) goal of developing a solution for p' that is independent of p. By 
unfolding p we get 
n 
p'(z,y) def T(z)v ~/ (B,(z)Ap(K,(z))). 
i= l  
By the semantic definition of an assertion in a function (cf. [10]), Q'(x,z,y) holds 
for the right-hand side of this definition. Now, if furthermore there exist 
ri'(m × n)-> n 
such that 
\V iE{1,. . .  ,n}, m z, m x, n y: Q'(x,z,y) A Bi(z) F- Q'(x, Ki(z),ri(z,y)) =- true 
holds, then folding is possible 22 and finally yields 
n 
p'(z,y) aef T(z) v V (B,(z)A p'(K,(z),r,(z,y))) 
i=1  
where p(x) and p'(x, Y) are equivalent provided Q'(x,x, Y) - true holds for some u Y. 
2, For brevity, we assume n to be a constant. Note, however, that all subsequent considerations as 
well as those in Section 2.3 remain valid, if n is dependent on x, i.e. for n(x). 
22 Obviously, p'  terminates if p does. 
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Furthermore, if Q' is chosen in such a way that 
W m x, m z, n y: T(z) A Q'(x,z,y) ~ Q(x,y) =-- true 
holds, then the assertion Q' of p' can be replaced by the stronger assertion 
T(z)=~ Q(x,y) 
which means that on termination of p' with true, the actual value of y fulfills the 
predicate Q for the initial argument x. 
Of course, for particular forms ofp this strategy can be made into a transformation 
rule, e.g. in our particular case into 
Predicate extension. 
p(x) de__f T(x)v 
n 
V (B,(x) A p(r , (x) ) )  
i=1  
(1) W m x, m z, n y: T(z) A Q'(x,z,y) I- Q(x,y) - true, 
(2) \V m x: Q'(x,x, Y) - true, 
3) \V i~{1,...  ,n}, m x, m z, n y: 
Q'(x,z,y) ^  B~(z)~- Q'(x,K,(z),r~(z,y))- true 
p(X) def  p'(x,Y)where 
p"  (m z x n y" T(z)=:~ Q(x,y)) ~ Mol, 
p'(z,y) def T(z)v V (Bi(z)Ap'(K,(z),r,(z,y))). 
i----1 
If p itself already has an assertion, e.g. 
p' (m x: R(x)) --, bool, 
then this assertion is simply 'added' in p', i.e. the transformation results in 
p" (m z x n y: R(x) A ( T(z)=¢, Q(x,y))) --~ bool. 
The relationship of this rule to the rule 'invariant introduction' is obvious: whereas 
the latter one adds an (invariant) assertion to an embedded function, here the 
embedding and the introduction of the respective assertion are done simultaneously. 
Again, the correct application of the rule requires to find an explicit definition of 
the auxiliary predicate Q' in order to fulfill the applicability conditions which only 
(implicitly) characterize this predicate by respective properties. However, finding 
Q' is additionally eased by the goal to finally establish the predicate Q as used in 
the function f above. Therefore, usually Q' will be a 'generalization' of Q (to be 
found by some embedding, cf. Section 2.1) combined with the assertion of p (for 
respective xamples, of. Section 3.6). 
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It remains to deal with the second step, i.e., given p' as just derived and f as 
defined in (*), to derive an operative solution for f. 
Similar to the proceeding above, we first define (by embedding) 
f(x) ~f f'(x, Y) where 
f ' : (m z x n y: T(z)===~ Q(x,y)) -~ (n[dummy), 
f ' (z,y) aef i fp'(z,y) then some n y': Q(x,y') else dummy fi 
for n Y such that p(x) - p'(x, Y) and \V m x: DEF[p(x)] hold. 
Furthermore, we assume that for p' 
(**) Wmx, i~{1,...,n}: Bi(x)~-(Vj~{1,...,n}\{i}: Bj(x))-false 
holds (cf. also 'selective conditions' in Section 2.3.3). Hence p' can be transformed 
into 
p'(z,y) ~f 
if T(z) then true 
elsf B~(z) then p'(K~(z),r~(z,y)) 
elsf B,(z) then p'(K,(z),r,(z,y)) else false ft. 
Unfolding p' in the definition of f '  and application of the rule 'normalization of 
conditionals' (cf. Appendix A) yields 
f'(z,y) ~f 
if T(z) then ff true then some n y': Q(x,y') else dummy fi 
elsf Bl(z) then ifp'(K~(z),r~(z,y)) then some u y': Q(x,y') else dummy fi 
elsf B~(z) then if p'(K,(z), r~ (z,y)) then some n y': Q(x,y') else dummy fi 
else if false then some n y': Q(x,y~ else dummy fi ft. 
Obviously, the outer else-branch can be simplified to dummy. Similarly, for the first 
(outer) then-branch we immediately get n y': Q(x,y') which by the assertion of f '  
and the rule 'some-simplification' (of. Appendix A) can be further simplified to y. 
The remaining (outer) then-branches can be folded with the definition o f f ' .  Thus, 
altogether, we yield 
f'(z,y) ~f 
if T(z) then y 
elsf Bl(z) then f'( K~(z),r,( z,y ) ) 
eisf B. (z) then/' (K~ ( Z ), r~ (z,y)) else dummy ft. 
Thus we have proved the transformation rule 
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Argument on termination I. 
f (x)  ~f f (x ,Y)  where 
f'(z,y) ~f ifp'(z,y) then some n y': Q(x,y) else dummy fi 
[ " , \V m z, n y. DEF[p (z,y)], 
\V m x, i • {1, . . . ,  n}: Bi(x)~- (V j • {1, . . . ,  n}\{i}: Bj(x))=-false 
f (x )  ~f f'(x, Y) where 
f ' ( z ,y )  $ f  
if T(z) then y 
elsf Bl(z) then f '(  Kl(z),rl( z,y) ) 
elsf B.(z) then f '(  K.(z),r.( z,y) ) else dummy fi 
Syntactic onstraints: ; 
KIND[I f ]  = (m Z X n y: T(z)=) Q(~qy)) ~ (nldummy), 
DECL[p'] = (m z × n y: T(z )~ Q(x,y)) ~ bool, 
n 
p'(z,y) def T(z)v V (B,(z)Ap'(K,(z),r,(z,y))). 
i=1  
If the condition (**) does not hold for p', still rules for yielding the 'argument 
on termination' can be given that incorporate rules for eliminating the existential 
quantifier in p' (of. Section 2.3). An example is 
Argument on termination II. 
f (x)  d,=f (x, Y) where 
f'(z,y) de=f ifp'(z,y) then some n y': Q(x,y') else dummy fi 
[W m z, n y: DEF[p'(z,y)] 
f (x)  ~t f ' (x ,Y)  where 
f'(z,y) ~f if T(z)then y elsef"(l,z,y) fi where 
f" : (N X m X n) -> (nIdummy), 
f"(i,z,y) ~r 
if i> n then dummy 
else if B( i,z) then n' y" - f ' (  K ( i,z),r( i,z,y )); 
if y"#dummy then y" elsef"(i + 1,z,y) fi 
else f"( i+ l,z,y) fi fi 
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Syntactic constraints: 
KIND[f] = (m z x n y: T(z)==> Q(x,y)) --> (nldummy), 
DECL[p'] = (m z x ny:  T(z )~ Q(x,y)) -> bool, 
n 
p'(z,y) def T(z)v V (B(i,z)A P'(KO, z),r(z,z,Y))) • 
i= l  
Proof. cf. Appendix B. [] 
Variants of these rules, e.g. for fixed n, may be obtained by unfolding the definition 
o f f "  in f ' .  How to use these rules is illustrated with the following simple example: 
Let binary trees be defined by 
bintree - leaf(char c) l comp(hintree l ft, bintree right). 
The problem is, given a character z and a tree b, to determine a selector path leading 
to z, provided z is a leaf of b: 23 
path: (char z x bintree b: isin(z,b)) -> sequ {L,R}, 
path(z,b) ~f some sequ {L,R} s: c(sel(b,s)) = z 
where isin is already available: 
isin : (char x hintree) -> bool, 
isin(z,b) ~f if b is leaf^ c(b)=z then true 
[3 b is leaf^ c (b)#z  then false 
[3 b is comp then isin( z, left( b ) ) v isin( z, right( b ) ) ft. 
Here, Q (from the schema) corresponds to c(sel(b,s))=z, and, with Q' corresponding 
to sel(b,s)= t, we have obviously 
(1) \V bintree b: 
see(b, ()) = b 
(2) \V bintree b, t, char z, sequ {L,R} s: 
(t is leaf A c(t)=z)  ^  sel(b,s)=t ~- c(sel(b,s))=z 
(3) \V hintree b, t, sequ {L,r} s: 
t is comp A (sel(b,s)=t) ~- (sel(b,s&L)=left(t)) -- true 
t is comp A (sel(b,s)=t) ~- (sel(b,s&R)=right(t)) =-- true. 
Thus, the rule 'predicate xtension' is applicable and leads to 
isin(z,b) ~f isin'(z,b,O), 
isin':(char y x bintree t x sequ {L,R} s: 
(t is leaf A c( t )=y) ~ c(sel(b,s))=y) --> bool, 
23 sel is supposed to be a (primitive) partial operation on biatree that selects a subtree according to 
a given access path. 
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def 
isin'(y,t,s) = 
if t is leaf^ c(t)=y then true 
D t is leafA c( t )~y then false 
D t is comp then  isin'(y, left(t),s&L) v isin'(y, right(t),s&R) ft. 
Since also the applicability condition for the (appropriate variant of the) rule 
'argument on termination II' is fulfilled, we get as the final solution to our problem: 
path(z,b) aef path (z,b,()), 
path': (char y x bintree t x sequ {L,R} s: 
(t is leaf A c( t)=y) ~ c(sel(b,s))=y) --> (sequ {L,R}ldummy), 
def 
path'(y,t,s) = 
if t is leafA c(t)=y then s 
D t is leafA c( t )~y then dummy 
D t is comp then  sequ {L,R} s' =- path'(y, left(t),s&L); 
if s '#dummy then  s' else path'(y, right(t),s&R) fi ft. 
Although we used a particular ecursive form of p for demonstration purposes, 
other forms of recursion can be dealt with as well as along the following 
Strategy. Given 
f (x )  dej i fp(x) then  some n u: Q(x,u) else dummy li
and an operational definition for p 
- Embed p into p' using suitable additional parameters and a suitable assertion A
that establishes Q upon termination of p (with true); 
- Develop p' into a function that is independent of p (where particular care has to 
be taken for maintaining the assertion A); 
- Develop p' into p" that has 'disjoint' conditions; 
- Embed f into f '  that has the same additional parameters (and also the same 
assertion A) as p"; 
- Apply the rule 'argument on termination I' to f'.  
This strategy for extending a predicate by additional parameters i  also the basis 
for a global development s rategy termed 'specification by parts' in [67]. The basic 
idea of the strategy there is as follows: 
Given some initial problem description by some predicate P(x), then 
- break P into 'parts' P1,-. .  ,Pn such that P(x) = Pl(x) ^  • • • 6 Pn(x), 
- find ('guess' in [67]) an algorithm for some Pi, 
- repeatedly 'adjust' this algorithm to satisfy P~ (with Pj~Pi), too. 
In principle, we agree to this strategy, since it helps in mastering complexity. 
Within our framework, however, we propose three major changes: 
- use applicative rather than procedural constructs (which considerably eases 
reasoning), 
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- develop a solution for Pi rather than 'guessing' it, 
- concentrate on the proper domain for some Pi first and then extend it to the 
(possibly larger) domain for some Pj by using the tactics just introduced. 
2.2.5. A comprehensive example: unification of  terms 
In order to demonstrate the use of the transformation rules discussed so far, in 
particular to give an impression how they are to be combined within a complete 
development, we consider in this section the problem of 'unification of terms' which 
plays an important role in all term-rewriting systems. 
Informally, the problem may be stated as follows: 
"Given two terms that may contain variables, it is asked for a consistent replace- 
ment of these variables by terms such that the resulting terms are equalmprovided 
such a replacement exists." 
Obviously, this problem belongs to the class of problems discussed in Section 
2.2.4 where the 'unifiability of terms' (i.e. the existence of a respective replacement) 
is an important subproblem to be solved first. 
2.2.5.1. Formal descr~tion of  the problem. In a more formal way, the problem of 
unifiability may be stated as follows: 
Let be given two terms h and t2 of a sort term defined by 24 
mode term --- var(vid v)l op(opid opsym, sequ term args: arity(opsym) = largs[) 
and an operation vars to yield the variables occurring in a term 
vars : te rm -> set  rid, 
vars(var(x)) =--- {x}, 
vars( op( o, sx ) ) =-- vars'( sx ), 
where 
vars': sequ te rm -~ set vid, 
vars'(O) = O, 
vars'( t&sx) -- vars( t) u vars'(sx). 
Now, the unifiability problem asks whether there exists a substitution s of a sort 
subst defined by 25 
mode subst  - f inmap(v id  v, te rm t: v~ t) 
~4 rid denotes a set of identifiers for variables, opid denotes a (disjoint) set of identifiers for operation 
symbols. For each element of opid it is further assumed that it is associated with a fixed arity. Nullary 
operation symbols are used to denote constants. 
25 finmap(vid v, term t: ve t) denotes the object set of finite mappings rid -* term (cf. e.g. [9]) with the 
additional constraint that the respective variable must not occur in the term associated with it: 
- vac denotes the empty llmnap, 
- i+s is a partial operation ((vial v x term t) x Anmmpf: v~dom(f )  ^ v~t) -* fmmap that 'adds' another 
pair (v,t) ~ (rid x term) to the finite mapping s, provided v~dom(s) and v~t, 
- dora(s) denotes the domain of s, i.e. the set of all variable identifiers that are associated with a term 
by s, and  
- (the partial operation) s[x] yields the term associated with x by s. 
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such that the instantiations of tl and t 2 with s yield equal terms. 
Defining instantiation by ~6 
_<_" ( te rm x subst)  --> term,  
var(x)<s =- if xedom(s)  then s[x]<s else var(x) fi, 
op( o, sx)<s - op( o, sx,s),  
_-_ : (sequ term x subst) ~ sequ term, 
O-s  - O, 
t&st ,s  =- (t<s) & (st,s),  
and equality on terms by 
t 
_=_ :(term x term) -~ bool, 
t dc f  
tl -- t2 ---- 
( (h  is var  ^ t2 is var) A v ( t l )=v( t2 ) )  v 
((h is op ^  t2 is op) A opsym(h)=opsym(t2) A args(tl) tg 
t$ 
_ =_ :  (sequ term x seqn term) -~ bool, 
ts def  
St I = St 2 = 
(Stl= 0 ^ st2=O) V 
( ( s t l#O A sh#O)  A (topst l  =t topst2 ^  res tsh  
t$ 
= restst2)), 
args(  t2) ), 
the above stated problem of unifiability may be formally specified by 
unifiable'(term x term) --> booi, 
• "de f  
unifiable( h ,h)  = 3 subst s: h<s 
t 
= t2<s, 
and, accordingly, the unification problem by 
unify:(term × term) --> (substldummy) , 
def  
unify( h,t2) = 
i f  unifiable(tl,h) then some subst s: h<s ~ h<s else dummy ft. 
Compared to more general unification problems 27 we have made the following 
simplifications (cf. also [62]): 
- there are only two constructors for terms, viz. var and op, 
- terms are not typed, 
- terms only contain variables for terms, but no variables for operation symbols. 
However, apart from the last restriction which would imply 'second-order 
unification', these simplifications just serve for keeping the technical presentation 
26 Note that for idempotent substitutions (cf. [62]) the thel-branch simplifies to s[x]. 
27 For a survey on unification algorithms cf. [95]. 
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at a reasonable length; developing a unification algorithm for typed terms defined 
by a 'richer' structure would follow exactly the same principles. 
2.2.5.2. Embedding. Firstly, in order to avoid different definitions of unifiable for 
terms and sequences of terms, we apply an embedding of the domain (cf. Section 
2.1) that leads to 28 
unifiable(t1 ,t2) de.f s-unifiable(( tl),( t2)), 
s-unifiable" (sequ term x sequ term) -> bool, 
s-unifiable( sh,st2) def  ts = =1 subst s: st~4s = st24s. 
2.2.5.3. Development of an operative solution for the unifiability problent Now we 
use our strategy for developing an operative solution for a descriptively specified 
problem (of. beginning of Section 2.2). 
Decomposition and detailization. Unfolding the definition of 4, and simplification 
using the definition of =ts and the (straightforward) property 
leads to 
\V sequ term st, subst s: (st4s =0)  - (st=()),  
def  
s-unifiable( stl,st2) = 
:1 subst s: (st1=0 A st2=0) v 
( (S t l~( )  A s t2~( )  ) A ((topstl<S ~ topst2<s) A 
(restsh4s ts = restst24s))). 
Now, using a case introduction (according to the definition of terms) 
Stl O A 
(topstl is var  ^ topst2 is op) v (topsh is oar  ^ topst2 is oar) v 
(topstl is op A topst2 is var) v (topst~ is op ^ topst2 is op) 
and 'splitting of a quantifier' (cf. Appendix A), we get 
def  
s-unifiable( stl,st2) = 
3 subst s: (Stl=O ^  s t2 -0 )  v 
3 sebst s: ((Sta O ^  st  O) A 
(let term tl ---- topsh; term t2 "~" topst2 in 
( (h i sop^ t2isop) Atl<s t= t2<s) v 
((tl is var A t2 is op) A tl<S t= t2<s) V 
28 (_) denotes the "lifting operation' term -, sequ term (cf. Section 1.2). 
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((tl is op A t2 is var) A t~<s '= t2<s) v 
((t, is var ^  t2 is var) A t,<s '- t2<s)) ^  
t$ 
restst,4s = restst24s), 
which concludes the 'decomposition and detailization' phase. 
Simplification and rearrangement. Next, we eliminate the superfluous existential 
quantifier in the first disjunct and apply the distributivity of v and ^  and the rule 
'quantifier rearrangement' (cf. Appendix A) to the second disjunct 
s-unifiable( st,,st2) def 
(st,=() A st2=O) V 
( (s t ,#( )  ^  st2 O) A 
(let term t~ --= topstl; term t 2 ~ topst2; 
sequ term t I ~ reststl; seqn term t 2 ---- restst 2in 
(:! subst s: (h is op A t2 is op) A (tl<s t= tE<S ^  t--l~S g T2~S)) V 
(:l subst s: (t, is var ^  t2is op) A ( t,<s t= t2<s ^  t--l~s g T2~s)) v 
(3 subst s: (t, is op ^  t2 is var) A (tl<s t_ t:<s ^  tl~S '-~ T2~s)) v 
(3 subst s" (t, is var A t2 is var) A (tl<s t_ t2<s A ti4s ,s TE~S)))), 
and consider individual cases: 
(1) By the definition of < we have 
t, is op A t 2 is op 
=l subst s: (tl<s t= t2<s) A ( t~s  t~ t2~s) -- 
=1 subst s: (opsym(h)=opsym(t2)) A 
((args(tl)~s t~ args(t2)~s) ^ ( t~s  '~ t24s)). 
(2) Since 
\V sequ term st: v( t,)~ vars( t2) ~- v( tl)~ vars( st~( V( tl),t2) 
we have under the premise tl is op ^  t2 is var: 
v(t , )~ vars(t2) A 3 subst s': (~(v(t,),t2))~s' '~ (t2~(v(t,),t2))4s'~- 
=l subst s': v( t ,)~dom(s')  ^ (~l~(V( t,),t2)),ts' '~ (~(V(  tl),t2))~s'. 
From this, since (for v(t~)~vars(t2)) 
\W subst s: v(t~)~dom(s)~- DEF[(V(t~),t2)+S], 
\V subst s: v(t l )~dom(s)  ~- ((v(t~),t~) + s)[v(t~)] ~ t2, 
t t 
\V subst s, term t~,t2: t, = t2 ~- t~<s = t:<s, 
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we can conclude 
3 subst s': ((( ( v( h) ,h)+ s')[ v(h) ]~(( v( h) ,h)+ s') ) ~= 
((h~((v(q),h)+s'))  '4 (h4(v( h) ,h)+s')) )  
and hence (with s for ( (v(q) ,h)+s')  and the definition of -) 
(h<((v(t,),t2)+s')) ^ 
3 subst s: ( t ,<s ~ t2<s) ^  (t~.~s '4 t~4s). 
Similarly, under the same premise (q is op ^  t 2 is var) we have 
v( q)~ vars( t2) F--a3 subst s: q<s t__ t2<s. 
(3) By symmetry we get the dual form for 
t~ is var ^  t2 is op. 
(4) Under the premise 
t~ is var ^  t2 is oar 
we have 
and 
v(t,)  = v(t=) ~- 3 subst s: t--l.ls '4 t--2.4s - 
=l subst  $" t1<$ ___t t2<$ ^  ta~s = t2~S 
v( t , )#  v(t2) A ::l subst s: (t--14( v(t , ) , t2))4s ~ (h.q(v(t,),t2>)~s 
V(tl)#V(t2) A 3 subst s: h~s t_. t2¢s ^  t--l.ls '4 t--2"qs 
by a reasoning analogous to the one in case (2)• 
Thus we get 
def 
s-unifiable( sq,st2) = 
(st,=(> ^  sh=(>) v 
( ( s t ,#0  ^  st:#(>) A 
(let term h -= topsh; term h = topsh; 
sequ term q - restsq; sequ term t 2 ---- r~tst2 in 
((t ,  is op ^ t2 is Op) A 
3 subst s ( (args(h) ,s)  (args(t2)~s) ^ tc~s = 
(( fi is var A t2 is op) A V( q)~ vars( t2) A 
3 subst s: (t--14(v(h),t2))~s '4 (t--2~(v(q),t2))4s) v 
(( h is op ^  h i s  oar) A v( t2)~ vars( h) A 
3 subst s: (Y14(v(t2),h)).qs ~ (Y24(v(t2),q>)4s) v 
( ( h is var A h i s  oar) A V( h)= v( t2) A 3 mbSt S: t~s  
( ( q is vat A t2 iS oar) A v( h )# v( t2) A 
3 subst s: (h'q(v(h),h)).qs ~= (h~(v(h),t2))4s))).  
v 
= h4s) v
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Composition. In the 'composition' phase we use the obvious properties 
tS 
\V sequ term tl,t2,sl,s2: tl ts t2 ^  sl = s2 F- (tl&Sl ts = = t2&s2) =-- true 
\V sequ term tl,tl, subst s: ( t l , s )&(t : ,s )  - (tl&t2)4s 
such that folding with s-unifiable finally results in 
def  
s-unifiable( stl,st2) = 
(st l=O A st2=O) v 
((stl O ^  st2 O) A 
( let  term t~ -- topst~; term t2 -- topst2; 
sequ term t~ =-- res ts t l ;  sequ term t2 - restst2 in 
((tl is op A t2 is op) A opsym(tl)=opsym(t2) A 
s-unifiable( args( tl)&~,args( t2)&~2) ) v 
((tl is var A t2 is op) A v( t l)~vars( t2) A 
s-uni f iable(~(v(t l ) ,  t2),~2~(v(tl), 2))) v 
((tl is op A t2 is var) A v( t2)~ vars( tl) A 
s-unif iable(~(v(t2),  tl)S2~(v(t2), tl))) v 
((tl is var A t2is var) A v( t l )=v( t2) A s-unifiable(~,T2)) v 
((tl is var A t2is var) A v (h)#v( t2)  A 
s-unifiable( t~(  v( tl),t2),~2~( v( tl),t2) ) ) ). 
Since we have used folding in our derivation, we have to prove termination of 
s-unifiable in order to establish total correctness of our resulting program. However, 
this is straightforward, since a suitable termination ordering < on (sequ term x 
sequ term) is given by (\V sequ term stl,st2,-~l~2 ) 
(Stl,St2) < (stl,st2) clef 
(#  vars( stl ,st2) < # vars( stl ,st2)) v 
( (#  vars( stl ,st2) = # vars( stl,st2)  A # subterms( stl) < # subterms(-~l) ) 
where # vars, denoting the number of variables in a sequence of terms, is defined by 
~ vars( stl,st2) clef ivars( stl) u vars( st2)l, 
and # subterms, denoting the total number of subterms occurring in a sequence of 
terms, is defined by 
# subterms(O) ~ O, 
# subterms(t&st) - # subterms'(t) + # subterms(st), 
# subterms'(var(x)) =-1, 
# subterms'( op( o, sx) ) =-- 1 + # subterms( sx). 
Introduction o f  an invariant. As a next step, we introduce an assertion in s-unifiable 
(according to the rule 'invariant introduction', Section 2.2.3). In fact, this step is 
not really necessary, but may be considered as a preparatory step towards a solution 
to the unification problem. 
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def 
= o & str(args&st).  
arity associated with each element of opid we have (by 
induction) 
We define 
mode fterm -= sequ (vid[opid) 
and 29 
str" sequ term --> fterm, 
str( () ) de=f 0, 
str (var(v)&st)  d~f = V & str(st), 
str( op( o, args ) ) 
Then, due to the unique 
straightforward proof by 
(*) W sequ term stl,st2: ((str(st l)=str(st2)) ¢=~ sh t~ st2) ---- true, 
and also 
W sequ term st, st', subst s, term t, rid v, fterm f:  
v~ dom( s ) A v~ vars( t ) A dom( s ) c~ vars( t ) = 0 A str( st,ls )= f &str( st') ~- 
str( ( st ,l( v, t ) )~s ) = insts' (f, ( v, t) )&str( st',l( v, t )) 
Under the hypothesis 
((stl ~0  ^ st2~O) A (topst] is var A topst2 is op) A v(topstl)t~ vars(topst2)) 
we have with i - (v(topstl),topst2): 
:=l ftermf, subst s: str( ( t])~s )= f &str( sh ) A str( ( t2)~s ) = f &str( st2) A 
V v~dom(s) :  v~vars'(st l )  A v~vars'(st2) ~- 30 
29 Intuitively, str yields the 'parenthesis-free pr fix-form' ofa sequen~ of terms. 
~0 v(topstl)~dom(s) A dom(s) c~ vars(topst2)=~J. 
holds. 
(2) 
where inst' is defined by 
inst'( f,( v,t) ) def str( st4~ v,t) ) where sequ term st =- some sequ term st': str( st') = f. 
s-unifiable resulted from unifiable by the embedding 
unifiable( tl,t2) def s-unifiable( ( t]),( t2) ). 
Hence, we can introduce in s-unifiable(stl,st2) the invariant 
3 fterm f, subst s: 
(**) str((t l)4s) = f&st r (s t l )  A str((t2),ls) = f&str(st2) A 
V Ve dom(s):  v~ vars'(stl) A V~ vars'(st2) 
by using the rule 'invariant introduction'. 
The proof for the respective applicability conditions is as follows: 
(1) Trivially, for arbitrary terms tk (k=l ,  2), by (*) 
str((tk)4Vac) =---O&str((tk)) ^ V v~dom(vac) :  v~vars'((tk))  
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=1 fterm, subst s" 
3 
3 
str( ( ( t , ) , i )4s)  = inst'(f, i)&str( st,4i)  ^  
str( ( ( t2),d ).qs ) = inst' ( f, i  )&str( st24i ) ^ 
V v~dom(s) :  v~vars'(stl)  ^  v~vars'(st2)t "-sl 
fterm, subst s: 
str(( t~).q( i+ s) ) = inst'(f, i)&str(topst~i)&str(restst~4i) ^ 
str( ( t2),l( i+ s ) ) = inst'(f, i)&str( topst2,d)&str(restst2,d) ^ 
V v~dom( i  + s): v~vars'(stl~i)  ^ v~vars'(stE,d) ~-32 
fterm f ' ,  subst s': 
str( ( tl),as') = f '&str(restst :d)  ^  
str( ( t2),ts') = f'&str(restst2,d), 
and thus 
W sequ term st~,st2: 
3 fterm f, subst s: 
(str((tl)4s) = f&str(stO  ^  str((t2),s) = f&str(st2)  ^  
V v~dom(s) :  v~vars'(stt)  ^ v~vars'(st2))  ^ 
( ( shOO  ^  st2#()) A (topsh is var ^  topst2 is op) A 
v( topsh ) ~ vars ( topst2)  
(=l fterm f, subst s: 
str( ( tl)~s ) = f &str( restst~4( v( topst2),topstl) ) ^ 
str( ( t2)~s ) = f &str(restst2,q( v topst2),topstl) ) ^ 
V v~ dom(s):  v~ vars'(restst14(v(topst2),topstl)) ^ 
v~ vars'(restst2~( v topst2),topstl) )  - true. 
In a similar way we can prove the truth of the remaining applicability conditions 
for the other branches in s-unifiable,, such that application of the rule 'invariant- 
introduction' indeed yields a correct new version of s-unifiable with the assertion (**). 
2.2.5.4. A solution for the unification problem. Having solved the unifiability problem, 
the next steps aim at solving the unification problem, 
uni fy ' ( term x term) + (substldummy), 
unify( h,t2) de=f 
if s-unifiable((tm),(t2)) then some subst s: t~<s '-4 t2<s else dummy ft. 
As a basic strategy, we aim at applying the rule 'predicate xtension' (from Section 
2.2.4). 
With Q', the auxiliary predicate postulated in the rule, corresponding to 
:! ftermf: (str((tl),ls) = f&str(st , ) )  ^  (str((t2),4s) = f&str(st2))  ^  
V v~ dora(s): v~ vars'(stO ^  v~ vars'(st:), 
st V vedom(i+s): vCvars'(stl,d) ^ v~vars'(st2,d). 
s2 With s'=i+s and f '=  inst'(f,i)&str(topsq4i), since v(topstO~vars(topst2). 
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applicability condition (2) already was proved for applying the rule 'invariant- 
introduction' (with vac as initial value of s). Similarly, condition (3) was proved 
(ri corresponding to (v(topsq),topst2)+s, (v(topst2),topsq)+s, and id, resp.) and 
therefore it remains to prove condition (1). We have 
( sq=0  ^  st2=0) ^  
3 fterm f: (str((q),ls) = f&str(stl))  ^  (str((t2),ts) = f&str(st2)) A 
V V ~ dora(s): v~ vars'(sq) A V~ vars'(st2)~ 
(3 f termf:  str((q),s) = f= str((t2),s)) =- ((q) ,s g (t2),s) ------- true. 
Thus the rule 'predicate xtension' is applicable and results in: 
s-unifiable( ( q),( t2)  def s-unifiable'( ( q),( t2),vac ), 
s-unifiable': (sequ term sq x sequ term st2 x subst s: 
Sq=( ) ^ st2=()~(t l ) ,  $ts_ (t2)•s) -> bOO1, 
clef 
s-unifiable' ( sq ,stE,S ) = 
(sq=O ^  st2=())v 
( (sq¢()  ^  st2¢())A 
(let term tx -- topsq; term t 2 ~ topst2 in 
(( q is op ^  t2 is op) A opsym( tl)=opsym( t2) A 
s-unifiable'( args ( q )&reststl,args( tE)&restst2 ,s ) ) v 
((q is var ^  tEis op) A v(q)~vars(t2) A 
s-unifiable'(restsq,l( v( q),t2),restst2~(v( q),t2),(v( q),t2)+ s) ) v 
((tl is op ^  t2is vat) A V( tE)~ vars( q) A 
s-unifiable'(restsq,,( v( t2),q),restst2,1( v( t2),q),( v( t2),q)+ s) ) v 
((q is var ^  t2is vat) A v(q)=v(t2) A 
s-unifidble' ( restsq ,restst2,s ) ) v 
((q is vat ^  t2 is vat) A v(q)~v(t2)  A 
s-unifiable'(restsq,,( v( q),t2),restst2~( v( q),t2),( v( q ),t2)+ s) ) ) ). 
Obviously, s-unifiable' is deterministic, such that finally the application of the rule 
'argument on termination I' (cf. Section 2.2.4) yields our final result: 
unify : (term x term) --> (subst[ dummy), 
unify( q,t2) def s-unify((q),(t2),vac), 
s-unify : (sequ term x seqn term x subst) -> (subst I dummy),  
def 
s-unify( sq,st2,s ) = 
if sq = 0 ^ st2 = 0 then s 
elsf st1#() A st2#O 
then let term tl - topstl;  term t2 - topst2 in 
if (q is op ^  t2 is op) A opsym( q)=opsym( t2) 
then s-unify( args( q )&restsq , args( t2)&restst2 , s) 
[3 (q is var ^  t 2 is op) A l)(tl)~l~ars(t2) 
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then s-unify(restsh~( v( t,), t2), restsh4(v(tl), h), (v(h), t2)+ s) 
[3 ( h is op ^  t2 is oar) A v( t2)~ oars( tl) 
then s-unify(restsh,l( v(t2),h), restst2,1( v t2),h), (v( t2),tl)+ s) 
[3 (h is var ^  t2is oar) A v(h)=v(t2) 
then s-unify(restsh, restst2, s) 
[3 (h is oar ^  t2is oar) A v(h)~v(t2) 
then s-unify(restsh4(v(tl), 2), restst2,1(v(tl),t2), (V(tl),t2)+s) fi 
else dummy fi 
else dummy ft. 
For this version we can also prove rather straightforwardly that s yields an 'idem- 
potent' and 'most general unifier' (cf. [62]), although our resulting program is slightly 
different from theirs which is mainly due to the initial embedding of the data type 
we have used. 
There are also obvious ways for operationally improving this program, e.g. by 
delaying the propagation of found (elementary) instances. 
2.3. Elimination of existential quantifiers 
When using the transformations given so far, transformational developments 
usually end in a non-deterministic recursive solution, or, in the case of predicates, 
in a version that still contains existential quantifiers. Since predicates play an essential 
role in our chosen domain of application as well as for the development of partial 
functions (cf. Section 2.2.4), it seems worthwhile to investigate transformations for 
eliminating these existential quantifiers, aa
2.3.1. Use of sets 
The existential quantifiers we have to deal with all reflect bounded non-deter- 
minism, i.e. they quantify over a finite domain. Hence, we can get rid of them by 
considering the set of all possible arguments instead. In an operational view, this 
step introduces an explicit breadth-first evaluation. 
in our envisaged problem domain we deal mainly with functions of the fo rm 34 
(,) 
p : m ~ bool, 
I'1 
p(x) de=f T(x)v V (B,(x)A p(K,(x))). 
i=1  
For functions of this specific form we have the transformation rule 
='-elimination by sets. 
n 
p(x) de=.r T(x)v V (B,(x)Ap(K,(x))) 
33 For an approach ow to eliminate xistential quantifiers in initial specifications, of. [7]. 
34 Note, again, that all subsequent considerations remain valid, if n is dependent on x. 
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I [\V m x: DEF[p(X)] 
p(x) d¢=r g({x}), 
g : set m -~ I~1, 
g(M) d¢=r M~OA (3 rex: (XEMA T(x)) v g(i=10 {Ki(x): xEMA Bi(x)})) 
Proof. cf. Appendix B. [] 
If we skip the condition on the definedness of p, still the downwards direction 
of this rule holds. It leads to a (more defined) descendant that yields true whenever 
there exists at least one path in the computational tree spanned by p that terminates 
with true. 
The use of the rule may be demonstrated with the following simple example: 
Consider again the definition of a binary tree as in Section 2.2.4 and the problem 
whether a given character x is a leaf in a given binary tree b. 
The definition of isin from Section 2.2.4 obviously can be rewritten into 
isin "(char x bintree) ~ bool, 
isin(x,b) def (b is leaf A c(b)=x) v 
((b is comp A isin(x, left(b))) v (b is comp A isin(x, right(b)))). 
The condition on the definedness of isin is obviously fulfilled and the application 
of the rule yields (after obvious simplifications such as suppression of the fixed 
parameter x) 
isin(x,b) d~__f isin'({b}) where 
isin': set bintree --> bool, 
isin'( M) d~f M~0 A (3 bintree t: ( tE M A t is leaf A c( t)=x) v 
isin'({left( ): t is comp} u {right(t): t is comp})) 
which could be further improved by an appropriate data type representation that 
exploits the fact that all trees in M are subtrees of the 'original' tree b. 
Further examples can be found in Section 3. 
For the above transformation rule we had two essential restrictions, viz. predicates, 
i.e. functions yielding boolean results, and restriction to a particular form of recur- 
sion--both motivated by our particular problem domain. 
Of course, the basic idea of this rule is also applicable to functions with non- 
boolean ranges, where rules as e.g. 
f (x )  def if T(x)then H(x) 
n 
elsf l-] B~(x) then f( K~(x)) else dummy fi 
5=1 
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I [\V m x: DEF[f(x)] 
f(x) d¢J g({x})where 
g:set  m -~ n, 
g (M) clef i f  M = 0 then dummy 
elsf  (3  m x: x ~ M A T (x ) )  
then H(y)  where m y - some m x: x ~ M A T (x )  
else g(  O {K,(x): x~M A fi 
can be proved. 
Similarly, the restriction to this particular form of recursion is not a genuine one, 
since (sometimes with additional effort) any recursive function can be transformed 
into this form (cf. [81]). 
Of course, analogous remarks apply to the techniques to be discussed below. 
If m is finite, the programs of the form (*) describe non-deterministic f nite state 
automata (where T characterizes final states and the Ki give the respective state 
transitions). In this case our transformation corresponds to the well-known powerset 
construction for transforming a non-deterministic finite state automaton into a 
deterministic one where the new states are a subset of the powerset of m and the 
new state transition function is given by 
s : (set m r: r~O A 73  m x: (x~r A T(x))) -, set m, 
s(r)  U {r,(x): ^ B,(x)} 
i= l  
which, as a finite mapping, can be pre-computed and represented by a (transition-) 
table. 
Hence, for arbitrary m, programs as defined by the scheme (.) may be considered 
as non-deterministic (possibly infinite) state automata nd the transformation given 
above describes the transition from a non-deterministic infinite state automaton to 
a deterministic one. 
Another rule for eliminating existential quantifiers by using sets can be given for 
functions where m is at least a pair, e.g. for functions of the form 
p ' (m x n) -* bool, 
rl 
p(x,y) d~f T(x,y) v V (B,(x)A p(K, tx),y)). 
i=1  
For functions of this form we have the rule 35 
35 Note the relationship of this rule to the rule 'closure of a finite set" in Section 2.2.2. 
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3-Elimination by computing the codomain of the relation. 
I1 
p(x,y) de__f T(x,y) v V (B,(x)A p(K, tx),y)) 
i=1  
I \V m x, n y: DEF[p(x,y)], \V m x: I{n y: p(x,y)}l < oo 
p(x,y) def = y ~f'(~,{x})where 
f "  (set n x set m) --> set n, 
f ' (N ,M)  a¢__f if M = 0 then N 
elsef '(N u {n y: x~M A T(x,y)}, 
{Ki(x): x~M A -a(=l n y: T(x,y)) A Bi(x)}\N) fi 
Syntact ic constraints" 
KIND[p]  = (m x n) ~ bool. 
ProoL cf. Appendix B. [] 
An example for this rule is again provided by the path problem for finite directed 
graphs as discussed in Section 2.2.3. Applying the rule to the result of the develop- 
ment there is straightforward and hence left to the interested reader. 
2.3.2. Classical backtracking 
A classical technique for (operationally) getting rid of existential quantifiers is 
backtracking which, in contrast to the rule '3-elimination by sets', introduces explicit 
depth-first processing. A corresponding rule reads: 
:t-Elimination by backtracking I. 
n 
p(x) def T(x)v V (Bi(x)Ap(Ki(x))) 
i= l  
I [ \V m x: I{Ki(x): B,(x)}l < oo, 
L W m x: DEF[p(x)] 
p(x) oe=f T(x)v g({Ki(x): Bi(x)}), 
g : set m -~ bool, 
g (M)  de=f M~ A (p (m)  v g (M\{m})  where m m - some m m': m'eM)  
Proof. cf. Appendix B. [] 
As for the rule '3-elimination by sets' the condition on the definedness of p could 
be skipped. Again the rule then would establish descendance. 
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In the above rule an arbitrary choice is made for the depth-first search. Of course, 
we also may use a 'sequential choice', i.e. trying B1 first, then B2, etc. This is codified 
by the transformation rule: 
3-Elimination by backtracking II. 
/1 
p(x) oe=f T(x)v V (B(i,x)Ap(K(i,x))) 
i= l  
I m x" OEF[p(x)] [\v 
p(x) de=f T(x)vh(1,x),  
h'(N x m) -~ bool, 
h(i,x) d¢__.r if i> n then false else (B(i,x) A p(K(i,x))) v h(i+l,x) fi 
Proof. cf. Appendix B. [] 
Obvious examples for the use of these rules are given by all examples dealt with 
in the previous subsections. The second one is to be used for proving the rule 
'argument on termination II' in Section 2.2.4. 
2.3.3. Finite look-ahead 
The techniques given in the previous ubsections have the disadvantage of some- 
times leading to very inefficient algoritb_ms. In this section another technique is 
considered that leads to more efficient algorithmsmhowever, at the cost of further 
restrictions. 
Again, we will concentrate on functions of the form 
I'1 
(*) l,(X) o°J T(x)v V 
i= l  
For such a function the tree-like recursion could be eliminated by trivial sequentializ- 
ation provided all Bi were disjoint for arbitrary argument x~ 
Now, if the conditions are not disjoint a priori, it is a straightforward i ea to 
replace them by 'stronger' conditions C~ in order to enforce disjointness (of. also 
[96]). 
First we define what we mean by 'stronger' conditions. 
Definition 2.1 (selective conditions, strongly selective conditions). For a function p 
of the form (,) a set of conditions {Cj: 1 <~j <~ n} is said to be selective, itt 
W m x,/ , j~{1,. . .  ,n}: 
(Ci(x)t-- B,(x))/A (i#jt-- (Cdx)^ Cj(x)) -- false)/^ p'(x) - p(x) where 
;1 
p'(x) da T(x)v V (C~(x)Ap'(K~(x))). 
j= l  
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If furthermore 
\V m x, jE{1, . . .  ,n}: Bj(x) ^  -1Cj(x)~- p(Kj(x)) =-- false 
(i.e. the new conditions do not cut off previously valid computations) holds, { Cj" 1 <~ 
j <~ n} is called strongly selective. 
By this definition we have the obvious transformation rule 
n 
p(x)  de_f T(x)v V (Bi(x)Ap(K,(x))) 
i=1 
[{Cj: 1 <~j ~< n} is strongly selective forp 
n 
p'(x) d¢=f T(x)v V (C,(x)Ap'(K,(x))) 
i=1 
Sufficient criteria for characterizing arbitrary 'stronger' conditions can be found 
in [99], however, without giving a way of how to construct hem. Constructively, 
such conditions may be found using the following inductive definition: 
Definition 2.2 (stronger conditions). Let a predicate p be defined as by (*). For the 
conditions Bi in the definition of p we can define stronger conditions by 
BO(x) def --1 T(x) A Bi(x), 
n 
lki+l(x) def = ~T(x)A  Bi(x)A (T(Ki(x))v V B~(K,(x))). 
j=l 
Intuitively, the idea with this definition is as follows: In order to 'strengthen' 
some condition Bi we 'look ahead' in the computational tree and unite Bi with 
possible future conditions (a similar idea can be found in [97]). 
A comprehensive example of how to use this construction is given in Section 
3.4.3. Other examples are provided by all kinds of games where a (possibly unique) 
decision can be made by looking a fixed number of moves ahead. 
Again this definition provides a transformation rule: 
n 
p(x)-d°d T(x)v V (B,(x)A p(K,(x))) 
i=1 
[B~ as in Definition 2.2, ken 
n 
p'(x) d=f Tlx)v V (B~(x)Ap'(K,(x))) 
i=1 
which trivially can be proved using Definition 2.2. 
With Definition 2.2 we also can prove 
Lemma 2.3. Let p(x) --def T(x) V V i~ l  (B|(•) A p(Ki(x)) ) and B~(x) be defined as in 
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Definition 2.2 and 
11 
( T(x) ^ V B,tx)) ~ false. 
i---1 
I f  there exists a (fixed) r~N such that 
\V m x, i,j¢{1, . . . ,n}: i# j  ~- ( Br(x)  ^  B~(x)) =- false 
then {B~: 1 <~ i <~ n} is strongly selective for p. 
Proof. cf. Appendix B. [] 
In [96] arbitrary conjuncts Ci are used to strengthen the originally given conditions 
Bi. Hence these conjuncts have to be checked for not destroying previously estab- 
lished disjointness. In contrast to that, according to Definition 2.2 only very specific 
conjuncts are added such that 
\V m x, i,j~{1, . . . ,n}: 
i # j  /^ ( Bi(x)A Bj(x)) --= false t- (V r~N: B~i(x)^ Bj(x)) =- false 
can be shown (by simple induction on r). This means, once disjointness of two 
conditions is established, it is preserved, if one (or both) of them is iterated further. 
Hence there is an obvious operative improvement for the construction of Definition 
2.2: 
Whenever there is a q < r such that 
31 ioe{1, .. . ,n}: Wj~{1, . . .  ,n}\{io}: (V m x: Bq(x)A  Bj(x))=-false, 
B~ must not be iterated, further, i.e. we can use 
B~=B q forp>q. 
This, in particular, also means that the B~ may be iterated in any order such that 
in the last transformation rule B~(x) may be replaced by B~,(x),/q.sN (1 <~ i -< n). 
The interesting question is, whether given a function p of the form (*), selective 
conditions always can be constructed according to Definition 2.2. In Section 3.4.3 
we will get a negative answer by proving that the existence of selective conditions 
is not decidable. However, we can prove a somewhat weaker esult which, of course, 
requires further restrictions. 
Definition 2.4 (uniquely computable). A function p of the form (.) is said to be 
uniquely computable, iff 
\V m x: ::ll i~{1,.. .  ,n}: 
( Bi(x) A p( K,(x)) ) --- true l- \V je{1, . . .  ,n}\{i}: (Bj(x) A p( Kj(x)) ) =- false 
(i.e. for all arguments x for which p(x) -  true, there is exactly one successful 
computation sequence.) 
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The following lemma relates the existence of strongly selective conditions to 
unique computability: 
Lemma 2.5. Each function p of the form (*) for which there exists a set {Cj: 1 <~ j ~ n} 
of strongly selective conditions is uniquely computable. 
Proof. cf. Appendix B. [] 
Note that this result parallels the well-known result from formal language theory 
which states that deterministic recognizability implies unambiguity of the respective 
grammar (of. [50]). 
By our general convention on determinacy, according to our underlying semantics, 
the predicates defined in Definition 2.2 are continuous and hence for each Bi the 
limit limk_,~ B~(x) exists and is defined by (1 <~ i <~ n): 
j= l  
Now we can prove 
Lemma 2.6. I f  for a function p of the form (*) there exists a set of strongly selective 
conditions, then {~(x): 1 <~ i <<- n} is such a set. 
Proof. cf. Appendix B. [] 
Of course, this lemma also implies that whenever there exist strongly selective 
conditions that--independently of the respective argument can be evaluated in a 
bounded number of computation steps, then these strongly selective conditions can 
be obtained by the construction of Definition 2.2. 
As a final remark, it should be noted that, with respect to efficiency, the construction 
of stronger conditions according to Definition 2.2 pays even in the case where these 
new conditions are not selective. Applying the construction then will lead to a 
program that is 'more deterministic' than the original one, since the technique of 
looking ahead frequently allows at least to cut of some 'blind alleys', 36 and in this 
sense helps in pruning the decision tree. 
2.4. Some useful transformations for applicative programs 
Using the transformations and tactics dealt with so far often results in applicative 
programs that can be further manipulated e.g. in order to increase efficiency. 
Although most of these manipulations also could be done later, e.g. on a procedural 
level, it is advisable to perform them already on the applicative level (cf. e.g. [80]). 
36 This is e.g. the way how most chess programs work: by looking a fixed number of moves ahead at 
least some wrong decisions can be avoided that would increase the risk of losing the game. 
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Out of the vast variety of rules from this category we deal with only a few of them 
that will be needed later on. 
2.4.1. Inverting the flow of computation 
'Inversion techniques' (i.e. techniques causing some computation tobe performed 
in reverse order) play an important role on nearly all levels of transformational 
program development. On the level of problem specification and the transition to 
an operative solution, they are usually used 'implicitly' via equalities or logical 
connectives. For eliminating non-determinism and/or recursion, they are useful 
techniques for establishing the applicability of other rules. And even in connection 
with data structures they are used, mainly to improve efficiency. 
In the sequel we will concentrate on a rule which allows 'global inversion' based 
on a local invertibility property. Applications of related techniques can be found 
in [15, 34, 87]. Although the following transformation rule is defined for a very 
specific context, it can be profitably used for a much wider class of problems within 
the following 
Strategy 
- Transform the given function into an equivalent one having sets as parameters. 
- Apply the rule 'local inversion on sets' (see below). 
- Re-transform the resulting function to have its original kind of parameters. 
The rule itself reads: 
Local inversion on sets. 
f (  { X }) where 
f :  set m -> bool, 
f (M)  d~f M~ A ( 
I 
h ({ Y}) where 
h: set m -> bool, 
MaC) A (X~.M v 
de f h(M) h \ 
(1) \VmX: DEF[f(x)], 
(2) \V m x, m y: (xEg(y )  0 y~(x) )  -- true 
Syntactic onstraints: 
KIND[g ,~]  = m -* set  m. 
Proof. cf. Appendix B. [] 
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Intuitively, the idea of this rule is as follows: Given an element X and a function 
g to compute immediate 'neighbored' elements, the problem of determining whether 
another distinguished element Y is reachable from X can also be solved by starting 
from Y using g, the inverse of g. 
As an example of how to use this transformation within a program development, 
we consider the following example of "computing the sequence of moves for the 
'Tower of Hanoi' puzzle with n discs". 
As is known from the literature, the problem is solved by 
toh : N -* sequ N, 
toh(n) ~f if n=l  then 1 else toh(n-1)&n&toh(n-1)  fi
Applying the strategy above, the development proceeds as follows: First, we have 
to establish the input scheme for the above rule. We define (by embedding) 
toh'(n) ~f some sequ N y: h'(n,y), 
h': (N x sequ N) -, booi, 
h'(n,y) ~f y=toh(n). 
Obviously, we have 
toh(n) ~ toh'(n). 
Furthermore, h'can be developed into a recursive function that is independent of toh: 
h'(n,y) ~f y = if n=l  then 1 else toh(n-1)&n&toh(n-1)  fi =-- 
(n = 1 ^  y= 1) v y= toh(n-1)&n&toh(n-1) - 
(n=l  ^  y= l )  v 3 y'~sequ N: (y=y'&n&y' ^ y'=toh(n-1)) - 
(n=l  ^  y= l )  v 3 y'~sequ N: (y=y'&n&y' ^ h'(n-l,y')). 
Next we apply the rule from Section 2.3.1 to eliminate the existential quantifier 
which results (after trivial simplifications) in
h'(N, toh(N)) ~f h"({(N, toh(N))}), 
h"(M) ~f M-~£)A((1,1)~Mv 
h"({(N x sequ N)(n-l,y'): (n,y)~M A y=y'&n&y'})). 
Now we can apply the above local inversion transformation from above which yields 
h'(N, toh(N)) ~f h"({(1,1)})where 
h"(M) ~f M~t~ A ((N, toh(N))~M v
h"({(N × sequ N)(n+l,y'): (n,y)~M ^  y'=y&(n+l)&y})). 
Here, the sets involved are all singletons (simple proof by induction!), and, thus, 
we can use elementary objects instead and finally yield (by the third step of the 
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above strategy).37 
toh(N)  d__.ef h*(1,1)where 
h* : (N x sequ N) -* sequ N, 
h*(n,y) ~f if n = N then y else h*(n+l,y&(n+l)&y) ft. 
As an interesting variant of our above transformation rule we have 
f ({ X }) where 
f :  set m --> bool, 
\V rex, m y: (xeg(y)  ~ ye~(x))  - true 
k ( { X },{ If}) where 
k: (set m x set m) ~ b~l ,  
((M, n M2#0 v G(MI) c~ M2#0) v k( G( M,), G( M2) ) 
Syntactic onstraints: 
KIND[g ,g]  = m -~ set m, 
DECL[ G] = set m --> set m, 
DECL[ G] = set m --> set m, 
G(M) ~f U g(x), 
x¢M 
G(M) d e.f U g(X).  
xeM 
Proof. of. Appendix B. [] 
Compared to the previous rule, this variant is to start from X and Y simultaneously 
and to find out whether the elements reachable from X and those reachable from 
Y have a common intersection. Whereas this variant works symmetrically, there are 
further variants working from both sides in an asymmetric fashion. However, these 
require a much more complicated synchronisation. 
2.4.2. Function combination 
If a problem requires computing both f(x) and g(x) with some (available) 
functions f and g, and if the respective definitions of f and g are 'similar', then 
efficiency can be improved by looking for a 'combined' function h that computes 
f and g 'simultaneously'. 
37 Note that this particular solution also could have been obtained by using an operator @, defined 
by x@y =clef y&x&y and exploiting its associativity property. 
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A typical example for this kind of problem is the following: Given two functions 
div and mod for computing the quotient and the remainder of integer division, find 
a new function that computes both of them at once (of. [12]). 
In order to be able to formulate a suitable strategy and respective transformation 
rules, we need some prerequisites, in particular the notion of a 'projection' of a 
function. 
Def in i t ion 2.7 (projectable, projection). Let D =defl-Iin=l mi, R =defl-I/k=l r i and h be 
a function h : D --> R defined by 
$ 
h(x) ~f  i f  [7 Bi(x)thenEi(x)fi 
i= l  
where, as usually, the Ei are composed of (the components of) x, h, and certain 
primitive operations with functionalities D -~ D,  R --> R, and D -> R. 
Let, furthermore, 
- 11, 12 denote (non-empty) subsequences of {1,... ,n} and {1,... ,k}, resp., 
- I~', I t  denote the subsequences resulting from {1,... ,n} and {1,... ,k} by deleting 
all elements of 11 and 12, resp., and 
- I~, I~ be sequences that include I~', I~ as subsequences. 
Then we define 38 
(1) O'-=defI-Ii~,, mj, O" =defl-I,~,i ms, R' =defl-'Ij~/2 rj, R" =d,fI-l,~,i rj, 
(2) the projection of an arbitrary object tuple x~D to D' by xlo, =d~f (Xi)~1, (i.e. 
the sequence of the x~ wtth i~I1), and 
(3) two ('merging') operations 39
dm:D'xD" -> D, rm:R 'xR" - . )  R 
by (V x~D, y~R)  
dm(xlo,,xlo,,) = x, and rm(yIR,,YIR,,) = Y. 
A primitive operation b:D--> R is said to be projectable (to D'--> R'), iff there 
exist primitive operations b': D' --> R', b": D" --> R" such that ~' xsD:  
b(X)[R, =-- b'(xlo,) and b(x)lR~-- b"(x[o,,). 
If b is projectable, b' is called the projection (to D' --> R'). (Analogously, for primitive 
operations of the other functionalities.) 
A boolean expression B is said to be projectable (to D' --> R'), if there exist boolean 
expressions B', B", such that V x~D: 
B(x)  = (B'(xlo,) ^ B"(xlo,,)). 
3s Defining D', D", R', R" in this particular way includes the case of 'overlapping' projections. 
39 For the particular purpose we need these functions, partial functions that are undefined if arguments 
from the overlapping part of  D' and D" differ, would be sufficient. Note also that dm and rm are not 
uniquely specified. 
40 If B is independent of either D' or D', then for B'(xID,) and B"(x[D.), resp., true can be chosen. 
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An arbitrary function h, as defined above, is said to be projectable (to D' -> R'), iff 
all the primitive operations occurring in the E~ and all the B~ are projectable. If h 
is projectable, then the projection of h to D' --> R' is defined by (x~D) 
$ 
hlo,-.R,(xlo,) d~f if [-1 B~(xlo, ) then E,(xlo, ) fi 
i=1  
where B[(XID, ) denotes the projections of the Bi to D'--> R' and Ei(XlD,) denotes 
E~(x) with all occurrences of x and primitive operations replaced by the respective 
projections. 
Obviously, any f :  D --) R is projectable to D --) R and f [D-,R -- f .  Similarly, for 
si : R -> r~ (1 <~ i ~< k) denoting aselector operation,f ]D-,,, is projectable andf[D_,,, = 
si of. Furthermore, if f :  D --> R and i f f ' :  D'--> R results from f by 'partial applica- 
tion' (of. [10]), f is obviously projectable to D' -->/L 
Now, we can also make precise what is meant by 'similar functions': 
Two functions f :  m -> r, g : n -) p are 'similar', iff there exists a function h" m' --) r' 
which is projectable both to m -> r and to n -> p, and, furthermore, for all m x, n y 
h l . . - . . (x )  = f(x) and 
As a simple example consider 
hl,-,,(y)-- g(y). 
f : (N a × N b × N c: c>>-a) --> (N × N), 
f(a,b,c) def if a=O then (b,c) [3 a>0 then f (a - l ,b+l ,c -1 )  ft. 
Obviously, f is projectable to f ' :  (N x N) --> N and f":  (N a x N c: c~a) --> N with 
f ' (a,b) def if a =0 then b 17 a>0 thenf (a - l ,b+l )  fi
and 
f"(a,c) def if a =0 then c [7 a>O then f (a - l , c -1 )  fi 
denoting addition and subtraction on N, resp. 
For arbitrary h" D --> R, as defined above, we have 
Lemmn 2.8. Let h" D --> R be projectable (to D' --> R' and D" -> R" with D', D", R', 
R" as defined above). Then with dm and rm (also as defined above) we have 
\V x~D: h(x)~ rm(hlo,.R,(xlo,), hlo.~R.(xlo.)). 
Proof. cf. Appendix B. [] 
This lemma can be made into the following transformation rule41: 
4t PROJ[h,m-*r] is a semantic attribute, asserting the projectability of h to m~,r. 
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Function combination. 
rm( f (x ) ,g (x ) )  
I 
h(am(x,y)) 
"PROJ[h,m ~ r] ~- \V m x: h[m..,r(X) ~ f (x ) ,  
PROJ[h,n --~ p] ~- \V n y: hln_,p(y ) ~-- g(y), 
\V m' x': dm (X'lm,X'l,) m x', 
.\V r' y' : rm(y'lr,Y'lp) =-- y' 
Syntactic onstraints: 
KIND[ f ]  = m -* r, KIND[g] = n -* p, XJND[h] = m' --, r'. 
From a strategic point of view, the purpose of this rule is twofold: in the downwards 
direction it provides a means for avoiding duplication of computations, in the 
upwards direction it is a specialization of the 'recomposition' transformation (cf. 
Section 2.2.1). Within a program development both directions may occur (cf. e.g. 
[73]). 
With a suitably defined transformation rule that allows to skip all but one element 
out of a set of parameters (of a function) that are known to be equal, a similar 
effect could be achieved by first defining 
h :(m x n) ~ (r x p), with 
\V m x, n y: hl,(x,y)  - f (x )  /^ h[,(x,y) - g(y) 
and then applying the rule to skip the superfluous parameters. 
For improving efflciepcy by 'combining' functions, this rule is to be used within 
the following 
Strategy. Given f, g that are defined 'similarly': 
- Transform f and g such that there exists a function h that has f and g as 
projections; 
- Apply the rule 'function combination'. 
The central question with respect o this transformation is "given f, g, how to 
find h ' .  For certain particular cases, the answer is trivial. Consider, e.g. 
f :m~ r, g :m-*  p 
such that the 'corresponding functionals' (cf. e.g. [14]) "rf and % coincide, except 
for the 'terminating cases', then 
h :m --~ ( rx  p) 
is simply defined as f (or g) except for the terminating case where a pair of values 
is yielded. 
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If the corresponding functionals do not coincide a priori, they often can be made 
to coincide by splitting the branch of a guarded expression according to the rule 
'refinement of guards' (cf. Appendix A). 
In some cases, h can be found by the 'tupling strategy' as introduced in [82, 83], 
however, also only under strong additional restrictions. For more complicated cases, 
however, intuition is necessary. Nevertheless, again intuition is guided by the 
applicability conditions of the rule. 
The above strategy (and the rule for function combination) may be illustrated 
with the following example: 
Let (labelled) binary trees be defined by 
mode lbintree - leaf(char c) lcomp(lbintree left, char r, lbintree right). 
For such a labelled binary tree the number of nodes can be computed by 
nnodes : Ibintree --> I~, 
nnodes(b) ~f 
if b is leaf then 1 
0 b is comp then nnodes(left(b)) + 1 + nnodes(right(b)) fi,
and the number of occurrences of a given character x among the nodes of b by 
occs : (char x lhintree) --> N, 
occs(x,b) ~f 
if b is leaf A c(b)=xthen 1
0 b is leafA c(b)#xthenO 
0 b is comp A r(b)=x then occs(left(b)) + 1 + occs(right(b)) 
0 b is comp A r (b)~x then occs(left(b)) + oees(right(b)) ft. 
Suppose further that it is required to compute 
nnoccs : (char × lbintree) --> (N x N), 
nnoccs(x,b) ~f <nnodes(b),occs(x,b)). 
The last branch in occs can be changed into 
. . .  then occs( left( b ) ) + 0 + occs( right( b ) ). 
Then by applying the rule 'refinement of guards' (cf. Appendix A) to both branches 
in nnodes both functions are defined similarly. In particular, both can be obtained 
by projection from 42 
h :(char x Ibintree) --> (N × N), 
h(x,b) ~r 
if b is leaf A c(b) =x then (1,1) 
42 (~ denotes eornponentwise addition of pairs of natural numbers. 
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[3 b i s  leafA c(b)#xthen(1,O) 
[3 b i s  comp A r(b)=x then h(left(b)) ~ (1,1) ~ h(right(b)) 
[3 b is comp A r( b ) ~ x then h ( left( b ) ) ~ (1,0) @ h ( right( b ) ) fi, 
such that according to the rule 'function combination '43 and a (trivial) folding step 
our final results reads: 
nnoccs:(char x lb in t ree)  ~ (N  × %1), 
nnoccs(x,b) dc__r 
if b is leafA c(b)=x then (1,1) 
[3 b is leafA c (b)#x then (1,0) 
[q b is comp A r( b )= x then nnoccs( left( b ) ) ~ (1,1) 0) nnoccs( right( b ) ) 
[3 b is comp A r( b ) ~ x then nnoccs( left( b ) ) O) (1,0) 0) nnoccs( right( b ) ) ft. 
2.4.3. Function composition 
Another occasion, where it is appropriate to look for a 'combination' of two 
functions f and g, in particular with respect o efficiency, is a situation where g(x) 
appears as argument off ,  as e.g. in f (g(x)) .  44 
In [14] a compact rule is given for such a situation which has the disadvantage 
of explicitly requiring the knowledge of k, the 'inverse' of f. Without explicitly 
knowing k, the same effect can be achieved by the following (simple) 
Strategy. 45 Given f (g(x))  
- Define h :m --> p by h(x) =deff(g(x))',  
- Unfold g in the definition of h; 
- Apply suitable transformations (e.g. distributivity of if-then-else with function 
calls) and laws on the respective data types such that all calls o f f  are of the form 
f(g(.  .)); 
- Fold with the original definition of h. 
Of course, part of the information contained in k, the 'inverse' of f, may now 
reappear in the third step of the strategy. For simple cases, e.g. when g is tail- 
43 With 
rm :(N x N) --> (N x N), rm(n,m) ~f (n,m) 
and 
dm : (lbintree bl x char z x lbintree b2: bl =b2) ~ (char x lbintree), 
dm(b,z,b) ~' (z,b) 
the remaining applicability conditions are trivially fulfilled. 
44 If g appears in a particular expression rather than a call, we may install the above situation by a 
suitable abstraction. In this sense, our considerations capture the specialization technique of [87, 88] 
which has the only technical advantage that the functionality of h is fixed with the folding step. In this 
sense, the specialization technique combines function .composition with embedding. 
45 Without explicitly mentioning, this strategy already has been used in the development of s-unifiable 
(cf. Section 2.2.5). 
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recursive, however, applying distributivity of if-then-else will be sufficient. 46 And 
even for linear recursive g, the laws to be proved have to be proved for the above 
rule, too, in order to finally allow simplification. 
As a simple example, consider the following frequently encountered 'generate 
and test' problem: 47 
gen-and- tes t  : set  m -> bool,  
gen-and-test( M)  d,=f test-ex(gen( M)  ) 
with 
gen : set m --> set n, 
gen(M)  def {m x: xEM A P(x)}, 
test-ex : set n --> boo l ,  
test-ex(N) d,f =l n x: xE N A Q(x). 
Using the respective operative results from Section 2.2.2 and applying the above 
'strategy' ields the intermediate version 
gen-and-test: set m -~ bool ,  
def 
gen-and-test( M ) = 
i f  gen (M) = 0 then test-ex (0) 
else test-ex({mx: E{s} A P(x)} u gen(M\{s}))  
where m s - some m s': s' E M ft. 
Then, using the (straightforward) properties 
test-ex(O) =-- false, 
M=O ~ gen(M)  ~ 0, 
test-ex(A u B) =-- (test-ex(A) v test-ex(B)), 
test-ex({m x: XE{S} A P(x)})-= (P(s) A Q(s)) 
folding is possible and results finally in 
gen-and-test( M)  def= 
i f  M = 0 then fa lse  
else (P(s) A Q(s)) v gen-and-test(M\{s}) 
where m s --- some m s': s'E M ft. 
This does obviously not hold, if we first unfold f instead of g and then try to modify the resulting 
expressions. 
4~ Recall the requirements in Section 2.2.2 for finiteness of the respective sets involved. 
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Obviously, termination for gen.and-test is guaranteed. Also further improvements, 
e.g. replacing 'v'  by 'v '  are obvious. 
A particular instance of the above composition strategy occurs if within a recursive 
call of a function f a (recursive) auxiliary function g is used to compute the new 
argument. 
A typical example of this kind is given by the definitions of 'greatest-common- 
divisor'- and 'modulo'-function (of. [12]): 
gcd :(N x N) --> N, 
gcd (a,b) ~f if b = 0 then a 
[3 b~0 then gcd(b, mod(a,b)) fi, 
rood : (N a x N b: b>0) --> N, 
mod(a,b) ~r if a<~b then a else mod(a-b,b) ft. 
In such a case the computation ofg can be fused with the computation o f f  according 
to the following rule: 4s 
Local fusion. 
j - -1  
f (x)  def if ['7 
i= l  
Bi(x) then Ei 
[7 Bj(x)then Ej(f(h(x))) 
n 
Bi(x) then Ei fi, 
i= j+ l  
h(x) de: if C(X)then H(x)else h(K(x)) fi 
I[ 
def  
f (x)  = if 
(1) \Vmx, i~{1, . . . ,n}\{j}: (Bj(x) ^  B,(x)) =- false, 
(2) \V mx: Bj(x)A -aC(x)~ B j (K(x) ) -  true 
j --1 
Bi(x) then Ei 
i=1 
[-] Bj(x) A C(x) then Ej(f(H(x))) 
[-] Bj(x) A -1C(x)then f (K(x))  
n 
[7 Bi(x) then Ei fi 
i=j+l 
Proof. el. Appendix B. [] 
For a similar rule for procedural programs, cf. [72]. 
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For the above example the applicability conditions are obviously fulfilled. Apply- 
ing the rule then yields 
gcd (a,b) ~f if b = 0 then a 
D b•O A a<~b then gcd(b,a) 
[-] b#O A a>b then gcd(b,a-b) ft. 
An interesting combination of the two strategies dealt with in this section appears 
if we have a situation such asf(gl(x),g2(x)). For such a situation we use the combined 
Strategy. Given f(g~(x),g2(x)): 
- Develop g(x,y) =def (g~(x),g2(y)) using the function combination strategy; 
- Apply the composition strategy to f(g(x,y)). 
A more comprehensive example of this latter strategy can be e.g. found in [73]. 
3. Application to algorithms for context-free grammars 
As mentioned in the introduction, one of our main goals is to investigate a closed 
problem domain in order to identify the methodological principles that are needed 
to derive algorithms typical for this domain. Of course, such an investigation cannot 
be exhaustive by nature. However, we hope, by considering a broad variety of' 
important algorithms from a typical representative of the respective domain, to get 
at least a qualitative answer. 
As also already mentioned, the particular problem domain we are interested in 
comprises algorithms in connection with deduction systems. As a typical representa- 
tive of this class of problems we have chosen context-free grammars. Actually, there 
is no real need for a restriction to context-free grammars; arbitrary Chomsky 
grammars can be dealt with in essentially the same way (as can be seen in [78] for 
some recognition algorithms). However, we do not lose generality (at least with 
respect to the methodological questions we are interested in) by restricting ourselves 
to context-free grammars. 
The concrete algorithms we will derive are different recognition algorithms (for 
arbitrary context-free grammars as well as for restricted ones), parsing algorithms 
(without error-handling), or algorithms for transforming context-free grammars into 
equivalent ones. Within each of these classes the choice of individual algorithms 
was strongly influenced by the intention to demonstrate he use of the rules and 
strategies developed in Section 2. 
3.1. The problem domain 
For our subsequent considerations we need a few basic notions from the estab- 
lished literature (e.g. [1,50,86]) for giving the respective initial descriptive 
specifications. Further notions will be introduced by need. 
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Def in i t ion  3.1 (context-free grammar). A context-free grammar is a quadruple 
iN, T,S,P) where 
- N is a (finite, non-empty) set of symbols ('nonterminals'), 
- T is a (finite, non-empty) set of symbols ('terminals') such that N c~ T = 0, 
- S e N ('initial letter', 'axiom'), and 
- P is a (finite, non-empty) set of pairs ('productions') (u,v)e N x V*, where 
V = aef N u T. 
For arbitrary peP,  p=(u,v), we also use occasionally 
lhs(p) ~f u, and rhs(p) ~f v. 
For the central notion of a (context-free) language we need the concept of 
derivability: 
Definition 3.2 (directly derivable, derivable). Let G = (N,T,S,P) be a context-free 
grammar, u,v e V*. 
- v is directly derivable from u ("u->v"), iff 
:i l, re V*, (A,y)eP: u=IAr  ^  v=lyr; 
- v is derivable from u ("u-**v"), iff (u,v) is in the reflexive, transitive closure of 
the relation -->. For u->*v ^  u#v we will briefly write u~+v. 
Now a (context-free) language is defined by: 
Definition 3.3 (context-free language). Let G = (N,T,S,P) be a context-free gram- 
mar. The (context-free) language L(G) (generated by G) is defined by 
L(G)  d__,f {W e T*: S --> *w}. 
Context-free grammars are additionally characterized by the following lemma 
that states the essence of 'context-freeness' in a slightly different way: 
L e m m l  3A. Let G = (N,T,S,P) be a context-free grammar and u, ve v*. I f  u- *v and 
u= ul • • • Un then there exist v l , . . .  ,v, e V* such that 
v=vl  " • • v. ^ V ie{1,. . . ,n}: ui~*vi .  
Proof. See [50, Lemma 3.3.1], or [31]. [] 
For an arbitrary context-free grammar G = (N, T,S,P) interesting problems are, e.g. 
(a) testing whether a given word te T* is an element of L(G), the language 
generated by G ('word problem' or 'recognition problem'), 
(b) computing--under the premise te L(G)--the 'syntactic structure' of t, i.e. the 
equivalence class of all 'insignificantly different' derivation chains from S to t 
('parsing problem'), 
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(c) transforming a given context-free grammar into an equivalent one that has 
certain properties, or 
(d) extracting certain 'information' from a given grammar. 
It is obvious that these problems are not independent of each other. In particular, 
problems (b), (c), and (d) contain problem (a) as subproblem. It is even known 
(cf. [85]) that any solution of the recognition problem can be made into a solution 
of the parsing problem with only little increase in time complexity. For this reason, 
but also motivated by the strategy discussed in Section 2.2.4, we will first concentrate 
on the word problem and discuss the more general parsing problem as well as the 
problems (c) and (d) later (cf. Sections 3.6 and 3.7). 
3.2. Formulation of transformational developments 
When presenting concrete transformational developments, we have mainly two 
aspects in mind: 
- exhibition of the 'underlying thought processes' (cf. [89]) that lead to some 
particular algorithm; 
- provision of enough technical information to allow validation of the development 
process by someone lse. 
Thus, our intentions are somewhat different from those expressed in [100], in 
particular, since we deal with developments of specific algorithms rather than with 
'methods of development'. Nevertheless, there are a lot of commonalities 49 that will 
be discussed in detail below. 
Transformational programming is a goal-oriented activity with the top-level goal 
of finding, for a given problem, an algorithm that solves the problem and satisfies 
further performance constraints. By concentrating on the development ofthe control 
structure, we also already have a decomposition of this top-level goal into the main 
subgoals that are implied by the general development s ructure as outlined in the 
beginning of Section 2: 
- modification of descriptive specifications, 
- transition from descriptive to operative specifications, 
- removal of non-determinism and recursion, 
- fine tuning. 
In order to achieve either of these subgoals, one has to make design decisions 
which strategy to follow or which rule to apply. Each of these decisions in turn 
usually involves (more refined) subgoals to be achieved, and so forth. Thus the 
essence of a development can be seen in the structure of the different design decisions 
made, and an important issue with respect o comprehensibility of a development 
is a suitable formalism for expressing these design decisions. In [98, 100, 101] a 
design decision is described by 
- 'Antecedent', i.e. necessary preconditions, 
49 In particular, we fully agree, that in order to find out what the "deep structure of the software 
production process" is, it is necessary to deal with "'substantial case-studies and gedanken experiments". 
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- 'Consequent', i.e. properties to be achieved, and 
- 'Composition', i.e. detailization i to subdecisions. 
Again, we agree in principle, although with minor differences due to our different 
overall intention that a human being should be able to understand and to 'replay' 
a documented development. Since our documentations will not be completely formal, 
we deem it appropriate, as is common practice in mathematical proofs, to give 
concrete intermediate versions, that may serve the reader of the development as 
'mile-stones' or 'check-points'. It is those intermediate versions that will serve as 
the 'antecedents' in the decision to be made. 
The 'consequent' will be simply given in a verbal description 5°of the goal to be 
achieved. 
Finally, in our developments the 'composition' will be given by the collection of 
'technical activities' that are necessary toachieve the intended goal. 51 These technical 
activities, mainly tactics or transformation rules (such as those dealt with in Section 
2), are combined by 
- ';' denoting sequential composition (NEXT in [100]), and 
- '//' denoting collateral composition (AND in [100]) 
into 'trees of activities '52 with respect to a particular subgoal and, hence, into directed 
acyclic graphs (cf. also [84]) for a complete development. An example will be given 
in Section 3.3.2.1. 
Since we neither explore the 'activity graph' for a whole family of algorithms, 
nor study different possibilities for achieving the same goal within one particular 
development, we have no need for introducing a choice option (OR in [100]). For 
a more general approach, however, as e.g. the one aimed at in [100], we agree to 
its necessity. 
For our sample developments in the following sections, we will use the collection 
of activities given below. Although appearing somewhat arbitrarily, this collection 
has proved to be sufficient for our particular purposes. However, we are fully aware 
of this arbitrariness, as well as of a number of subtle technical problems induced 
by our proposed semi-formal representation. This semi-formal notation should not 
be considered as a (fragmentary) proposal for a language in which to formulate 
transformational programs, but just as a means for mastering the complexity involved 
in non-trivial 'substantial case studies'. 
We denote the technical activities, that are necessary for achieving some goal, in 
the form 
activity [arguments incontext] 
5o In the same way as it is desirable to get away with concrete program versions as antecedents and 
to have a logical description of the respective preconditions, it is desirable to have a formal statement 
of the goal to be achieved. However, we think that in the present state of the art there is too little 
experience from representative case studies to really perform this important abstraction step. 
51 Occasionally, however, we will prefer to have verbal explanations interspersed. 
52 Or also 'trees of decisions', if the activities are characterized by their respective motivations. 
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where 
- 'activity' is simply an identifier for the respective activity, 
- 'arguments' ummarizes further information for performing the activity, and 
- ' i n  context' is an optional part (for all activities) giving further information where 
to perform the respective activity (in case of several possible application points). 
The collection of activities 53 we are going to use is 
- Unfold [ id ] 
This means that a call of the function id is replaced by its instantiated body. 
- Fold [ id with property ] 
Whereas for unfold the necessary matching (for identifying the application point) 
is simply done via the function identifier, fold requires genuine pattern-matching 
(which may be further guided by the optional "in context" specification). By 
"with property" we refer to the particular variants of folding dealt with in Section 
2.2.3. 
- Case introduction [ tautology ] 
This activity indicates an application of one of the transformation rules from 
Section 2.2.1 for introducing a case distinction, where 'tautology' is the (tautologi- 
cal) property to be used in verifying the essential applicability condition. 
- Data type representation [ expl ~ sortl for exp2 ~ sort2 such  that  property ] 
This activity abbreviates simple data type transformations where the expression(s) 
exp2 of sort(s) sort2 is (are) represented by expression(s) expl of sort(s) sortl. 
The indicated 'property' is a condensed form of the usual abstraction and rep- 
resentation mappings (cf. [18]). 
- Use [ transformation ] 
- keywords for transformations (mainly those given in Section 2 or in Appendix 
A) 
- English descriptions of (sequences of) obvious elementary transformations (e.g. 
quantifier earrangement, and/or-distribution) occasionally augmented with 
information about the direction of simplification. 54
- Apply [ property ] 
Here, property stands for the (explicit) denotation of a lemma of the problem 
domain (written as a transformation rule) that is to be applied at a place where 
the respective applicability condition holds. For brevity, within these rules we 
omit quantifications, i.e., all free variables are assumed to be universally quantified. 
In addition to the goal-oriented decomposition of transformational developments 
discussed above, there is also a further decomposition i to hierarchically ordered 
levels of (technical) detailization: Most of the transformation rules have applicability 
conditions to be verified; the respective verifications may again involve the applica- 
ss With respect to a possible future language for formulating transformational program developments, 
this collection of activities may be considered as a subset of the basic instruction set. 
54 Thus, e.g. 3 specification wrt v stands for replacing (3 m x: P(x) ^  x=v) by P(v) (according to the 
respective rule from Appendix A), or Equality-substitution forv for replacing (P(x) ^  x= v) by P(v). 
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tion of transformation rules having applicability conditions to be verified and so 
forth. Within our sample developments below, however, we concentrate on the goal 
oriented decomposition and will only occasionally deal with the technical detailiz- 
ation involved by applicability conditions: 5 
3.3. Derivation of a few sample recognition algorithms 
In this section we develop some recognition algorithms for unrestricted context- 
free grammars. These algorithms will comprise a general top-clown algorithm, a 
general bottom-up algorithm and Earley's algorithm (cf. [35]). Other, practically 
usable algorithms will be dealt with in later sections. 
3.3.1. Formal specification fthe problem and the role of embedding 
Using the notions introduced in Section 3.1 the recognition problem may be 
specified by 
rp:(T* x cf-gram) ~ bool, 
rp(w,G) def = w E L (G)  (with L(G)  as defined in Section 3.1) 
or, equivalently, 
(,) rp(w,G) dd 
Of course, to make (*) a complete formal specification furthermore requires to give 
an explicit definition for -**, the reflexive transitive closure of the 'directly derives' 
relation --). 
One possibility is the following: 
Let wE T*, G=( N, T,S,P) a context-free grammar, u, vE V*: 
def 
H " - )*  V "-  
3 D E sequ V*: D~0 A (u--topD A v--iastD A 
V D~,D2 E sequ V*, V x, yE V*: D=D1xyD2~ (x-)y)). 
Within our developments, however, we do not really need this (or a similar) explicit 
definition, but only characteristic properties of arbitrary reflexive-transitive closures: 
With the usual definition of the product RQ of two relations R, Q 
RQ(x) de__f U R(y), 
y~Q(x) 
the reflexive-transitive closure can also be defined by 
g*(x) U g'(x) 
ss A comprehensive example where also the verification of applicability conditions is given in nearly 
all details can be found in [76]. 
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with the additional (well-known) property 
R*  = I w R*R = I u RR*  = I u R 'R*  
(where I denotes the identity relation). 
Using this property we immediately get the equations 56




u->*t) --= u=t )  v 3 zE V*: u->*z A z-> t), 
U->*t) ~ U=t) V ~ ZE V*: u->*z A Z->*t). 
The first two of these equations (labelled TD and BU, resp.) characterize 'top-down' 
or 'bottom-up' decompositions, respectively, and, although logically equivalent, will 
lead to different algorithms (cf. also [68]) when used in transformational program 
development. 
Independent of the respective definition of the derivation relation, the above 
specification (*) of the recognition problems turns out to be too restrictive for a 
transformational development. Hence, we will briefly discuss different possible 
embeddings (cf. Section 2.1). 
An obvious 'embedding of the data type' results from T*_V*, i.e. from using V* 
instead of T*, 
rpv" (V* × cf-gram) -> bool, 
Ipt)(w,G) de_f W~{t)EV* :  S->*t)} 
such that 
rp(w,G)-  v(w,G) 
holds. This embedding allows to recognize w~V* as a 'sentential form' (cf. [I]) 
according to G. 
'Embeddings of the domain' result from generalizing S in the original specification 
(*). Considering S as an element of V* (instead of N~V*)  immediately leads to 
td "(V* × T* x cf-gram) -> bool, 
td(u,v,G) der = H'-> * t) 
such that 
rp(w,G)- td(S,w,G) 
56 Of course, these equations also could be derived from the above explicit definition of -** using the 
same techniques as in the following derivations. 
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holds. This is the basis for developing a general 'top-down' algorithm, and, with a 
further embedding, also for a general 'bottom-up' algorithm: 
bu : (V* u x T* v x ef -gram G: 
3 l,r ~ V*, (A,y) ~ P: lyr = uv ~ 3 YET*: v = t'r ) -> bool, 
bu(u,v,G) ~f S->*uv 
with 
rp(w,G)-= bu((),w,G). 
The fact that bottom-up recognition eeds further estrictions i due to the asymmetry 
of context-free productions. The specific form of the definition of bu in principle 
results from the design decision to consider ight-most derivations (resp., left-most 
reductions). The idea to use this additional constraint right from the beginning has 
to be considered as the result from backtracking from a blind alley in a development 
(el. [80]) that started with the unconstrained embedding. 
Considering S as an element of N, we get (essentially) the initial embedding for 
the Cocke-Kasami-Younger algorithm (of. Section 3.5.1) 
dry: (N x T + x cf-gram) ~ hool, 
cky(u,v,G) %f u *v 
with 
rp (w,G) -  cky(S,w,G), 
provided G is in Chomsky Normal Form (cf. Section 3.5.1). The same embedding 
also can be used as a basis for developing algorithms for one-sided linear, linear, 
and meta-linear grammars (cf. Section 3.5.2). 
An example for 'embedding of the relation' is the initial embedding for deriving 
Earley's algorithm (cf. also [76]) 
ear: (NA x V*u x V*v x T*t x cf-gram G: t ~ w) -> bool,  
ear(A,u,v,t,G) ~r (A, uv)~P n u->*t 
with 
rp(w,G) =- =l xeV*: ear(S,x,O,w,G). 
For all the recognition algorithms to be developed, the grammar G and the word 
w to be recognized are constant parameters. Hence, as a notational abbreviation, 
we will suppress both. 
3.3.2. From descriptive to operative specification 
In the sequel we will strictly use the methodological frame provided by the strategy 
from Section 2.2. For the presentation of the developments we use the notation 
introduced in Section 3.2. 
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3.3.2.1. Top-down recognition. For the general top-down algorithm the derivation 
proceeds as follows57: 
td" (V* x T*) -> bool, 
td(u,v) clef U->*V 
goal: decomposition and detailization 
transformations: 
(1) Case introduction [ u=Ov u#O ]; 
(2) ( Apply[ (TD) ]// 
(3) (Apply [ u#0r -  u-topu&restu ];
(4) Apply [ Lemma 3.4 ]; 
(5) Apply [ (TD) in first occurrence of -->* in 2: disjunct ] ) ) 
def 
td(u,v) = 
(u=( )A(u=vv3 z V*: u->z A z--,*v)) v 
(u~OA(::I vl,vz~T*: vlv2=v ^  
(topu = v~ v (:1 zzV*: topu--> z ^  z->*vO) ^  restu-->* v2)) 
goal: simplification and rearrangement 
transformations: 
(6) Apply [ u =(} ~ (3 z~V*: u-->z A Z--> *V) -- false ]// 






Use [ and/or-distributivity ] ); 
( ( Apply [ 3 vl,v2sT*:vlv2=v A topu=vl 
(V#0A (3 Vl,v2~T*: vl=topv A v2=restv ^ topu = vl)) 
--= true ]; 
Use [ 3-simplification wrt vl,v2 ] )// 
( Apply [ (3 z~V*: topu-->z) -= (3 z~V*: (topu, z)~P) ]// 
Use [ quantifier rearrangement ] ) ) ) 
td(u,v) ~f 
(u=0Av- -0 )v  
(u#0A ((v#OA(topu=topv A restu --> *restv))v 
(3 z~V*: (topu, z)~P A 3Vl,V2~T*: z">*vl A restu->*Vz))) 
goal: composition 
transformations: 
(13) Apply [ Lemma 3.4 ]; 
(14) Fold [ td ]; 
(15) Use [ Invariant introduction ] 
57 The numbering of the transformations is used in the graphical representation f the derivation 
structure below. 
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td : (V* u xT* v: 3 sET*: S->*su A sv=w)-->bool, 
td(u,v)  d~f 
(u=()AV=())v 
(u #0 A ((v#0 A (topu =topv ^ td(restu, restv))) v 
(3 zEV*: (topu, z)EP A td(z&restu, v) ))). 
As mentioned earlier, a proof of termination is a sufficient condition for guarantee- 
ing correctness of folding (cf. [56, 57]). Dealing with this termination proof here, 
straightforwardly (cf. [74]) leads to requiring the absence of left recursion in the 
production system as a sufficient condition for termination of the last (recursive) 
program. 5s The partial ordering of the individual steps in the detailed evelopment 








~(1) . .  





(6) (7) (8) 
~~1 (10)~((1'_~_~.~_. 2 / )  
I 
An interesting variant of td (which will be used later on) is 
td': (V* u x T* v x T* s: S -->* su ^  sv = w) --> bool, 
td (u,v,s) def 
(u=0 ^  s=w)v 
(u#0 A ((V#0 A (topu=topv A td'(restu, restv, s&topu))) v 
(3 zEV*: (topu, z)EP ^  td'(z&restu, v s) ))) 
5s In general, left recursion in connection with top-down recognition causes divergence. Thus, e.g. 
using the transformation from Section 2.2.3 for the prevention of loops in folding does not help anything. 
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that results from the embedding 
rp:T* ~ bool, 
rp(w) ~f td'(S,w,O), 
td': (V* u x T* v x T* s: S -'>* su ^  sv=w) -> bool, 
td'(u,v,s) ~f td(u,v) 
by redevelopment of td and simplification in the terminating branch according to 
the assertion. In this version, the additional parameter s keeps track of those 
characters of w that are already recognized. 
In the derivations of td and td' we (implicitly) introduced top-down processing 
by using equation (TD) and left-to-right 'on-line" processing by the design decision 
to use 
u#() i- u - topu&restu. 
If we had used 
uS0 ~ u -= leadu&lastu 
instead, then exactly the same derivation (with (lead,last) instead of (rest,top)) would 
have resulted in a (top-down) right-to-left 'on-line' algorithm 
td": (V* u x T* v x T* s: S -~* us ^  vs=w) ~ bool, 
td"(u,v,s) ~f 
(u=O  ^  s=w)v 
(u~O A ((v~O A (lastu=lastv ^ td"(leadu, leadv, lastv&s))) v 
(3 z~V*: (lastu, z)~P ^  td"(leadu&z,v,s) ) ). 
Of course, dually to td (resp. td'), here a sufficient condition for termination would 
be the absence of 'right recursions' in the productions. 
Of course, we could also have used any other decomposition of u. However, in 
order to finally achieve on-line recognition, this additionally requires to have further 
information about the underlying rammar, e.g. about contexts of productions (cf. 
e.g. [32]). 
3.3.2.2. Bottom-up recognition. The derivation for the general bottom-up algorithm 
proceeds in an analogous way:  59 
59 For an alternative development of bu, cf. Section 3.4.1. 
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bu : (V* u x T* v: 3 l,r~V*, (A,y)~P: lyr=uv ~ 3 YET*: v= t'r) --> bool, 
bu(u,v) %f S-~*uv 
l goah decomposition and detailization 
transformations: 
Apply [ ( BU) ]; 
( Unfold[ -~ ][/ 
Use [ assertion importation with 
::l t'~T*: v=t'r~- (v=r  v (v#O A v=toov&restv)) ] ) 
bu(u,v) ~ 
(S= uvv 
(3 zcV*: So*z  ^ 3 l,r~V*, 3 (A,y)~P: z=lAr  ^  uv=lyr))  ^  
(3 l,r~V*, (A,y)~P: lyr=uv ^  (v=r v (v#O A v=topv&restv)))) 
goal: simplifcation and rearrangement 
transformations: 
Apply [ S=uv - (S=u  ^  v=O) ][] 
( Use [ and/or-distributivity] ; 
( ( ( Use [ 3-simplification wrt r] ; 
Apply [ uv = lyv - u = ly ] ) ]] 
Use [ 3-simplification wrt z ] )]/ 
Use [ equality-substitution f r v ] ) ; 
( Use [ and-commutativity ] ][ 
Use [ quantifier earrangement ) ) 
bu(u,v) ~f 
(S=u ^  v=0) v 
((3 I~V*, 3 (A,y)eP: S->*lAv ^  u=ly) v 
(v#0 A (3 zeV*, 3 l, reV*, 3 (A,y)eP: S-~*z A z=IAr  ^  
u &top v &rest v = lyr))) 
goal: composition 
transformations 
Fold [ -> in last disjunct ]; 
Use [ disjunction of a falsity with v~0 ~- (S=uv)  -- false ] ; 
Apply [ (BU)  ]; 
Fold [ bu ] ; 
Use [ Invadant introduction ] 
bu : (V* u x T* v: 3 seT*: u->*s ^  sv = w) -> bool, 
bu(u,v) %~ 
(S=u ^  v=0)v 
((3 I~V*, 3 (A,y)~P: u=ly A bu(1A, v)) v 
(v#()  A bu(u&toov, restv)) ) 
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Folding bu here requires the assertion of bu to be fulfilled (which, however, is trivial 
here). Additionally, as in the top-down case, we have to take care of termination. 
Obviously, bu terminates (by decreasing v) if the call bu(IA, v) neither causes 
divergence nor leads to a cycle. This can be guaranteed, 6° provided P contains 
neither ()-productions, i.e. productions of the form (A,0) (A~N), nor cycles, i.e. 
V A~N: -a(A-->+A). 
3.3.2.3. Earley's algorithm. As another example for a general recognition algorithm, 
we will deal with Earley's algorithm. We start with the specification from Section 
3.3.1. 
ear:(NA x V*u x V*v x T ' t :  t ~ w) --> bool, 
ear(A,u,v,t) de=f (A, uv)~P ^  u->*t 
goal: decomposition and detailization 
transformations: 
Case introduction [ u=() v uS0  ]; 
Apply [ uS0  f- leadu&lnstu - u ]; 
Apply [ Lemma 3.4 ]; 
Case introduction [ instu~T v lnstu~N ]
def ear(A,u,v,t) = 
(u=O ^  (A,v)~P A O->*t) v 
(u S 0 A ((A, leadu&iastu&v)~ P A 
(~ Vl,V2~T*: t=vlv2 A leadu-->*vl A Instu-->*V2) A 
(lnstueT v lnstu~N))) 
goal: simplification and rearrangement 
transformations: 
Apply [ 0->*t - t=O ]ff 
Use [ associativity of & ] ff 
( Use [ and/or-distributivity ]; 
( ( Apply [ 3 vl,v2eT*: t=vzv2 ^  instu~T A lastu-->*v2 t-- 
: l  v~,v2~T*: t#O A 
v2 = lnstt ^ v~ = leadt ^ las tu=lnst t  ]; 
Use [ 3 -s impl i f i cat ion  wrt v~,v2 ] )// 
Apply [ ( lnstu-**v2) ~- rp(instu, v2) 
-- (3 z~Y*: (instu, z)~P ^  z-->*v2) ] ) ) 
ear(A,u,v,t) d.f= 
(u=O ^  (A ,v)eP  ^  t=O) v 
60 Again, only a sufficient condition. 
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(u#O A ( t#O A ((A, leadu&(Instu&v))~P ^ 
lead u --> * lead t ^ lastu = las t t ) ) )  v 
(U:~() A (=:[ Vl,V2ET*" VlV2=t ^  (A, leadu&(lastu&v))~P ^ 
leadu->* v~ A 
(3 z~V*: (lastu, z)~P ^  z->*v2))) 
~ goal: composition 
transformations: 
Fold [ear with looping-prevention ] 
rp(w) ~f ::I x~V*: ear'(S,x,O,w,(~) 
where mode item - (N x V* x V* x T*), 
ear' :(NA x V*u x V*v x T*t x set item Q: t ~ w) --> bool, 
ear'(A,u,v,t,Q) ~f 
let i tem i =- (A,u,v,t); 
i~QA 
( (u=0  ^  (A ,v)eP  ^  t=0)  v 
(u~O A ( t~O A (ear'(A, leadu, lastu&v, leadt, Q u {i}) ^  lnstu=lnstt))) v 
(u#0 A (=! vl,v2~T*, z~V*: vlv2=t ^  ear'(A, ieadu, lnstu&v, vl,Q u {i}) A 
ear'(lastu, z,O,v2,Q u {i}) ))) 
The above applicative program is not the exact applicative counterpart of Earley's 
algorithm. 61 Getting this version requires additionally using 'preservation of context 
information' (cf. Section 2.2.3) which leads after simplification to 
ear": (N A x V* u x V* v x T* t x set i tem Q: pcear(A,u,v,t,Q)) ->bool, 
with ear" defined as ear' and 
pcear(A,u,v,t,Q) =-
(A = S A 3 t' ~ T*: tt '= w) v 
(=! A'~N, u',v'eV*, t'~T*: ear'(A',u',Av',t',Q u {(A,u,v,t)}) ^ t't c_ w). 
Using the simplified assertion within the body of ear' then results in splitting the 
termination case into 
((u = O) ^ (A,v) e P ^ (t=O) ^ (A = S ^ 3 t'e T*: tt'= w))v 
((u=O) ^ (A,v) P ^ (t:O) ^ 
=l A'~N, u',v'~V*, t'~T*: ear'(A',u',Av',t',Q u {(A,u,v,t)}) ^t't ~ w). 
For further details, in particular with respect o developing the usual procedural 
version of Earley's algorithm, cf. [76]. 
61 In fact, this version corresponds to one where the 'predictor' is 'weakened' (cf. also [43]). 
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3.4. On deterministic recognition 
The algorithms developed so far still are 'non-deterministic' since they contain 
existential quantifiers. According to our general development s rategy we try to get 
rid of these using the techniques introduced in Section 2.3. 
3.4.1. Elimination of existential quantifiers by using sets 
In program development aiming at von Neumann architectures, recursion removal 
is one of the major transformations for achieving efficient programs. In essence, 
recursion removal means a transition from arbitrary recursion to tail recursion (cf. 
[ 12]). Frequently, this transition isa by-product of eliminating non-determinism--or, 
since we deal with predicates here, of eliminating existential quantifiers. 
This is the case if in td and bu, resp., we remove the existential quantifier by 
explicitly using sets (cf. Section 2.3.1), where we get (after trivial simplifications) 
rp :T* -> bool, 
rp(w) de=f tde({(S,w)}) where 
tde:set (V* u × T* v: =l seT*: S -->* su ^  sv=w) --> heel, 
tde( M) def= 
M#OA 
((0,0>eM, 
tde({(u,v): 3 teT: (tu, tv)eM} u {(zu, v): :1 yeN: (yu, v)eM ^  (y,z)eP})) 
and 
rp :T* -~ bool, 
rp(w) de~ bue({(O,w)}) where 




bue({(IA, v): 3 y e V*: (ly, v )eM ^ (A,y)eP} u {(ut, v): teT ^ (u, tv)eM})) 
resp., which are both in tail recursion. By virtue of the transformation applied, tde 
and bue terminate, if td resp. bu terminate (i.e. under the resp. sufficient conditions 
stated in Section 3.3.2), but also (without these conditions), if S-->*w holds. 
The above versions tde and bue also could have been obtained by using the 
closure transformation from Section 2.2.2 applied to a suitable initial specification. 
However, the work necessary for finding this initial specification would compensate 
the saving in applying just this transformation. 
In some sense, the algorithms tde and bue, resp., comprise the idea of'breadth-first 
parsing' outlined in [6]. The further 'filtering' by appropriate 'look-ahead' discussed 
there could be easily incorporated into the above algorithms. 
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The transformation for eliminating existential quantifiers by using sets is also 
essential in formally deriving the 'left-to-right' bottom-up algorithm from the 'right- 
to-left' top-down algorithm td" (cf. Section 3.3.2): 62 
Elimination of existential quantifiers using sets (cf. Section 2.3.1), applied to td', 
yields immediately 
rp(w) def tde'({(S,w,O)}) where 




tde'({(u,v, ts): (ut, vt, s )eM} ~g {(uy, v,s): (A,y)eP  ^  (uA, v,s)eM})). 
Now, 'local inversion on sets' (cf. Section 2.4.1) is applicable and results in 
rp( w) d,=f bue'({(O,0,w)}) where 
bue':set (V* u x T* v x T* s: u->*v A vs=w) --> booi, 
bue'( M)  def= 
M#0A 
((S,w,())~M v 
bue'({(ut, vt, s): (u,v, ts)eM} u {(uA, v,s): (A,y)eP  ^  (uy, v,s)eM})). 
Finally, by re-introducing existential quantifiers, 63we get 
rp(w) a~j bu'(O,(),w) where 
bu': (V* u x T* v x T* s: u->*v ^  vs=w) -> bool, 
bu'(u,v,s) d°d 
(u:S ^ v=w ^ s=O)v  
( ( s ~0 A bu'( u&tops, v&tops, rests) v 
3/~V*,  =l (A,y)~P: u=ly  ^  bu'(IA, v,s)) 
where, as a further optimization, the (obviously superfluous) parameter v could be 
eliminated ue to the assertion vs= w. 
Of course, also the 'two-sided' variant of the local transformation given in Section 
2.4.1 is applicable and results in an (off-line) algorithm working bottom-up at the 
left end of the input string and top-down at the right end 
rp(w) def tdbu({(S,w,O)},{(O,0,w)}) here 
tdbu : (set (V* u x T* v x T* s: S ->* su ^  sv=w) x 
set (V* u x T* v x T* s: u-->*v ^  sv=w)) --> bool, 
62 This is the technique used in [87], however, in a somewhat informal way. 
6s In fact, this is a critical step, since we may loose termination. Hence, additionally, we have to 
require conditions that guarantee termination, e.g. those discussed in connection with the algorithm bu 
(cf. Section 3.3.2). 
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tabu( $r 
(M,#O ^  M #O) A 
((hit c~ Mb) ~ Ov 
(({(u,v, ts): (ut, vt, s)~M,} w {(uz, v,s): (y,z)~P ^  (uy, v,s)~M,}) n Mb ~ ~) v 
tdbu({(u,v, ts): (ut, vt, s)eM,} w {(uz, v,s): (y,z)eP ^  (uy, v,s)eM,}, 
{(ut, vt, s): (u,v, ts)eMb} w {(uy, v,s): (y,z)~P ^  (uz, v,s)~Mb})). 
The details of the respective derivation as well as further improvements are left to 
the interested reader. 
In this current form the algorithms tde, bue, tde', bue', tdbu are of limited practical 
value due to the (in general) exponential time complexity. However, we will see 
that they provide interesting intermediate forms that can be further improved. 
In particular in connection with parsing of natural anguages (cf. [63]), where in 
contrast to programming languages ambiguities not always can be eliminated, these 
algorithms might be used for further development towards practically usable parsers. 
In order to exemplify how these algorithms may be improved, we briefly sketch 
how the algorithm tde may be used as a basis for developing the (classical) strong 
LL(1)-recognition algorithm: 
At first, in order to get away with a lot of tests for emptyness, we apply a (trivial) 
data type transformation (based on u->*v -- u#-**v#) to add an endmarker #~V. 
Thus, we get 
rp:T* -> bool, 
rp(w) ~f tdee({(S#,w#)})where 
tdee :set (V* u xT* v:=l x~T*: S# -->* xu A SV=W#) -> bool, 
tdee( M)  ~f • 
M~A 
( (#,#)~M v (tdee(Ml w M2) 
where M1 ~f {(u, restv): (topv&u,v)~ M}; 
M2 d~ {(zy, v): (uy, v)~M ^  (u,z)~P})) 
with "r* =def{t#: t~T*} and V* =clef{X#: x~V*}. 
Obviously, in order to recognize v, only those elements (zy, v)~M2 are relevant 
for which zy can derive a terminal string starting at least with topv. 
Hence, tdee can be restricted to (with Te =deft w {#}) 
tdee'( M)  ~f 
M #f~A 
( (#,#)~M v (tdee(M1 w M~) 
where Mz ~f {(u, restv): (topv&u,v)~M}; 
M[ de_.~f {(gy, l)): (uy, v)~M ^  (u,z)~P ^  
::! t~T*: zy -->* topv&t})) 
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This is legal, since for M[ we can prove (rather straightforwardly): 
- M[  c_ ME, and 
- V (u,v) ~ M2\M~: ~tdee({(u,v)}). 
Furthermore, we have 
- tdee' is deterministic ff IMI <~ 1, and 
- for IMI <~ 1" IM1 u M[I <~ 1 iff JM~[ <~ 1 (since M1 and M~ are disjoint). 
Initially, we have IMI=I, viz. M={(S#,w#)}. Furthermore, IMPly<l, i.e. 
M~ being at most a singleton, can then be shown to be equivalent to the LL(1)- 
condition. 
It is also obvious that, if we had restricted tde in such a way that at least /~ 
characters (instead of just the leftmost one) of v are to be derivable from zy, we 
would have come up with the usual LL(k) condition. This way of approaching 
LL-recognition is extensively discussed in [78]. How this can be used for deriving 
algorithms for testing the LL(k) property or constructing the LL(k) tables is 
discussed in Section 3.7. 
Similarly, for bue suitable restrictions could be introduced leading to LR(k)- 
recognition. 
The transformation for eliminating existential quantifiers by computing codomains 
(cir. Section 2.3.1) is not applicable here, since the finiteness of the sets involved 
cannot be guaranteed. However, it can be applied e.g. to Earley's algorithm 
(cf. [76]). 
3.4.2. Elimination of existential quantifiers by backtracking 
Of course, we can also use backtracking (cf. Section 2.3.2) to eliminate the 
existential quantifier. Using the rule '3-elimination by backtracking I' leads e.g. to 
the well-known (top-down) backtrack recognition algorithm (cf. e.g. [1]): 
rp : T* -> bool, 
rp(w) ~f tdb(S,w) where 
tdb : (V* u x T* v: =! s ~ T*: S --,* su ^  sv = w) -, bool, 
tdb(u,v) ~f 
(u=O ^ v=O)v 
g({(u',v'): 3 t ~ T: t=tu'  ^  v=tv'} u {(zu',v): u=Au'  ^  (A,z)~P}) where 
g : set (V* × T*) -> bool, 
g(M)  ~f M#f)A(tdb(u,v)w g(M\{(u,v)}) 
where iV* u, T* v) - some iV* u', T* v'): (u' ,v')~ M)  
as well as to an analogous algorithm bub for bottom-up backtrack recognition. In 
contrast o tde and bue of Section 3.4.1, however, S->*w is not sufficient for 
termination. Of course, the rule '3-elimination by backtracking II' could be used 
as well. 
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3.4.3. Elimination of existential quantifiers by "finite look-ahead' 
As discussed in Section 2.3.3, the 'finite look-ahead' technique only leads to a 
deterministic algorithm, if further restrictions on the underlying grammar are 
fulfilled. 
For a concrete grammar G=( N, T,S,P) with 
P = {(A,,x,): AiEN, XiE V*, l<~i<~lPI} 
the scheme td (from Section 3.3.2) can be made into an algorithm by substituting 
the last but one line by IPI lines of the form 
topu = Ai A td(x~&restu, v) v • • •. 
Let tda denote this instantiation of td with a concrete grammar G. Obviously, tda 
is an interpretation of the scheme 
rl 
p(x) clef T(x)v V (B,(x)Ap(K,(x))) 
i=1  
(of. Section 2.3.3) with the correspondences 
T(u,v) ~ u=O A v=O 
B,(u,v) ~- u~O A topu=A, (l<~i<~lPI) 
B,,(u,v) -~ u#O A V~() Atopu=topv 
Ki(u,v) ~ (x~&restu, v) (I~<i~<IP[) 
K,(u,v) ~ (restu, restv). 
Thus for tdo stronger conditions can be constructed according to Definition 2.2 
and, furthermore, we can prove the following lemma relating the construction of 
stronger conditions (of. Definition 2.2) to the LL property of context-free grammars: 
Lemma 3.5. Let G=( N,T,S,P) be a context-free grammar satisfying the LL(k) condi- 
tion for some keN. Then for tdG we have 
31 r~N: \V uE V*, vE T*, i j~{1, . . .  ,n}: i~ j  ~- (B'i(u,v) A B~(u,v)) - false 
(with B~ as defined in Definition 2.2). 
ProoL cf. Appendix B. [] 
How this works can be seen from the following simple example: 
For the concrete grammar 
O = ({E,T,F,E',T'}, {+,*,[,],a}, E P) 
with 
P = ((E, TE'), (E',+ TE'), (E',O), (T, FT'),(T',.FT'), (T',0), (F,[ E]), (F,a)} 
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our scheme td instantiates to
tdo(u,v) def,= 
(u=O ^  v:O) ,, 
((u~O A topu=E ^  tdo( TE'&restu, v)) v 
(u#O A topu=E' ^  tdo(+ TE'&restu, v)) v 
(u#0 A topu=E'  ^ td~(restu, v)) v 
(uS0 A topu= Y A tdo(FT'&restu, v)) v 
(u#0 A topu= T' ^  td~(*FT'&restu, v)) v 
(uS0 A topu= Y' ^  td~(restu, v)) v 
(u#0 A topu=F ^  tdo([E]&restu, v)) v 
(u#O A topu=F ^  tdo(a&restu)) v 
( (u#0  ^  vS0)A topu=topv ^tdo(restu,restv))). 
It is known (cf. [1]) that the grammar G is LL(1); hence, according to Lemma 3.5 
there exists r~N such that the B~ are selective (cf. Section 2.3.3) for arbitrary 
arguments. Furthermore, from the proof of Lemma 3.5 we know r<~5. 
By applying the inductive construction from Definition 2.2 and computing the 
respective set of selective conditions we finally obtain (after slight improvements, 
such as checking common subconditions only once) the following deterministic 
program: 
tdo(u,v) de2 
if u =0 A V =0 then true 
elif u # 0 then 
if topu = E then tdo( TE'&restu, v) 
elif topu=E' ^  (v#O A topv=+)then tdo(+ TE'&restu, v) 
elif topu=E' ^  ((restu=0 ^ v=O) v (restu#O Av#O A top restu=topv]) 
then td'(restu, v) 
elif topu = T then tdo(FT'&restu, v)
elff topu= T' ^ (v#O A topv=*) then tdG(*FT'&restu, v)
elif topu= T' ^  (restu#0 Atop restu=E') then td~(restu, v)
efif topu= F ^ ( vSO A topv=D then tdo([ E]&restu, v) 
elif topu=F ^  (v#O A topv=a) then td~(a&restu, v) 
elif v~ O A topu=topv then tdo(restu, restv) else false fi 
else false fi 
Of course, further individual simplifications are possible. 
We also can prove the dual result to Lemma 3.5: 
Lemmn 3.6. Let G be a given context-free grammar and tdo be the instantiation of td 
with G. I f  for tdo 
=il r~N: \V u,v~ V*, /,jE{1,.. ,n}: i# j  t-- (B~(u,v) ^ B~(u,v)) ~ false 
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(with B r as defined in Definition 2.2) then there exists ken  such that G fulfills the 
LL(k) property. 
Proof. cf. Appendix B. [] 
With the preceding lemmata we are also now able to give a simple proof for the 
undecidability of the existence of selective conditions: 
Lemma 3.7. For arbitrary predicates p of the form 
e~ 
p(x) de=r T(x)v V (B,(x)Ap(K,(x))) 
i=1  
the property 
31 r~N: \V m x, i, j e{1 , . . .  ,n}: i~ j  ~ (Br(x) A B~(X)) =- false 
(with B r as defined in Definition 2.2) is not decidable. 
Proof. cf. Appendix B. [] 
3.5. Variants for subclasses of context-free grammars 
The recognition algorithms considered so far do not impose any restrictions on 
the underlying grammars except for termination or deterministic processing. In 
this section we consider a few recognition algorithms for certain subclasses of 
context-free grammars (i.e. context-free grammars characterized by further restric- 
tions on the production rules). For some of these algorithms we will need a (simple) 
data type transformation that allows, under certain conditions, to replace a complex 
object parameter by simpler ones. 
Suppose we have some algorithm working on sequences defined by SEQU as in [12]: 
f :  (sequ m x n) -~ r, 
f(s,n) ~f E. 
As a simple data type transformation, we can enrich SEQU by indexing and trimming: 
_[_] : (sequ m s x N i: l<~i<~ls I) -~ m, 
s[i] ~f if i=1 then tops else ( rests ) [ i -1 ]  fi, 
_[ . . . .  ] : (sequ m s x I~1 n x N m: l<~n,m<-Is [ ^  n~<m+l) ~ sequ m, 
s[n..m] ~f 
if n > m then 0 
elsf m < Isl then ( ieads)[n. .m] 
elsf n> 1 then ( rests ) [n- l ,m-1]  else s ft. 
This enrichment of SEQU is an 'operative nrichment' (in the sense of [20]) and 
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thus it is guaranteed that 
y':  (iseqa m x n) --~ r, 
f'(s,n) ~f E 
(where isequ denotes the enriched type) 
is equivalent to f as defined above. 
If we have additionally a single call of f 'De.g, caused by some embedding--of 
the form f ' (S,N) and 
3 i,j~Nl: l<~i,j<~lS I A i<-j+l A s=S[i..j] 
is an assertion for f ' ,  then we can apply the following 'globalization' transformation: 
f(S,N)wheref(s,n) ~f E 
1 
f(S,N)where f(s,n) ~f f'(O,ISl,n)where 
f ' : (N ix• jxnn:  l<~i,j<-]S] A i<~j+l) -> r, 
f'(i,j,n) de=f E[S[i] for tops, S[i+l,j] for rests, S[j] for lasts, 
S[i,j-1] for leads, i=j for isempty(s),j-i for Isl, 
S[k,k] for 0 where N k -= someN k': O<~k'<<-[SI ] 
Syntactic onstraints: 
KIND[f ]  = (isequ m s x n n: 3 i,j~N: l<~i,j<~[SI ^ i<~j+l ^  s = S[i..j]) -> r, 
KIND[ E ] = r, 
-noccug[ i,j in E ]. 
If E contains more complex (sub-)expressions over sequences, uch as e.g. 
top leads or 
3 s l ,s2:s l&s2 = s ^ E'(sl,s2) 
these can be replaced by according (sub-)expressions, e.g. 
(S[i,j-1])[i] and 
If for f the stronger assertion 
3 k~N: i<~k<j: E'(S[i..k],S[k + 1..j]). 
3 i: 0~<i<~lSl: s=S[ i . . IS I ]  
holds, we have an obvious specialization of the above rule. For both cases the 
respective correctness proofs are straightforward by the assertion for f and the 
definitions of indexing and trimming. Of course, we could give similar rules for 
other data structures (cf. Section 3.6.2 for an example). 
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3.5.1. Normal forms 
Mainly for theoretical purposes quite a number of 'normal forms' for context-free 
grammars have been introduced in the literature (cf. e.g. [50]). They all have in 
common that any context-free grammar can be converted into the particular form. 
Thus, theoretically, parsing and recognition algorithms based on grammars innormal 
form are to be considered as generally applicable, too. However, converting an 
arbitrary grammar into some normal form (of. Section 3.7.1), usually has a non- 
neglectable impact on the size of the grammar (cf. e.g. the resp. factors in [50]), 
and thus, practically--except for grammars in Greibach Normal FormBnormal 
form grammars are not very widely used. Nevertheless, they show interesting aspects 
with respect o program development, in particular with respect o re-usability of 
developments (cf. Section 3.5.3). 
As a frst example, we will consider grammars in Chomsky Normal Form. 
Delinition 3.8 (Chomsky Normal Form). A context-free grammar G=( N, T,S,P) is 
said to be in Chomsky Normal Form (short: cnf), iff every production peP is one 
of the forms 
(a) (A, BC), A,B,C~N, 
(b) (A,a), A~N, a~ T, 
(c) (S,0), provided S does not occur in the right-hand side of any other pro- 
duction. 
The latter requirement in particular means that the problems of recognizing the 
empty word 0 and a non-empty word can be clearly separated. Additionally, using 
the respective mbedding from Section 3.3.1 we thus can start he development from 
with 
rp:T* -~ bool, 
rp(w) def (W=() ^  (S,0)eP)v cky(S,w) 
cky : (N x T+) -* bool, 
def  
= u- *v 
(where for cky we can additionally assume that the underlying production system 
no longer contains rules of form (c) above). 
The development then proceeds essentially as those in Section 3.3.2: 
goal: decomposition and detallization 
transformations: 
Apply [ (TD) ]; 
Case introduction [ yeT v yeN x N ]; 
Apply [ (3 y~V*: yeN x N ^ P(y)) - 3 yl,y2eN: P(YlY2) ]; 
Apply [ Lemma 3.4 ] 
comment 
For the case introduction we have profitted from cnf, i.e. we have 
used the fact that (ueN ^  u-,v) ffi ((u,v)eP A (veTv v e NxN)) 




(3 yeV*: u~y  ^  y~*v  ^  yeT)  v 
(=I yl,y2eN, :1 vl,v2eT*: vlv2=v A u~ylY2 A yl~*Vl A y2~*V2) 
goal: simplification and rearrangement 
transformations: 
( Apply [ ueN  ^  veT* ~- (u=v)  - false ]// 
( Apply [ (3 yeV*: ye T A P(y)) = (3 yeT:  P(y)) ] ; 
Apply [ (yeT A veT* ^  y~*v)  =- (veT A Ivl=l ^ v=y) ] ; 
Use [ 3-simplification wrt y ] ; 
Apply[ (ueN A U-~V) =-- (u,v)sP ])// 
Apply [ (3 y~,y2eN: ueN A u~y~y2) =- 3 (u,y~y2)~P ] ) ; 
Data type representation [ ( i , j)eNxN for veT* 
such that v= w[i..j] ] 
rp(w) d~__r (w=0 A ( s ,o )eP)v  cky'(S,l,lwl), 
cky': (N u × N i × N j: l<~i<~j<~lwl) -~ bool, 
cky'(u, id) 
((u,w[i])~P A i=j)V 
(3 (u,y~y2)eP, 3 keN: i<_k<j ^  y~*w[ i . . k ]  ^  y2"~*w[k + 1..j]) 
~ gual: composition 
transformations: 
Fold [ cky' ] 
cky'(u, ij) 
((u,w[i])~P "A i=j) v 
(3 (u,y~yE)eP, =l k~N: i<-k<j ^  cky'(y~,i,k) ^ cky'(y2,k+l j ) ) .  
This recursive algorithm gives the essence of the Cocke-Kasami-Younger algorithm 
and its direct derivatives, as e.g. the one in [58]. The version usually to be found 
in the literature (of. e.g. [1]) that uses a matrix can be obtained by tabulation 
techniques for recursion removal (of. e.g. [12, 16, 22, 80]). The technical way of 
derivation is treated in detail in [74]. A derivation of a version suitable for execution 
on an array processor can be found in [75]. 
It is interesting to note that, in contrast o the algorithms of the previous section, 
the termination of the algorithm cky can be proved without any further restrictions 
on the grammar; the difference j - i  obviously provides a suitable termination 
ordering. 
In the literature (of. e.g. [50, 69]) also variants of Chomsky Normal Form, e.g. 
Canonical Two Form (short: ctf), are considered where requirement (b) above is 
weakened to ~ 
(b') (A,a), AeN,  ae V.. 
Of course, we can use essentially the same derivation as for cky and finally come 
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up with 
where 
rp:T* --> bool, 
rp(w) de=r (w=0 ^  (s,0)eP)v ctf(S,l,lwl) 
ctf: (N u x N i x N j: i <~ j)  --> Mol, 
ctf(u, i j )  d_e__f 
((u,w[i])eP A i=j) v 
((3 yeN:  (u,y)eP A ctf(y,i,j)) V 
(3 y~,y2eN, =1 keN: i<~k<<-j ^(u,y~y2)eP ^ ctf(y~,i,k) ^ ctf(y2,k+l, j)  ). 
A normal form that also practically has some importance is Greibach Normal Form. 
Definition 3.5 (Greibach Normal Form). A context-free grammar G=( N, T,S,P) is 
said to be in Greibach Normal Form (short: gnf), itt every production pep is of 
one of the forms (of. [50]) 
(a) (A, ax), AeN,  xeN* ,  acT, 
(b) (S,0), provided S does not occur in the fight-hand side of any other production. 
Since gnf in particular guarantees the absence of left recursion, we can use the 
general top-down algorithm (of. Section 3.3.2.1) as a basis for our development. We 
proceed as follows: 
where 
rp:T* ~ bool, 
rp(w) d,=f (W=0 ^  (S,0)eP)v gnf(S,w) 
gnf : (V* u x T* v: 3 seT*: s -~* su ^  sv= w) ~ bool, 
gnf(u,v) ~f 
(u=O A v=O) v 
(uSO A ( (v~O A (topu=topv ^  gnf(restu, restv))) v 
(3 ze V'*: (topu, z)eP  ^  gnf(z&restu, v) ))) 
goal: simplification 
transformations: 
( Apply [ Pc_Nx(TxN*) I-- (3 zeV*: (topu, z)eP  ^  Q(z)) -= 
(3 teT, yeN*: (topu, ty)eP  ^  Q(ty)) ]]] 
Unfold [gnf in last call ] ); 
( Apply [ teT~- (ty&restu=O) - false ]]/ 
( ( Apply [ top(ty&restu) - t ]][ 
Apply [ rest(ty&restu) =- y&restu ] ); 
Apply [ teT~- --1::1 zeV*: (t,z)eP ]; 
Use [ and-commutativity ]; 
Use [ :l-simplification wrtt ] ) ); 
Use [ invariant: u e N* ] 
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dcf 
gnf(u,v) = 
(u=O A v=O) v 
(uS0 A (V#0 A (3 yeN*: (topu,topv&y)eP A gnf(y&restu, restv)))) 
rp :T* 
rp(w) 
gnfe:set(N* u x N i: l~<i~<lwl+l A S-**w[1..i - 1]u) -* bool, 
def  
gnfe( M) = 
M #I~A 
((O,Iwl)eM v 
gnfe({(zy, i+l): (uy, i )eM ^ (u,w[i]z)eP})). 
I goal: further simplification 
transformations: 
Use [ 3-elimination by sets ]// 
Data type representation [ ie{1..Iwl+l} for veT* such that i--Iwl-lvl+l ] 
--> bool, 
de__f (W=() A (s,o)eP) v gnfe({(S,1)}) 
Of course, we also could have used tde directly to derive this version, however, 
without any gain with respect o the work to be done (of. also Section 3.5.3). 
Disregarding the time that is needed for constructing the respective new argument 
for the recursive call, the time complexity of gnfe is obviously linear in the length 
of w. Thus, if additionally 
(,) 3 keN: V weT*, ie{1,. . .  ,Iwl}, (A,w[i]z) e P: 
I{(Ay, i>: S -->* w[1. . i -  1]Ay}I ~< k~l{(zy,  i+l>: S -->* w[1..i]zy}l <~ k 
holds, gnfe recognizes in linear time. 
For the weaker equirement 
V weT*, ie{1,...  ,Iwl}, (A,w[i]z>eP: il lebeN: 
[{(Ay, i): S -** w[1..i-1]Ay}] <~/~  I{(zy, i+l): S ->* w[1..i]zy}[ ~ 
gnfe still recognizes in quadratic time. 
It is interesting to note that there are even ambiguous grammars that fulfil (*), 
as the simple example 
G def ({S,A,B}, {a,b,c}, S,{(S, aA),(S, aB),(A, bA>, 
( A, bB),(A,c),( B, bA),( B, bB),( B,c)}) 
shows (here, k=2). 
A normal form which can be considered as a mixture of gnf and ctf is 2-Standard- 
Form (short: 2-sf) which differs from gnf in restricting rules of form (a) further to 
(cf. [50]) 
(a') (A, ax), AeN,  ae T, xeN*  ^  Ixl 2. 
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An algorithm for 2-sf can be derived by combining the derivations for gnf and 
ctf, and reads 
rp:T* --) bool, 
rp(w) d,j (W=0 A (S,0)~P) v 2-sf(S,l,[wl) 
2-sf: (N u x I~ i x N j: 1<~i<~j<-lwl) ") bool, 
def 
2-sf(u,i,j) = 
((u,w[i])eP A i=j)v 
((3 yeN: (u,w[i]y)eP A 2-sf(y,i+l,j) v 
(3 yl,Y2eN: (u,w[i]ylY2)eP  ^ 3 keN: i<k<j ^  2-sf(yl,i+l,k) 
^ 2-sf(y2,k+l,j))). 
3.5.2. One-sided linear and linear grammars 
Whereas the grammars considered in the previous section all had the same 
generative power as arbitrary context-free grammars we now briefly discuss genuine 
subclasses. 
Definition 3.10 (Right-linear grammar). A context-free grammar G=( N, T,S,P) is 
said to be right-linear (short: r/) iff all productions peP are of the form 
(a) (A, ax), AeN,  ae T, xe{()} u N. 
Obviously, right-linear grammars are in particular a subclass of 2-sf grammars. 
Thus a recognition algorithm immediately is obtained by specialization: 
rp : T* ~ bool, 
rp(w) ~f rl(S,1) 
r/:(N u x • i: l<~i<~lw [ A S~*w[1. . i -1]u)-~ bool, 
rl(u,i) ~f 
((u,w[i])eP A i=lwl)v 
(3 yeN:  (u,w[i]y)eP A rl(y,i+l)). 
Right-linear grammars are also a special case of gnf grammars. Hence, by simplifying 
the algorithm gnfe accordingly we get: 
rio :T* ~ bool, 
rp(w) ~f rle({(S,1)}) 




rle({(z,i+l): (u,i)eM A (u,w[i]z)eP}). 
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This form once more clearly exhibits the relation between the elimination of existen- 
tial quantifiers by using sets and the 'powerset construction' for converting a 
non-deterministic finite state automaton i to a deterministic one (cf. [ 1 ]): The actual 
argument M is essentially a subset of N which is finite by definition. Thus, starting 
with {S}, the successor arguments and the transitions between them can be construc- 
ted independent of a particular input word w. 
Of course, analogous results can be obtained by starting with the general bottom-up 
algorithm. Note, however, that when combining gnf, rl, or 2-sf with bottom-up 
strategies, canning the input string w from right to left should be preferred (apart 
from that the developments are completely analogous). 
Of course, when dealing with left-linear grammars where all productions pe P are 
of the form 
(b) (A, xa), A~N, a~ T, x~{O} w N 
we obtain (by starting with the general bottom-up algorithm) correspondingly 
rp:T* -> bool, 
rp(w) d~__f I1(0,1) 
II:(N u x N i: l<~i~<lwl+l ^ u->*w[1..i-1]) --> bool, 
dcf ll(u,i) = 
(u=S ^  i=]wl+l)v 
(3 yeN:  (y, uw[i])eP A ll(y,i+l)) 
or (again using sets) 
rp:T* -> bool, 
rp(w) d~f lle({(u,1): (u,w[1])eP}) 
lle:set (N u x 1N i: l<~i<~]wl+l ^ u->*w[1..i-1]) -~ bool, 
lie(M) d~f= 
M#OA 
((S, lwI+I)~M v 
lle({(u,i+l): (z,i)eM A (u, zw[i])eP}) 
where the assertion results from simplifying the one in bu accordingly. 
We have used here a slightly restricted efinition of 'one-sided linear'. When 




(A, ax), A~N, aeT*,xe{O} u N 
(A, xa), A~N, a~T*,x~{O} w N 
we also get the corresponding algorithms immediately from the general top-down 
or bottom-up algorithms by simplification. 
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Definition 3.11 (Linear grammar). A context-free grammar G=(N,T,S,P) is said to 
be linear, iff all productions pc P are of the forms 
(a) (A, aBb), A,B~N, a, be T, 
(b) (A, ax), A~N,  x~{()} w N, 
(c) (A, xa), AeN,  xe{O} w N. 
Obviously, a recognition algorithm for linear grammars i a kind of combination 
of e.g. rle and lle and, thus, deriving the algorithm as a specialization of either tde 
or bue (of. Section 3.3.2) is straightforward. 
If, however, we aim at a version profitting from rules of kind (a), neither tde nor 
bue are particularly well suited, since both versions work on w from left to right. 
Therefore it is appropriate toderive this algorithm anew from the initial specification 
using the specific form of the rules right from the beginning. A possible result of 
such a derivation is 
rp:T* -> bool, 
rp(w) d°d le({(S,l,lwl)}) 




(i=j A a (u,/,j)eM: (u,w[i])~P) v 
le({(u,i+l,j): i<j A (A, i , j )eM A (u,w[i]A)~P} w 
{(u,i,j-1): i<j A (A,i, j)~M A (u, Aw[j])eP} u 
{(u,i+l,j-1): i+ l< j  ^  (A, i , j )eM A (u,w[i]Aw[j])~P})). 
By our previous considerations it should be obvious, how to derive appropriate 
recognition algorithms for further subclasses of context-free grammars, e.g. meta- 
linear grammars (cf. [64]). 
3.5.3. Excursion: Re-usability of developmentsnredevelopment vs. adaptation 
In the preceding subsections we have derived algorithms for subclasses of context- 
free grammars (e.g. cky or le) by 'redevelopments', i.e.by developments similar to 
those for unrestricted grammars. The same results also could have been obtained 
by 'adapting' the results of the developments from Sections 3.4 and 3.5 resp., to the 
additional restrictions on their arguments. As a matter of fact, however, this second 
way would have been technically much more complicated. 64 In contrast to this, the 
development of rle (Section 3.5.2) or of tdee' (Section 3.4.1) straightforwardly 
resulted from adapting tde to the additional restrictions. There, a redevelopment 
would have been the more expensive strategy. 
This immediately becomes obvious, if one e.g. tries to develop the algorithm r/from Section 3.5.2 
by specializing the algorithm td from Section 3.3.2.1. 
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The general question (with respect to development strategy) behind these 
phenomena is the following: 
If a (transformational) development of an algorithm A (solving a problem P) 
over some data type T is available, and if it is requested to develop an algorithm 
A' (also solving P) over some data type T'c_ T, 65 is it more economic to 'adapt' A 
to T' or to 'redevelop' A' on the basis of the development of A? 
There is certainly not a definite general answer to this question. However, within 
our investigations, we made the following interesting observation: 
Let a restriction on a data type T be called a syntactic restriction, if the restriction 
only concerns the syntax of well-formed terms defined by T; let it be called a 
semantic restriction, if it requires evaluating a predicate over well-formed terms. 
Using this terminology, examples for syntactic restrictions would be e.g. 
- sequences of bounded length, 
- trees with fixed arity of inner nodes, 
- graphs with fixed numbers of incoming and/or outgoing edges, 
- normal forms for or (genuine) subclasses of context-free grammars 
whereas 
- sortedness for sequences, 
- balancing in trees, 
- absence of cycles in graphs, or 
- LL-, LR-properties of context-free grammars 
would be typical examples of semantic restrictions. 
In this terminology our conjecture (gained from several experiments within our 
chosen domain of application) concerning the methodological question above is as 
follows: 
Redevelopment seems to be more economic in connection with syntactic restric- 
tions (that do not simply result from skipping some of the constructors of the data 
type), whereas for semantic restrictions (as well as for syntactic restrictions character- 
ized by a smaller set of constructor operations) adaptation appears preferable. 
This conjecture can be made plausible, if we reconsider the kinds of developments 
we are dealing with: Within our global development strategy, the form of the control 
structure of the algorithms obtained is essentially influenced by the syntactic structure 
of their arguments (cf. also [51]). Thus, adaptation i  the above sense amounts to 
changing the control flow of a recursive program which, to some extent, requires 
semantic analysis in the form of 'flow analysis' or any other kind of analysis of the 
program's operational behaviour and thus a lot of technical effort. During redevelop- 
ment, on the contrary, syntactic restrictions on the arguments of an algorithm may 
be taken into account at the appropriate places in the development and in this way 
ensure the synthesis of the appropriate control structure already during development. 
On the other hand, semantic restrictions as introduced above have no direct 
influence 6n the synthesis of the basic control structure of an algorithm, but only 
65 Set inclusion here simply refers to the sets of abstract objects defined by both types. 
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allow further (operational) simplifications within an already developed algorithm. 
Similarly, syntactic restrictions, characterized by a restricted constructor set, lead 
to a control structure that may be gained from the basic control structure by simply 
skipping the branches dealing with the excluded constructors. 
3.6. Parsing 
In the previous ections we have considered the recognition problem for unrestric- 
ted and restricted context-free grammars. In this section we will demonstrate how 
the recognition algorithms developed can be used as base for deriving algorithms 
for the parsing problem 
pp : T* -> (parse[dummy), 
pp(w) d~__f i  rp(w) then some parse p: isparse(p,w) else dummy fi. 
In this specification parse is a suitable data structure still to be defined, and the 
predicate 
isparse : (parse p x T* w: rp(w)) --> bool, 
also to be defined, is to guarantee that p is indeed a 'valid parse for the input string 
W ~" 
For developing algorithms we use the techniques from Section 2.2.4. In a first 
step we develop from an operative solution for rp an operative solution for 
rp': (T* w'x parsep: T(w')=> isparse(p,w)) ~ bool 
(where T denotes the condition for termination of rp with true and w is 
assumed to be global) 
by using the rule 'predicate xtension'. Then, in a second step, by embedding, we 
transform the above specification i to 
pp "T* -> (parse ldummy), 
pp( w) clef pp'( w, initparse) where 
pp': (T* w' x parse p: T(w') ~ isparse(p,w)) ~ (parse ldummy), 
pp'(w',p) def if rp'(w',p) then some parse q: isparse(q,w) else dummy fi
(where initparse is a suitably defined object of sort parse) 
and apply the rule 'argument on termination'. 
For our particular developments the second step is rather straightforward due to 
its comparatively simple applicability conditions. Therefore, below we will only 
deal with the first step and show, given appropriate definitions for parse, isparse, 
and initparse, that the applicability conditions for the rule 'predicate xtension' are 
fulfilled. 
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In order to keep the presentation ata reasonable l ngth we will use the top-down 
algorithm td' (of. Section 3.3.2.1) 
td': (V* u x T* v x T* s: S-->*su A SV=W) --> heel, 
td'(u,v,s) de_~f 
(u=OAs=w)  v 
(u#0 A ((V#0 A (topu=topv A td'(restu, restv, s&topv))) v 
(3 zEV*: (topu, z)EP A td'(z&restu, v s) ))) 
as a representative ~ for the different recognition strategies and deal with different 
definitions of parse (and, consequently, initparse and isparse) in detail. 
The result of applying the rule 'predicate xtension' then always will be a function 
tdp with functionality 
tdp:(V* u x T* v x T* s x parsep: S->*su ^  sv=w ^  
((u=O A S=W) ~ isparse(p,w))) --> heel. 
For the predicate Q' postulated in the applicability condition of the rule 'predicate 
extension' we use an auxiliary function 
isp : (parse x T* x V* x T*) -> bool, 
which is basically defined to be a combination of isparse and the assertion in td'. 
Also for brevity we will not deal with error-handling, but stay with the brute-force 
reaction to syntactic errors as specified above. We are fully aware that for practical 
parsers this reaction to errors (so-called 'panic mode', el. [47]) is not acceptable. 
How to integrate reasonable error recovery mechanisms (el. e.g. [5]) using 
the transformational approach should be straightforward from our previous 
considerations. 
3.6.1. Derivations as sequences of productions 
The simplest definition of a parse is the sequence of productions applied: 
with 
where 
mode parse-= sequ prod, 
parse initparse =- 0, and isparse(p,w) ~ef lmapply(p,S) = w 
Imapply'parse x V* --> V* 
is defined by (xEV*, (l,r)EP, parse p, tET) 
def  
lmapply(O,x) = x, 
lmapply(p, tx) dcft & lmapply(p,x), 
lmapply((l,r)&p, lx) dcf lmapply(p, rx). 
We assume that the definedness of td' is guaranteed by suitable restrictions on the underlying 
grammar (cf. Section 3.3.2.1). 




isp(p,s,u,v) de=f Imapply(p,S)=su ^ sv=w 
\V parse p, s,v, weT* ,  ueV*: 
(u=O A S=W) ^  isp(p,s,u,v) F- 
isparse( p, w ) -- ( Imapply( p,S)= w ) =- true 
(2) W weT*: 
isp( initparse, O,S, w ) - ( lmapply( initparse, S ) = S ^ w = w ) - true 
(3) W parse p, s,v,w~T*, u EV*: 
((u~()  ^  v~()) A topu=topv) I-- 
isp(p,s,u,v) - ( Imapply(p,S)=su A SV=W) -- 
( lmapply(p,S)= (s&topv)&restu A (s&topv)&restv= w) ---- 
isp ( p,s &top v, rest u,rest v ) 
(u~() A :1 z~V*: (topu, z )~P ~- 
isp ( p,s, u, v ) - ( Imapply (p,S ) = su ^ sv = w ) -- 
( Imapply(p&(topu, z) ,S)= s&z&restu A SV= W) -- 
isp( p&(topu, z),s,z&restu, v). 
Thus the applicability conditions for the rule 'predicate xtension' are fulfilled and 
its application results in: 
tdp(u,v,s,p) ~f  
(u=OAs=w)  v 
(u#() A ( (v#0 A (topu=topv ^tdp(restu, restv, s&topv,p))) v 
(:l zeV*: (topu, z )~P  ^  tdp(z&restu, v,s,p&(topu, z)) ))). 
3.6.2. Top-down tree-like derivational structures 
Instead of just recording the productions applied, one usually aims at constructing 
dedvational structures, e.g. 'parse trees', which more deafly exhibit the syntactic 
structure of the word being recognized and hence can be used as the basis for 
the semantic analysis of a program. One possibility (for another one cf. Section 
3.6.4)  is 67 
mode parse - V[ (N lhs, sequ parse rhs: (lhs, sr(rhs))eP) ,  
where 
sr: sequ parse --> V* 
maps sequences of parses to strings, and is defined by (v~V, (l,r)~parse) 
sr( () ) ~f  (), 
s r (p&v)  ~f  sr(p) & v, 
st(p&(l,r)) ~f  sr(p) & I. 
47 In order to avoid lots of constructor and selector operations we use an intuitively clear shorthand 
notation for mode declarations. 
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Thus, intuitively, a parse is either a character from V, or a pair consisting of a 
nonterminal character, the 'root', and a sequence of constituents, the 'sons', each 
of which again is a parse. In this view sr maps a sequence of parses to the string 
composed of their 'roots'. 
Here, 
parse initparse ~- S, and isparse(p,w) der S -'>* w ^ sl((p)) = w 
where sl: sequ parse ~ V* is defined by (sequ parse p,r, vEV, leN) 
sl(O) O, 
s l (p&v) d~f sl(p) & v, 
sl(p&(l,r)) d~=f sl(p) & sl(r). 
Then with 






\V parse p, s,v, wET*, u~V*: 
(u=0 A s=w)  ^  isp(p,s,u,v)  
isparse(p,w) =- (S-~*w A sl((p))=W) =-- true 
\V weT*: 
isp( initparse, O,S,w) ~- ( S--> *S A sl((initparse))=S A W=W) -- true 
\V parse p, s,v,w~T*, ueV*: 
(u#0 A V#0) A topu=topv ~- 
isp(p,s,u,v) -- (S -->* su A SI((p))=SU ^  SV=W) -- 
(S ->* (s&topv)&restu A (sl((p)) = (s&topv)&restu) 
A (s&topv)&restv= w) =- 
isp ( p,s &top v, rest u, rest v ) 
uS0  ^  :1 z~V*: (topu, z)~P ~- 
isp(p,s,u,v) = (S ~* su A SI((p))=SU A SV=W) =--- 
(S-->* s&z&restu A (sl((subst(p,s,u,v,z))) = s&z&restu) A SV=W) -- 
isp ( subst (p,s, u, v,z ) ,s & z, rest u, v ) 
subst:(parsep x T* s x V* u x T* v x V* z: u#OA 
(topucN ^  isp(p,s,u,v))) -> parse, 
subst(p,s,u,v,z) def that parse q: sl((q)) = s&sl(z&restu). 
Again, the rule 'predicate xtension' is applicable and yields 
tdp(u,v,s,p) ~f  
(u=(>As=w) v 
(u#O A ( (v#O A (topu=topv ^tdp(restu, restv, s&topv, p))) v 
(3 z~V*: (topu, z)~P ^  tdp(z&restu, v s, subst(p,s,u,v,z) ))). 
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Intuitively, subst(p,s,u,v,z) means replacing in p the 'leaf' topu (which is uniquely 
determined by the 'left-context' s) by the 'subtree' (topu, z). In this sense, our 
algorithm constructs the parse-tree 'top-down'. 
Obviously, the algorithm tdp could be operatively improved by representing parse 
by a pair consisting of the tree and a selector path leading to the 'actual' leaf (using 
a rule similar to the one at the beginning of Section 3.5): 
With the selector operation 
sel: (parse p x sequ pnat sp: sela(p, sp)) -> parse, 
sel(p,O) ~f p, 
sel(p,i&sp) ~f sel(rhs(p)[ i],sp), 
sela : (parse x sequ pnat) --> bool, 
sela(p,O) ~f true, 
sela(v,i&sp) de=f false, 
sela((l,r),i&sp) de=f i< lrl A sela(r[i],sp), 
an adjusted version of subst 
subst:(parsep × sequ pnat sp x parse p': sela(p, sp) A 
sel( p, sp ) = lhs( p') ) --> parse, 
subst(p,O,p') ~f p', 
subst( p, sp&i, p') d~=f subst( p, sp,( lhs( sel( p, sp ) ),upd ( rhs( sel( p, sp ) ),i, p') ) ). 6g 
and an auxiliary function 
nextleaf: (parse x seqn pnat) --> seqn pnat, 
nextleaf(p,O) ~f (), 
nextleaf( p, sp&i) ~f if sela( p, sp&( i+ l ) )then sp&( i+ l ) else nextleaf( p, sp ) fi, 
for determining the selector path that leads to the 'next leaf to the right', we obtain 
as the final result (if we also skip the superfluous parameter u due to the facts 
sel(p, sp) - topu and ((u=O) =- (sp=O))) 
tdp(v,s,p, sp) ~f 
(sp=O A s=w) v 
( sp # () A ( ( v # O A ( sel( p, sp ) =topv ^  tdp(restv, s&sel( p, sp ),p, nextleaf ( p, sp ) ) ) v 
(3 zeV*: (sel(p, sp),z)eP A tdp(v,s, subst(p, sp, z),sp&l) ))). 
68 upd(s,i,x) denotes 'updating the ith element of a sequence', i.e. the sequence that results from s 
by replacing the ith element by x. 
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3.6.3. Derivations as parenthesized terminal strings 
There is another approach to parsing, basically based on the idea of 'inverse 
homomorphisms', which requires the notion of a parenthesis grammar. 
Definition 3.12 (Parenthesis grammar). For an arbitrary context-free grammar G = 
(N,T,S,P) the associated parenthesis grammar (cf. [50] or [86]) is defined by 
Gp = ( N, Tp,S, Pp) 
where Tp def T u {[} u {]A: AeN} and Pv dej {(A,[y]A): (A,y)eP}) 
with ({[} u {]A: AeN} n T) = tt. 
As is known, any terminal string produced by a parenthesis grammar also exhibits 
its derivation structure. Hence, the parsing problem is solved if we generate for a 
given word weT* its corresponding 'parenthesized' word w'eT*. 
In order to relate the alphabets of G and Gp we define a homomorphism 
h 'V*  -'-> V*, 
by (v~V, x,y~V*, t'eVp\V) 
h(O) O, 
h(1)X) d__ef /3 & h (x ) ,  
h(t'x) ~f h(x), 
that simply 'forgets' in a parenthesized string all characters from Vv\V. Conversely, 
constructing a parse then means computing the 'inverse' of h to yield for a given 
terminal string its corresponding parenthesized terminal string. 
For h we have the (obvious) additional properties: 
We define 
h(x&y) =-- h(x) & h(y), 
and 
mode parse-= (T* × V*), 
parse initparse =-- (O,S), 
- - ()) .  
dcf 
isparse((pt,p2),w) = S-->* w ^  h(p1&p2) = w. 
Then with 
isp((pl,p2>,s,u,v) ~f S-->* su A h(pl)=s A h(p2)=u A SV=W 
we have: 
(1) \V parse (Pl,P2), s,v, weT*,ueV*: 
(u=( )  A s=w)  ^ i sp ( (p , ,p2) , s ,u ,v )  F-
isparse((pl,p:),w) -- (S -->* w ^ h(pl&P2) = w) =- true 
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(2) \V weT*: 
isp(initparse, O,$,w) =-- (S -->* w ^ h(0)=() ^  h(S)=S  ^  w=w)  ~- true 
(3) Using the auxiliary function 
h'- parse -> parse defined by (xl~T*, x2~V*, v~V, v'~Vp\V) 
we have: 
h'((x,,0)) ~f (x,,0), 
h,((x1,/)x2) ) clef (Xl,/)x2), 
h'((x,,v'x~)) ~r h'((x,v',x2)), 
\V parse (Pt,P2), s,v, weT*, u~V*: 
(u#0  ^  v#0) A topu=topv t-
isp((pt,p2),s,u,v) 
(S -'>* su A h(pl)=S A h(p2)=u A SV=W) -- 
(S -'>* (s&topv)&restu ^ h(p~&topv)=s&topv ^ h(restp~)=restu ^ 
(s&toov)&restv= w where parse (p~,p~) =- h'((pl,p2)) ) =- 
( isp ( ( p ~ &topv, rest p [) ,s &too v, rest u, rest v ) 
where parse (p~, p[) = h'( (pl,p2) ) ) 
u#O ^  ::1 z~V*: (topu, z)~P ~- 
isp((pl,p2),s,u,v) =
(S ->* su ^  h(p l )=s  ^  h(p2)=u ^  sv=w) - 
(S-->* s&z&restu ^  h(pt)=s  ^  h([z]top.&restp2) =
z&restu ^  sv= w) =- 
isp ( ( pt ,[ z ]top.&rest p2) ,s,z &restu, v ). 
Thus the development results in 
tdp(u,v,s,(p~,p2)) a~f 
(u=OAs=w)v 
(u # 0 A ((v # 0 A (topu =topv ^  tdp(restu,restv, s&topv,(p ~&topv, re~tp~)) 
where parse (p~,p[) - h'((pl,p2)))) v 
(:t z~V*: (topu, z)~P ^  tdp(z&restu, v,s,(p~,[Z],op,&nnap2)) )) .
The computations of tdp and h' can be fused according to the rule 'local fusion' 
(cf. Section 2.4.3), and the result can be further simplified by eliminating the 
superfluous parameter u (technically using the assertion u=h(p2)) into 
tdp(v,s,(p~,p2)) ~f 
(/'2=0 A s=w)  v 
(P2#0 A ((topp2~Tp\T ^tdp(v,s,(pt&topv, restp2))) v 
(v#0 A (topp2~T ^  topp,=topv ^ 
tdp(restv, s&topv,(p~&topv, restp2)  ) ) v 
(3 z~V*: (topp2,z)~ P ^ tdp( v,s,( p~,[ z]+opv,&restp2) ) ))). 
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3.6.4. Bottom-up tree-like derivational structures 
In Section 3.6.2 we have derived an algorithm that constructs the parse tree 
'top-down' by replacing non-terminal leaves by subtrees (that correspond to the 
respective right-hand sides in P). In this section we aim at a similar algorithm that 
constructs the parse tree 'bottom-up', i.e. that collects a sequence of 'subtrees' the 
'roots' of which constitute the right-hand side of some production p and makes 
them the 'sons' of a tree with the left-hand side of p as 'root'. 
We define 
and 
mode parse' -- T I (N lhs x sequ parse rhs: (lhs, sr(rhs))eP) 
(with sr defined as in Section 3.6.2), 
mode parse - (sequ sequ parse' x Vp*), 
parse initparse ---- (0&0,S) 
isparse((sp, u'),w) d~f S ">* w A SI*(sp)=w A h(u')=0, 
(with h defined as in Section 3.6.3) 
where sl*: sequ sequ parse' -~ T* 'extracts' the sequence of terminal characters from 
a parse and is defined by (sequ parse'p, sequ sequ parse' sp, teT,  ( l ,r)eP) 
sl*(O) d,f O, 
$1*(p&sp) dcd slt(p) & sl*(sp), 
def 
sl'(O) = O, 
sl'(t&p) dcft & sl'(p), 
sl'((l,r)&p) o,f sl'(r) & sl'(p). 
Intuitively, the basic definition of a parse tree (type parse') is essentially the same 
as in Section 3.6.2. A parse then is a sequence of 'not yet completed right-hand 
sides'. Each right-hand side itself is a sequence consisting of parse trees. Additionally, 
we keep track of the not yet completed productions by means of a string containing 
parentheses as in Section 3.6.3. The auxiliary functions sl* and sl' compute the 




isp((sp, u'),s,u,v) = S-** su A SI*(sp)=s A h(u')=u A SV=W 
W parse (sp, u'), s,v,w~T*, u~V*: 
(u=O A s=w)  ^  isp((sp, u ,s,u,v) 
isparse((sp, u'),w) - (S-->*w ^ sl*(sp)=w ^  h(u')=0) E true 
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(2) \V weT*: 
isp(initparse, O,S,w) =- (S-~*w A s l* (0&0)=0  ^  h(S)=S A w=w)  -- true 
(3) Using h': parse -> parse defined by (seqa seqa parse' sp, u'~V*, t~T, AeN)  
h ' ( ( sp, tu ') ) ~f  ( sp, tu'), 
h'((sp,[u')) ~f  h'(sp&O,u'), 
h'((sp,]AU')) ~r h'(upd(sp, A),u') 
where 
+ : (sequ sequ parse' sp x parse' p: -Tisempty(sp)) --> sequ sequ parse', 
sp+p d~=f (restsp)&((topsp)&p), 
upd : (sequ sequ parse' sp x N A: --7isempty(sp)) --~ sequ sequ parse', 
upd(sp, A) d~=f (restsp)+(A, topsp) 
we have: 
(u#O A v#O) A topu=topv 
iSp((sp, u'),S,U,V) -- (S -~* su ^ sl*(sp)=s ^ h(u')=u ^ sv=w)  =- 
( S ->* ( s&topv )&restu A sl*( sp'+topv ) = s&topv A h(restu")=restu A 
( s &top v ) &rest v = w where parse ( sp ', u'~ - h ' ( ( sp, u') ) ) - 
( isp( ( sp'+topv, restu'~,s&topv, restu, restv ) where parse (sp',u '~) =- h'( ( sp, u') ) ) 
u~O A :l zeV*: (topu, z )eP  ~- 
isp((sv, u'),s,u,v) -- 
isp( ( sp,[ Z ]top,,&restp2),s,z&restu, v ). 
Thus the development results (after fusing tdp and h' according to the rule 'local 
fusion', cf. Section 2.4.3, and simplification similar to Section 3.6.3) in 
tdp(v,s,(sp, u')) ~r 
(u'=OAs=w)v 
(u '#O A ((topu'="["  ^ tdp(v,s,(sp&O,restu'))) v 
(:l AeN: topu'="]A" A tdv(v,s,(uvd(sv, A),restu'))) v 
(v#0 A (topu'=topv A tdp ( rest v, s &top v, ( sp + top v, rest u ') ) ) ) v 
(3 zeV*: (topu',z)eP  ^  tdp(v,s,(sp,[Z]topu,&restu')) )) .
Rather than basing the original definition of tdp on td', we could have based it on 
tdp as it resulted in Section 3.6.3. 69 Then the same final algorithm would be obtained 
by data type representation: 
We start from 
isparse((sp, u'),s,u) ~f S->* su ^ h(sl ' (sp))=s  ^  h(u')=u, 
69 In other words, rather than 'redeveloping' tdp, we also can derive it by 'adaptation" (cf. Section 3.5.3). 
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where the auxiliary functions sl', sl" are defined as sl*, s/'--having T* as range 
rather than T* as the only difference. 
Then for T~p =oef{t~T*: =t t'~T*: tt' ~ L(Gp)} we can define 
s/': ~'p -'> sequ sequ parse', 
st(t-) dof 
~"'Tp* x sequ seqa parse' --> sequ sequ parse', 
) ,S : S, 
"°J 
-~"( tt, s) de=f -~"( t,S+t), 
~"(]At, S) d~__f -~"(T, upd(s,A)). 
Now sl" and sl--" provide a suitable pair of abstraction and representation functions 
(in the sense of [20]) so that representing T* by sequ sequ parse' indeed is a correct 
transformation. 
3. 7. Other algorithms in connection with grammars 
In this section we aim at deriving some algorithms that are not only important 
with respect to recognition and parsing of context-free grammars, but also interesting 
in themselves. These algorithms deal with language-preserving transformations of
grammars (e.g. to some normal form), testing for certain properties of grammars 
(e.g. 0-freeness, absence of chain productions or left recursion), and construction 
of tables to be used in LL- or LR-parsing. 
3. 7.1. Equivalence-preserving transformations of context-free grammars 
Some of the recognition and parsing algorithms discussed in the previous ections 
require certain properties of the underlying rammar. In the sequel we are going 
to study the problem of deriving algorithms for transforming rammars into 
equivalent ones that have such particular properties. In addition to achieving these 
properties, one is usually interested in transformed grammars that are 'as close as 
possible' to the given one, i.e. that not only generate the same language, but use 
the same (or at least related) production systems with extended (resp. reduced) 
character sets. 
As a prerequisite for our further considerations we introduce local transformations 
on production systems that preserve quivalence. 
Lemma 3.13. Let G=(N,T,S,P) be a context-free grammar. 
(a) 'Adding of a new axiom'. Let S'~ V. Then 
L( G) = L ( (N  u {S'},T,S',P u {(S,S')})). 
Bi~o~ 
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(b) "Elimination of an ()-production'. Let ( A,y)~ P and 
def  
P' = P\{(A,y)} 
{(A,y'): 3 n~N: n->*O ^  hey  ^  y'=y[0 for some n]}\{(A,0)}. 7° 
Then L(G)\{.O} = L((N,T,S,P')). 
(c) 'Elimination of a single chain-production'. Let (A,y)e P, y~ N, and 
p, d~__f P\{(A,y)} u {(A,y'): =l A'~N: A->*A' ^  (A',y')~P ^  y'~N}. 
Then L( G) = L((N,T,S,P')). 
(d) "Refinement of productions'. Let n ~ N, xe V*, and 
p, clef {(A,y'): (A,y)eP ^  ((y'=y ¢0 x~y) v (x~y ^  y'=y[n for x])} w 
{(n,x)}. 
Then L( G ) - L( ( N, T,S,P') ). 
(e) "Renaming of nonterminals'. Let n e N, n'~ N, and 
p, def {p,: peP  ^ p'=p[n' for n]}. 
I f  n=S then L(G)= L( (N \{n})u  {n'},T,n',P')), otherwise L(G) - -L ( (N\{n})u 
{n'},T,S,P')). 
(f) "Adding of productions'. Let n~N, x ~ V*, n-->*x, and 
P' ~f P u {(n,x)}. 
Then L( G) = L((N,T,S,P')). 
(g) 'Removal of superfluous symbols'. Let x ~ N w T and 
P' ~f {(A,y): (A,y)eP ^  A~x  ^  x~y}. 
Then L (G)= L((N,T,S,P')). 
ProoL Cf. e.g. [50, 64, 86] for detailed proofs. [] 
From the great variety of interesting properties of grammars that can be achieved 
by suitable (grammatical) transformations, we are only going to discuss a few that 
are useful in connection with our previous considerations, viz. the elimination of 
inaccessible or useless symbols, ()-productions, chain rules, or left recursion. 
Defiaition 3.14 (free of 0-productions, chain-free, cycle-free, proper). A context-free 
grammar G=( N, T,S,P) is said to be 
(a) free of inaccessible symbols, iit 
V xe V: 3 l, re V*: S-**lxr, 
70 y ,= y[x for some z] is an abbreviation for 'y with some occurrences of z substituted by x'; together 
with theset  former, it means all possible substitutions. 
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(b) free of useless ymbols, iff 
V xe V: 3/ ,re V*, tE T*: S->*lxr-->*t, 
(c) free of ()-productions, iff 
(V (A,y)~P: y#()) v 
((S,0)eP ^  V (A,y)EP\{pEP: lhs(p)=S}: S~y 6 Y#O), 
(d) chain-free, iff 73  (A,y)e P: yE N, 
(e) cycle-free, iff V heN: 7(n->+n), 
(f) proper, iff it is free of ()-productions, free of useless ymbols and cycle-free. 
For transforming rammars into equivalent ones having one of these properties, 
it is often necessary to have auxiliary operations for extracting certain 'information' 
from the given grammar. For these latter operations the function close (and its 
variants, as defined in Section 2.2.2) turns out to be very useful. 
Thus, for a given grammar G = (N, T,S,P), e.g. 
- the set {AEN: 3 tE T*: A->*t} of nonterminals that allow to derive a terminal 
string is computed by 71 
sndt: of-gram --> set nont, 
sndt((N,T,S,P)) ~f close(~,{AEN: 3 yET*: (A,y)EP}) 
with 
f :  set nont --> set nont, 
f (M) ~f {AEN: =i yE(M u T)*: (A,y)EP}; 
using sndt, in particular, the question whether a grammar generates a non-empty 
language can be answered by SE sndt(G). 
- the set {AEN: A-->*0} of nonterminals that derive the empty string is computed 
by 
with 
snde :cf-gram -, set nont, 
snde((N,T,S,P)) clef close(O,{AEN: (A,())eP}) 
f :  set nont --> set nont, 
f (M) de=f {AEN: 3 yEM*: (A,y)EP}; 
- the set {xE V: 3 l, rE V*: S-->*lxr} of 'accessible symbols' is computed by 
sa : ef-gram ~ set V, 
sa((N,T,S,P)) ~f close(~,{S}) 
7~ By aont we denote an arbitrary set of nonterminals. 
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with 
f :  set V --> set V, 
f (M)  d=ef {Xe V: 7~ (A,y)eP: AeM A xey}; 
- the set {BEN: 3 ze V*: A-->*Bz} of nonterminals that are 'beginners' of strings 
derivable from a given nonterminal are computed by 
snb : (ef-gram (N,T,S,P) x nont A: AeN)  --> set nont, 
snb(G,A) de=r close(O,{BeN: 3 ze V*" (A, Bz)eP}) 
with 
f :  set nont --> set nont, 
f (M)  clef {BEN: 3 ze V*: (A, Bz)ee  ^  AeM}; 
the set {Be N: A-->+B} of nonterminals derivable from a given nonterminal A is 
computed by 
sndn :(ef-gram (N,T,S,P) x nont A: AeN)  --> set nont, 
sndn( G,A) ~f close(O,{A}) 
with 
f :  set nont -> set nont, 
f (M)  ~f {CeN: (B,C)eP ^  BeM}. 
For all these definitions the applicability conditions for the transformation rule 
'closure of a finite set' (cf: Section 2.2.2) are trivially fulfilled, such that respective 
operative versions for these operations can be obtained by just applying the rules. 
Some of these operations immediately can be used to specify algorithms for 
transforming rammars into equivalent ones having one of the properties defined 
in Definition 3.14. Thus, an algorithm for removing inaccessible symbols is given by 72 
isfp : cf-gram -~ ef-gram, 
isfp(G) ~f (N~ c~ a, To n a, Sr,rem(Po,a))whereset V a - sa(G) 
where for rem, specified by 
rem : (set prod × set V) -> set prod, 
rem(P,a) ~f {(A,y): (A,y)ee ^  Aea A V sey: sea} 
an operative version immediately is obtained using the appropriate instance of the 
rule 'computing qualifiers of a fine set' (cf. Section 2.2.1). Here, L(G) = L(isfp(G)) 
is guaranteed by Lemma 3.13(g). 
72 In order to stress the dependency on some grammar G, we write No, TG, $o, Po for the constituents 
of (3, rather than only N, T, S, P as so far. 
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Similarly, an algorithm for removing useless symbols is given by 73 
usfp: (el-gram G: L(G) ~ 0) ~ el-gram, 
usfp( G) def isfp((nt, To,S~,rem( P6,nt w To))where set nont nt - sndt( G). 
As a further example for an algorithm performing a grammatical transformation, 
we will deal in detail with the 'elimination of ()-productions'. The result of this 
algorithm applied to a grammar G is to be a new grammar with (essentially) the 
same character sets that is free of ()-productions. 
First we define an auxiliary operation 
e-mod:(ef-gram G x prod p: p~P~) ~ set prod, 
def e-mod( G,(A,y)) = 
if y#0  ^  V n~snde(G): n~y 
then {(A,y)} 
else {(ALy'): =l nssnde( G): n~ y ^ 
Y'=Y[O for some n~snde(G)]}\{(A,O)} ft. 
For this operation we have (by definition) 
(*) V of-gram G, (A,y)~Pc: (A,0) ~ e-mod(G,(A,y)) 
but also according to Lemma 3.13(b) 
(**) V cf-gram G, (A,y)~P~: L(G)\{0} = 
L(( N6,T6,S6,( P6\{(A,y)}) u e-mod( G,(A,y)))). 
According to Definition 3.14, an algorithm for transforming an arbitrary grammar 
into an equivalent one can be specified as follows: 
efp : ef-gram --> cf-gram, 
efp(G) def G ' :  = some ef-gram L(G) = L(G') ^ e-free(G') where 
e-free :cf-gram --, bool, 
e-free(G) d--zf 
V (A,y)ePo: Y#O v 
((SG,())~PG A V (A,y)eP~\{peP~: lhs(p)=S~}: S~y A y#()). 
If -n(S6--,*O) holds for the given grammar G, then 
t G" d~f (N~,Tc,S~,efp (G)) 
with 
efp': el-gram -~ set prod, 
efp'(G) deal {prod p': 3 p¢P~ ^  p'~e-mod(G,p)} 
73 The restriction on G is necessary, since all sets involved in the definition of  a context-free grammar 
have to be non-empty. 
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obviously fulfills the conditions for G' in the definition of efp: 
- (**) guarantees L(G)\{0} = L(G") and ~(Sa->*0) ~- L(G)= L(G)\{0}, 
- (*) guarantees e-free(G") =- true. 
Hence for this particular case the desired result is simply obtained by using the rule 
'some-simplification' (cf. Appendix A). 
If Sa->*O holds for the given grammar G, then by Lemma 3.13(a), (f) 
L(G) = L((Na u {S'},Ta,S',P u {(S',Sa),(S',O)})) 
holds for S'~ Vo, and, again, 
t P t t ! O" def (No v {S },To,S ,efp (G) u {(S,So),(S,())}) 
fulfills the conditions for G' in the specification of efp. 
Altogether we get 
def 
efp( G)  = 
if $oe snae(G) then (Na, Ta,Sa,efp'(G)) 
else (No u {S'},Ta,S',efp'(O) w {(S',Sa),(S',O)}) fi 
where an operative version of snde is obtained by the rule 'closure of a finite set' 
(cf. Section 2.2.2) and an operative version for efp', resulting from applying an 
appropriate instance of the rule 'computing qualifiers for a finite set' (cf. Section 
2.2.1), may read 
efp': cf-gram ~ set prod, 
efp'(O) d~=r efp"(Po,O), 
efp": set prod x, ef-gram ~ set prod, 
efp"(P,O) d~f= 
i f  P =0 then Po 
else efp"( P\{p},e-mod( G,p) ) 
where prod p - some prod p': p'~ Po fi. 
Thus we have arrived at a tail-recursive algorithm for eliminating ()-productions. 
In a more or less analogous way we can derive an algorithm for eliminating chain 
productions. 
Similarly to e-mod above we can define 
c-mod : (cf-gram G x prod p: P~Po) -> set prod, 
def 
c-mod (O,(A,y) = 
i f  y~sndn(G,A) then {CA, y)} 
else {(A,y'): =l A'~sndn( G,A): (A',y)~Pa ^  y '~N} fi. 
Again by definition we have 
(*) V d-gram (3, (A,y)~Po: V (B,z) ~ c-mod(G,(A,y)): z~N 
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and according to Lemma 3.13(c) 
(**) V cf-gram G, (A,y)~P~: 
L( G) = L((N6,T6,S6,( Pc\{(A,y)}) u c-mod( G,(A,y)))). 
An algorithm for transforming a given grammar into an equivalent one without 
chain productions then may be specified by 
cfp : d-gram ~ cf-gram, 
cfp( G) ae=f some cf-gram G': L( G) = L( G') ^  c-free( G') where 
c-free :of-gram ~ bool, 
c-free(G) ~f V (A,y)ePc: y~N. 
By a similar proceeding to the one above this can be transformed into the algorithm 
cfp : d-gram ~ d-gram, 
cfp(G) clef cfp"(P~,G), 
cfp": set prod x cf-gram -, set prod, 
cfp"( P, G) def 
if P =~ then Pc 
else cfp"( P\ {p},c-mod ( G,p ) ) 
where prod p - some prod p': p'~ Pc ft. 
Of course, removal of ()-productions and chain productions can be combined into 
cefp :d-gram ~ cf-gram, 
cefp( G) def cfp"( P, yp< ~),efp( G) ) 
which could be transformed into an efficient operative version using the composition 
and combination techniques as discussed in Sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3. 
It is obvious, that a grammar esulting from cefp(G) in particular is cycle-free. 
Therefore, a given grammar G can be transformed into a proper one using 
prop :d-gram -> cf-gram, 
prop(G) d¢=f usfp(cefp( G)). 
The development s rategy is exactly the same for further grammatical transforma- 
tions, such as transition to a separated production system, or transition to Chomsky 
Normal Form (where first a separated production system is generated which is then 
transformed into one where the length restriction on right-hand sides is fulfilled). 
What actually changes are just the primitive (equivalence-preserving) operations on 
production systems as introduced by Lemma 3.13. 
As a final example of a grammatical transformation we sketch the elimination of 
left recursion which plays an essential role in transforming a grammar to Greibach 
Normal Form (of. Section 3.5.1). 
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Definit ion 3.15 (left-recursive). Let G=( N, T,S,P) be a context-free grammar. A 
non-terminal  u~ N is said to be 
- immediately eft-recursive (short: ileft-recn(u,G)), 
iff u~{A~N: =t z~ V* A (u, Az)~P}, 
- left-recursive (short: left-recn(u,G)), iff ue{AeN:  3 z~ V*: u-->*Az}. 
A grammar G is said to be left-recursive (short: left-rec(G)), iff 3 n~N: left- 
recn(n,G). 
In order to get rid of left-recursion, we use the following lemma for eliminating 
immediate left-recursion. 
Lemma 3.16. Let G=( N,T,S,P) be a proper context-free grammar. 74 Let furthermore 
Ae N\  { S} be immediately eft-recursive. Define 
LA de__f {(A~Ax): (A, Ax)~P} and NLA def {(A,y):  (A,y)~P ^  topy~A}.  75 
Then, with Z ~ N and 
LA ~f {(Z,x): (A, Ax)eLA} w {(Z, xZ): (A, Ax)eLA} 
and 
NLA ~r {CA, y): (A,y)eNLA} u {(A, yZ): (A,y)eNLA} 
we have L( G) = L( G') where 
G'= iN  u {Z},T,S,P') and P' = (P\(LA w NLA)) w LA u NLA. 
Proof. Cf. e.g. [50, Lemma 4.6.2], or [1, Lemma 2.15]. [] 
This lemma can immediately be made into an operation 
ilr-mod : (nont A x cf-gram G: proper(G) ^  Ae Na ^ A~ Sa) -~ cf-gram, 
ilr-mod (A, G ) ~f 
if-aileft-recn(A,G) then G else (Na w {Z},Ta,Sa,P') 
where nont Z -= some nont Z': Z'~ Na; 
set prod P ' -  (Pa\ (La u NLA)) u LA u NLA fi 
After application of this operation to some nonterminal A, though no longer being 
immediately left-recursive, A may still be left-recursive, i.e. left-recn(A, ilr- 
mod (A, G)) may hold. If, however, we replace very occurrence of A at the beginning 
of some right-hand side in ilr-mod(A,G) by the right-hand sides of A from NLA 
(which does not change the language generated, cf. Lemma 3.13), A can no longer 
be left-recursive. 
74 If this condition is not fulfilled a priori, it can be established using the algorithms given above. 
7s Since G is proper, and hence, both cycle-free and free of ()-productions, both x and y are ~ 0. 
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More formally, with 
propagate : (nont A x ef-gram G: proper(G) ^  A~ N~\ { SG} ^  
-aileft-recn ( A, G ) ) --> ef-gram, 
propagate(A,G) ~f 
(N~,T~,S~,P1 u [_) {(lhs(p),x&rhs(p)): xe{rhs(y): y~NLA}}) 
P~ P2 
where P1 ~f {PePo: top(rhs(p)) # A}; 
P2 ~f {p~Po:top(rhs(p))= A} 
we have the essential property to be used in the derivation of an algorithm for 
eliminating left-recursion: 
\V cf-gram G, nont A: 
-1 left-recn (A,propagate ( A, ilr-mod (.4, G) ) ) a 
V nont Be N~: A ~ snb(B, propagate(A, ilr-mod(A,G))) 
(Proof obvious by using the respective definitions.) Then the problem we are 
interested in can be formalized by 76 
elr : (cf-gram G: proper(G) a ~left-recn( So,G) ) -> cf-gram, 
elr( G) def G': = somecf-gram L(G) = L(G') a -aleft-recn(G'). 
By embedding (and unfolding the definition of left-rec) we have 
dr(G) ~f elr'(N~\{S~},G) where 
elr': (set nont N x d-gram G: proper(G) a 
-aleft-recn(S~,G) ^ N c_ N~)) --> cf-gram 
elr'(N,G) ~f some of-gram G': L(G) = L(G') ^ 
V AsN:  -aleft-recn(A,G'). 
Then, similarly to the derivations above, we finally get 
elr'( N,G) ~f 
ff N = ~ then G else elr'(N\{n}, propagate( n,ilr-mod(n,G))) 
where nont n -= some nont n': n' e N fi 
which can be further developed into the well-known imperative algorithm for 
eliminating left-recursion (cf. e.g. [2, p. 179]). 
76 If S itself is immediately left-r¢¢ursive, we can simply transform G to G'=(N~ u {S'},T~,S',P~ u 
{(S',So}}}, according to Lemma 3.13(a). 
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3.7.2. Construction of parser tables 
The basic idea of using parser tables is an instance of the general idea of increasing 
(time) efficiency by splitting computations in one part that is independent of the 
respective particular input and another one for the (remaining) input-dependent 
computations. The technique to be used is mainly abstraction. 
Consider for instance the top-down algorithm 
tdee':set (¢¢ * u x "r* v:3 seT*: S# -->* xu A SV=W#) -'> boo1, 
tdee'( M) ~f 
M #f~A 
( (# ,#)eM v 
tdee'( {( u, restv) : (topv&u,v)e M} u 
{(zy, v): (uy, v )eM ^ (u,z)~P ^  3 teT*: zy -~* topv&t})) 
from Section 3.4 where, again, 
,~, dCf {t#: teT*}, ~,, d~f {X#" xeV*}, and T~ d¢__f T u {#}. 
In order to ensure definedness of this algorithm we assume -aleft-rec(G) for the 
suppressed parameter G. The derivation can be technically further simplified, if we 
assume G to be reduced, i.e. to have no useless ymbols (cf. Definition 3.15). 
Within the second set in tdee' above we are interested only in those productions 
of P that allow a derivation of a terminal string starting with a particular terminal 
character (here topv). Using abstraction we transform this second set into (directly 
using the assertion of tdee') 
{(zy, v): (uy, v )eM  ^  (u, topv, z)ept(P)} 
where 
pt : set prod -* set (N x T, x V*), 
pt(P) d~f {(n,t,r): (n,r)eP ^  3 xeT*, yeV*, t'eT*: S-)*xny ^  ry-**tt'} 
or (by using the rule 'set comprehension and tuples', cf. Appendix A) 
pt(P) ~f 
U U M where 
n~N tcTe 
set(N xT,  x V*) M -ffi 
{(n,t,r): (n,r)eP A ::1 xeT*, yeV*, t'eT*: S~*xny ^  ry~*tt'}. 
Since both N and T are finite, operative versions of pt are straightforward (e.g. 
replacing the double union by a nested loop or something similar). Hence, our focus 
of further interest now is M. 
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By case introduction with (r->*0) v ~(r-**0) and application of the rule 'splitting 
of a set comprehension' (cf. Appendix A) we get 
M - M1 u M2 where 
set (N x Te x V*)M1 -- 
{(n,t,r): (n,r)eP ^  3 x~T*, y~V*, t'eT*: S-~*xny ^  ryo*tt'  ^  -l(r-+*0)}, 
set (N x T~ x V*) M2 - 
{(n,t,r): (n,r)~P ^  =! x~T*, y~V*, t'~T*: S->*xny ^  ry-->*tt' ^  r-->*0} 
and after using 
\V r~V*, yeT*: re(r-**0) ~ 3 t'eT*: ry~*tt' - :i t"~T*: r-**tt" 
and the reducedness of G for 
MI = ((n,t,r): (n,r)eP 
M2 - {(n,t,r): (n,r)~P 
simplifying M1, and r-**() for simplifying M2, we get 
A - l (r~*0) A :l t"eT*: r-**tt"}, 
^ (r-~*0) ^  =l xeT*, y~V*, t"~T*: S-**xny ^  y-**tt"}. 
Using abstraction again then leads to 
M1 -= {(n,t,r): (n,r)~P ^  -](r-->*0) ^  t~first(r)}, 
M2-  {(n,t,r): (n,r)~P A (r-**0) A t~follow(n)} where 
first:(V* u: -~(u-**())) -* set T~, 
first(u) de=f {teTe: ::! t'eT*: uo*tt'} 
follow : N -* set T~, 
follow(n) de=f {teT~: 3 x~T*,y~V*, t'eT*" S-**xny A y-**tt'}. 
Again, algorithms for first and follow may be derived along the general strategy 
discussed in Section 2.2. The derivation for first proceeds as follows: 
first(u) dej {t~Te" 3 t'eT*: u-*tt'} 
goal: decomposition and detailization 
transformations: 
Apply[ -l(u-**0)~- uS0  ]; 
Apply [ uSO ~- u - topu&restu ] ; 
case introduction [ topueT v topueN ] ; 
Case introduction [ -l(topu-**0) v (topu-~*0) ]; 
Apply [ (TD) infirst disjunct of second alternative ] 
first(u) $f 
if topu~Tthen {t~Te" =t t~T*: toou&restu-->*tt'} 
[3 topu~N then {t~Te: ((-a(topu-~*0) ^3 t'~T*: 
toou&restu= tt' v 3 zeV*: (toou, z)~ P ^ z&restu--> * tt') v 
(topu-~*0 ^ =i t~T*: topu&restu-~*tt')) } fi 
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goal: simplification and rearrangement 
transformations: 
( Apply [ topueT t- =1 YET*: topu&restu->*tt' -~ topu=t ] ; 
Apply [{teTe: topu= t} - {topu} ] )// 
( ( ( Apply [ topueN t- -a(topu&restu --- tt') ] ; 
Apply [ topueN t-- 
-l(topu-->*0) ^ :! t'eTe*, zeV*: (topu, z )eP  A z&restu->*tt' -- 
=l t'eT*, zeV*: ~(z->*0) ^  (topu, z>eP ^  z->*tt'] )// 
Apply [ topu->*0 ^  topu&restu--> * tt' =-- topu-->*() ^ restu-> * tt' ]// 
Use [ splitting of a set comprehension ] ) ; 
( Apply [ top u e N 
{teTe: topu-->*() A 3 teT*" restu-->*tt'} --- 
if 7(topu-->*0) then ~ else {teTe : =! t'eT*" restu->*tt'} fi ]// 
Use [ set comprehension and existential quantification ] ) ) 
first (u) def= 
if topueT then {topu} 
[7 topueN then U {teT~" =I t'eT*" z->*tt'} u 
z~V*: ( topu, z )~ P A -a( z-" * O ) 
if 7(topu->*0) then ~ else {teT~" 3 YET*" restu->*tt'} fi fi 
~ goal: composition 
transformations: 
Fold [ first, 2 times ] 77 
clef 
f irst(u) = 
if topueT then {topu} 
[7 topueN then [ J  first(z) u 
z~V*: (topu, z)¢ P ^ 7(  z"> *O ) 
if 7(topu->*0) then ~ elsefirst(restu) fi fi 
This is the applicative counterpart of the usual algorithm (cf. [2]) for computing 
FIRST sets for (strong) LL(1) recognition, where, for the still descriptively specified 
parts the respective algorithms from Section 3.7.1 can he used. 
The derivation for follow is similar: 
fol low(n) de__f {teT~: 3 xeT*, yeV*, YET*: S-->*xny ^  y-->*tt'} 
goal: decomposition and detailization 
transformations: 
Apply [ =! xeT*, yeV*, t'eT*: S->*xny A y-->*tt' =-- 
3xeT* ,  " ' " * x ,y ,y eV , t'eT*: S->*xny'y" A 
:1 YeN: (Y ,x"ny ' )eP A y'y"->*tt' ] ;7s 
Case introduction [ (y'~*()) v -l(y'->*()) ] 
77 Folding is legal here, since topu-~*0 and -a(u--,*()) imply 7(restu-~*0) and hence the assertion 
for f i r s t  is fulfilled. 
~s This equivalence and some of the following ones require G being a reduced grammar. 
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follow(n) $f 
{teTe" ((=l  :geT* ,  " ' " * x ,y ,y eV , t 'eT*:  S-->*xny'y" ^ 
=l YeN:  (Y,x"ny')~P ^  y'y"->*tt'^ -a(y'-->*())) v
(3xeT* ,  " ' " * x ,y ,y eV , feTe*: S-->*xny'y" ^ 
:=l YeN:  (Y,x"ny')~P ^  y'y"->*tt' ^  (Y'-->*0))) } 
goal: simplification and rearrangement 
transformations: 
Use [ splitting of a set comprehension ]//
Apply [ (=l xeT*,  x",y',y" eV*, t 'eT*:  S->*xny'y" ^ 
3 YeN:  (Y,x"ny')eP  ^  y'y"->*tt' ^  -a(y'->*O)) =- 
(::l x",y'eV*, YET*, YeN:  (Y,x"ny')eP  ^  y'->*tt' ^  ~(Y'->*0)) ][[ 
Apply[(=lxeT*,  " ' " * x ,y ,y eV , t 'eT*:  S->*xny'y" ^ :i YeN:  
(Y,x"ny')eP  ^  y'y"->*tt' ^  Y'->*O) =- 
(3x leT* ,  " ' " * x ,y ,y eV , feTe*, YeN:  
(Y,x"ny')eP  ^  S->*XlYy" ^  y"->*tt' ^  Y'->*0) ] 
def  
follow(n) = 
{teT~" 3 x",y'eV*, t 'eT*,  YeN:  (Y,x"ny')eP ^  y'-->*tt' ^  -a(y'->*0)) }u 
{teT,"  3 XleT*, " ' " * x ,y ,y eV , t 'eT*,  YeN:  
(Y,x"ny')eP  ^  S->*xlYy" ^  y"-> *tt' ^  Y'->*O) } 
goal: composition 
transformations: 
Use [ Quantifier rearrangement ] ; 
( Fold [ first in first set ]// 
Fold [ follow in second set ] ) 
follow(n) def 
{teTe" 3 x",y'eV*, YeN:  (Y,x"ny')eP  ^  -a(y'-->*0) ^ tefirst(y')} u
{teTe" ::! -" -' " " - " *  x ,y ,y t .  , YeN: (Y,x"ny')eP  ^  Y'->*O ^  tefo l low(Y)} 
As ment ioned earlier (cf. Section 3.4) all our previous considerations, although 
based on a single-character-look-ahead, can be straightforwardly extended to 
arbitrary k-characters-look-ahead. 
As also mentioned in Section 3.4, a grammar fulfils the (strong) LL(1)-condition, 
if the sets constructed in tdee' are at most singletons. Of course, this property carries 
over to pt and we get the usual test for being (strong) LL(1) 
SLL(1)-test: cf-gram -* bool, 
SLL(1)-test(G) de=f V neN, teT:  [{peP:  (n,t, rhs(p))ept(e)}[<-..1 
as a by-product of our above considerations. 
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4.  Re la t ion  to  o ther  work  
There are various aspects that relate the work presented here to work done by 
others. Some of these aspects concern the general methodology, such as 
- exploration of 'family trees' of algorithms for finding both the commonalities and 
the distinguishing characteristics of related algorithms olving the same problem 
or 
- ideas on how to structure and present program developments. 
Others refer to particular topics dealt with in our paper, such as 
- approaching the problem of parsing and recognition from the viewpoint of 
programming methodology or 
- investigation of essential concepts for dealing with fixed problem domains within 
the transformational methodology. 
We will deal with either of these aspects in turn. 
4.1. Family trees of algorithms 
The idea of studying 'family trees' (cf. [26]) by deriving from a common high-level 
specification a whole family of different algorithms just by applying different rules 
or strategies, eems to be one of the major aspects in favour of transformational 
methodology. Experiments of this kind have been done for different problem 
domains: 
- sorting problems [17, 26, 27, 44, 102], 79 
- graph algorithms [14, 84] 
- algorithms for computing transitive closures [90], 
- parsing and recognition algorithms [67, 74, 78, 87]. 
However, there are not only differences with respect o the particular view of 
transformational programming and, hence, the specific way of presentation, but 
also with respect o completeness and depth of the respective tree. Whereas ome 
of the work relates only a few algorithms in a rather informal way (e.g. [67]), others 
not only try to incorporate a broader variety of algorithms (e.g. [17]), but also to 
provide formal rigor with respect to the transitions (e.g. [78]) and more comprehen- 
sive developments, e.g. down to machine-oriented language concepts (e.g. [74]). 
Nevertheless, all the work mentioned not only contributed to a better understand- 
ing of algorithms and their relations, but also to identifying (transformational) 
concepts that play an important role in certain problem domains. 
4.2. Ideas on how to structure and present program developments 
Nowadays there seems to be a wide-spread agreement that, similar to common 
practice in mathematical proofs, actually performing a development has to be 
distinguished from its final presentation (cf. [89]). This not only means cutting off 
79 Hogger [52] also considers a family of sorting programs and their logical relationships, however, 
not with respect o a common problem specification. 
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blind alleys from a development, but also abstracting from technical details, to 
concentrate on the essential principles and the overall design structure. 
On the other hand, formal and technical rigour is mandatory for re-usability of 
developments (cf. e.g. [109]), an aspect of transformational programming that is of 
rapidly growing interest. 
For these reasons we have tried to find a compromise by giving both technical 
details and the conceptual structure of the development, additionally augmented 
with informal statements on the respective goals to be achieved. 
The aspect of giving motivation and goal indications in program developments 
is a major issue in [39, 98, 109]. 
Fickas' approach to program development is completely goal-oriented. Depending 
on the respective goal to be achieved, either the goal has to be detailed, or a 'method' 
from a 'method catalog' can be found that achieves the goal. In case of several 
applicable methods, a design decision is made upon information available from a 
'selection rule catalog'. The development history of a program includes design goals 
and subgoals, competing methods for reaching the respective goal, as well as selection 
criteria justifying the respective rule actually applied. Particular emphasis is laid 
on machine-usability of development histories which, of course, implies complete 
formalization of goal statements. Therefore we only partly agree to the ideas outlined 
there, since we do not fully believe in formalizing oals for a user-assisted mechanical 
problem-solver that operates on a catalog of 'methods' for achieving (pre-defined) 
goals. This might be a reasonable attempt for dealing with certain (less comprehen- 
sive) subgoals (e.g. 'conditioning' [39] or 'simplification' [55] transformations, cf.
also [38]); for complex goal statements (e.g. 'find a recursive solution'), however, 
the human interaction would have to be so overwhelming that the system's assistance 
could be neglected. 
A view similar to [39] is taken in [98], although less aiming at automation. There 
the precise (formal) statement of design decisions and their respective logical 
relations are investigated. Although this should be a reasonable future goal, it still 
lacks confirmation by representative case studies. 
Whereas the technical way of how to achieve some goal plays a more subordinate 
role--if compared with its statement--both in [98] and [39], it is an equally important 
issue in Wile's approach [109] to documenting program developments. In his view 
one should not only express a 'rich goal structure', but also "all program manipula- 
tions necessary for optimization and plans for optimization as well as detailed 
optimizations" [109]. In this sense, our view of program developments is closest o 
Wile's approach. 
The need for 'higher-level concepts' in transformational programming also has 
been advocated by several authors (e.g. [28, 45, 65, 84, 100, 101, 105, 109]). 
Darlington [28] distinguishes three conceptual levels of transformations: 'first- 
level tactics' such as the basic fold or unfold rules, 'second-level tactics' (and 
'higher-level operators') such as 'merge-loop' or 'convert-to-iteration' defined by 
'first-level tactics', and, finally, 'paradigm algorithms' uch as 'divide-and-conquer'. 
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In principle this view is shared by most of the other authors, although the exact 
description and classification of concrete rules varies. 
Similarly, there seems to be an agreement about he basic operators for composing 
simple rules into more complex ones----or, dually, for decomposing complex goals 
into more elementary ones. In addition to sequential, conditional and repetitive 
composition (cf. [105]), in particular collateral composition, indication of choices, 
and inductive principles are identified (cf. e.g. [98, 109]). 
An even more general view is taken in [100, 101] by trying to express algorithmic 
principles independent of a particular methodology such as transformational 
programming. 
4.3. Methodological pproaches tothe problem of recognition and parsing 
From the viewpoint of employing a generally applicable programming 
methodology in a particular problem domain, the area of parsing and recognition 
has been dealt with far less extensively than e.g. the sorting problem. 
An example for systematic program development using assertion techniques can 
be found in [53, 54] where Earley's algorithm is treated in detail. The main ditterence 
between Jones' work and ours lies in the approach itself: 
Transformational programming aims at profitably using generally proved tech- 
niques (e.g. the paradigm of dynamic programming). Thus, when passing from one 
version to another one, the respective correctness proof boils down to proving the 
applicability conditions of the transformation rules to be applied. By additionally 
cleady separating creative and mechanical aspects of program development, not 
only the amount of reasoning on the problem level is reduced, but frequently the 
reasoning itself is guided by methodological aspects (e.g. when looking for appropri- 
ate embeddings). 
In Jones' methodology, each development step is preceded by 'internal reasoning' 
(on the problem level) and amounts to 'inventing' the new version and to individually 
proving its correctness (with respect o the previous version) afterwards. As a 
consequence, this method occasionally allows shorter derivations, but requires more 
proof effort and more insight into the particular problem domain. 
As mentioned earlier, the problem domain of parsing and recognition also has 
been already approached by transformational methods. 
Scherlis [87] starts with a top-down oriented algorithmic formulation of the 
recognition problem and derives a partial family tree, including a top-down 
algorithm, a bottom-up algorithm, and the algorithms by Cocke-Kasami-Younger 
and Earley. Scherlis' derivations tart with a specification which already uses (a 
more general version of) the essential property of context-free grammars (of. Lemma 
3.4) and an operative definition of the derivation relation. 8° In our developments 
the 'context-freeness property' is introduced 'on the way' (as one technique among 
others for achieving decomposition) which means that our initial specification is
independent of particular grammars and could be used for arbitrary Chomsky 
so The ' top-down' oriented one, cf. Section 3.3.1. 
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grammars sl as well. In addition, we do not explicitly rely on an operational definition 
of the derivation relation, but just use the respective algebraic properties. It is mainly 
due to the (in our opinion too) early decision to use a top-down version of the 
derivation relation in the initial specification that some of the transitions in Scherlis' 
developments become unnecessarily complicated. 
With respect to the semantic background, in particular to the individual transfor- 
mations and their correctness, there is another essential difference between Scherlis' 
derivations and ours. Whereas the former ones require a switch of semantic models 
during development, we use a conventional, strict call-by-value semantics (of. [59]) 
throughout the entire development. Of course, this implies the necessity of explicitly 
ensuring termination in connection with folding. However, termination has to be 
proved anyhow, s2 and, furthermore, sometimes can be eased or even enforced by 
applying suitable transformations (cf. Section 2.2.3). 
The Cocke-Kasami-Younger algorithm also has been treated in [29]. This deriva- 
tion, however, does not start with a descriptive specification of the problem, but 
rather with a recursive formulation of the solution (which is more or less the same 
as the final version of Scherlis' development and ours). The main efforts there 
concentrate on eliminating the tree-like recursion and the (bounded) existential 
quantifiers in order to finally come up with an imperative program with several 
nested for-loops, s3 
Another attempt at sketching a (partial) family tree is to be found in [67]. There, 
the starting point is fairly similar to ours. However, there is no real development, 
but only a sketch of some design decisions indicating possible directions of 
development. 
To some extent, related ideas on deriving and characterizing parsing algorithms 
in a uniform way can be found also in [30, 31]. There, however, the investigations 
do not start from a high-level descriptive specification but rather from an imperative 
algorithm modelling a general acceptor. Consequently, questions of correctness of 
this accepting algorithm have to be dealt with at the level of imperative programs, 
whereas in our approach, correctness i  a by-product of using correctness-preserving 
transformations. Moreover, we feel that starting from a descriptive specification has 
the additional advantage of leaving more freedom for alternative developments, e.g. 
in deriving algorithms for non-sequential rchitectures (of. [75]). 
4.4. Transformational concepts for particular problem domains 
Nearly all the work mentioned in the previous subsections also touches the 
problem of identifying interesting transformational concepts ('synthesis plans' [45], 
'paradigm algorithms' [28]). 
sl For details, ee [78]. 
s2 ~n Scherlis" development of Earley's algorithm this is done in connection with the dynamic 
programming paradigm. 
s3 The development given in [75], ending in a version of the Cocke-Kasami-Younger algorithm that 
is executable on a vector machine, could be straightforwardly extended (simply using definitional 
transformations for introducing for-loops) to end up with a version comparable to the one given in [29]. 
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Examples for such concepts are 
- 'divide-and-conquer' (e.g. [14, 28, 45, 66, 102-104, 109]), 
- 'generator incorporation' [45], also known as 'filter promotion' (cf. [28, 107]), or 
'constraint method' (cf. [41, 106]), or 
- 'tabulation techniques' [12, 16, 22], also known as 'dynamic programming' [42, 
66, 87], memo-ization [107], or 'store-versus-recompute' [45]. 
Furthermore, also 
- 'tupling strategies' [82, 83], 
- 'partial evaluation' (cf. [13, 108]), also called 'partial application' [36], or 'mixed 
computation' [37], 
- 'finite differencing' (cf. [70, 71, 94]) and a variant, 'formal integration' (cf. [93]), 
- embedding techniques [90], also called 'generalization strategies' (cf. [3, 4, 108]), 
and 
- recursion removal techniques (cf. [12] for a synopsis, [81] for a general approach) 
have turned out to be valuable concepts. 
In addition to these principles that are primarily oriented towards control structure, 
within arbitrary developments 
- data type type representations 
play an important role. Pioneering work in connection with particular data structures 
has been done in the SETL environment. Interesting techniques for automatic data 
structure representation (with a special emphasis on efficiency with respect o a 
particular, given SETL program) are investigated in [91]. 
Of course, in some sense, all the work mentioned in Section 4.1 (implicitly) deals 
with the question of transformational concepts for a restricted problem domain. 
Explicitly, the problem is partly investigated in [ 14] where in particular the interrela- 
tion between certain development strategies and classes of graph algorithms is 
studied. 
Append ix  A .  Der ived  ru les  fo r  language const ruc ts  
According to the different constructs available on the specification level, the 
following rules are either 
- rules for individual constructs (quantifiers, descriptors, set expressions) or 
- rules relating different specification constructs. 
The proofs for all these rules are straightforward from the semantic description of 
CIP-L (cf. [10]) and, hence, left to the interested reader. 
In order to simplify some expressions we have the rule 
some-s impl i f i ca t ion .  
some m x :  x--E 
I [KINDLE] = m 
E 
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some m x: P(x)  
1 [ KIND[El = m 
P(y) - true 
Y 
For simplifying quantifiers we have, accordingly, 
:l-simplification. 
3 m x: x=E 
I [ KIND[El = m' 
DEF[ E ] 
true 
or variants, such as 
::1 m x: P (x )  ^ x = E 
KIND[El = m 
\V m x: DEF[P(x)], 
DEF[ E ] 
P(E)  
Frequently, simplification requires the restructuring of  quantified formulas. Useful 
rules are--all with the same 
Syntactic onstraints: 
KIND[P,R~S, T] = bool, 
Q ~ {3,V}, c ~ {A,V }, 
p(3)= v, p(V)= ^ , ~( ^ )=n, ~( v)=u. 
Rearrangement of quantifiers. 
Q m x, n y: P(x) c S(y) 
I [not occugs[x in S, in P] y 
( Q m x: P(x)) c ( Q n y: SO')) 
with the important special case 
Q m x: P(x) c T 
I [not occons[x in T] 
Tc(Qmx:  P(x)). 
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Distributivity of a quantifier. 
Q m x: P(x)p(Q)R(x) 
I 
(Qmx:  P(x))p(Q)(Qmx: R(x)). 
Splitting of a quantifier. 
Q m x: P(x) 
I m z: [\v DEF[R(z)] 
(Q (m x: R(x)): e(x))p(Q)(Q (mx: ~R(x)): e(x)). 
For the latter rule, 
Q m x: P(x) 
I [KINDly] = m 
P0')p(Q)(Q (m x: x~ y): Ptx)) 
is an important special case. 
o f  course, all these rules might be generalized to an arbitrary number of conjuncts 
and disjuncts. Similarly, most of these rules also hold for the sequential variants of 
A and v. 
Furthermore we have" 
Assertion-importation. 
f (x )  a~=r P(x) 
r KIND[f] = (m X: R(X)) ~ bool, 
L \V m x: R(x)  ~ S(x) = true 
f(x) doj P(x) ^  S(x). 
Conjunction of a truth. 
P(x) 
I 
P(x) A R(x) 
[\V m x: R(x)~- true 
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Disjunction of a falsity. 
P(x) 
I 
P(x) v R(x) 
[\V m x: R(x)  =- false 
For implementing description or set expressions, mainly the rules relating these 
constructs to predicates will be used. In addition, for set comprehension 
Splitting of a set comprehension. 
{m x: P(x) c R(x)} 
t 
{mx: P(x)} tr(c) {rex: R(x)} 
will be needed. 
For all the specification constructs, finally, we have (cf. [10, 28, 107]), 
Filter promotion. 
Q'm x: P(x) A R(x)  
I Q' ~ {3,{. },some,that} [ 
Q' (m x: P(x)): R(x)  
and, respectively, 
V m x: P(x) :=~ R(x)  
I 
V (m x: P(X)): R(x)  
Relationships between the different specification constructs are established by the 
fundamental rules 
Choice and quantification. 
some r x: 3 m y: P(y) A f (y )=x  
' I [KIND[f] = m -* r 
f(some m y: PO')) 
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Quantification and set comprehension. 
3 m x: P(x)  
I 
{m x: P(x)} e 0 
U 
n y: P (y )  
Set comprehension and existential quantification. 
{m x: ::! n y: P(y)  ^ Q(x,y)} 
I OCCURS[X P] [not in 
{m x: Q(x,y)} 
Finally, there are some useful rules about guarded expressions (with obvious 
variants for conventional conditionals) and conditionals: 
Existential quantification and guarded expression. 
rt 
V (~, ^  E) 
i=1 
I 
[ I,:.~ND[E] -- bool, 
iV  Bi - true 
n 
if [3 B5 then E fi 
5=1 
Distributivity of some and guarded expression. 
n 
some m x: if [7 Bi then E fi 
5=1 
I [not OCCURS[X in Bi] 
J'! 
ff [7 B5 then some m x: E fi 
i----1 
Refinement of guards. 
J2 
if [7 Bi then E5 fi 
i= l  
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I [ DEF[ C] 
DET[ C] 
j - -1  
if [-] Bi then Ei 
i=1  
['7 Bj ^ C then Ej 
[7 Bj ^ -7C then E~ 
tl 
[7 Bi then Ei fi 
i=j+l 
Local transformation f a guarded expression. 84
n 
if D B, then Ei fi 
i=1  
j-1 
if ['7 B, then Ei i=1 
[-] Bj then E~ 
gt 
[7 Bi then Ei fi 
i~j+l  
Normalization of a conditional. 
if if B then C1 else C2 fi then E1 else E2 fi 
I 
if B then if C~ then E~ else E2 fi 
else if C2 then E1 else//2 fi fi 
Appendix B. Proofs of theorems, lemmata, and transformation rules 
Proof for the rule 'Embedding'. R and R' are determinate by general convention. 
From condition (2) we have: 
\V m x, n y: DEF[R'(im(X),in(y),E)] /^ DEF[R(x,y)]', 
and by condition (3); 
{U E DOM[n].* B[R'(i,,(x),i,,(u),E)] = {true}} ~ •. 
s4 Here, for the weaker condition B# I- E~ __ Ej still -~- holds. 
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Thus 
B[[some n y: R' ( im(x) , i . (y ) ,E )~ = 
{u e DOM[n]: B~R'( im(x) , i . (u) ,E)~ = {true}} _ 
{u e DOM[n]: B[[R(x,u)~ = {true}} = 
B~some ny: R(x,y)~ 
For the variant establishing equivalence we have: R and R' are determinate by 
general convention. From condition (2) we have: 
\V m x, n y: DEF[ R ' ( i , , (x ) , i . (y ) ,E ) ]  /^ DEF[ R(x,y)] ;  
Furthermore, we have due to condition (2): 
{u e DOM[n]: B~[R(x,u)] = {true}} = 
{U e DOM[B]: B~R'( im(x) , i , (u) ,E)~ = {true}}. 
Hence, the postulated equivalence simply follows from the semantic definition of 
the comprehensive choice (cf. [10]). [] 
Proof for the rule 'Recomlmsition'. Within the proof we use the following facts: 
(1) Since c' and Q are defined (condition (1)) and determinate (by general 
convention and condition (2), resp.) and 
{w ~ DOM[r]: B~Q(x,w)]  = {true}} ~ 0 
(cf. condition (4)), we have 
B~c'(some r z: Q(x,z))] = 
{C'(D) E DOM[p]: V e {W e DOM[F]: B~Q(x,w)]  = {true}}}. 
(2) Since c and c' are defined (condition (1)), we have by condition (3) 
{W e DOM[r]: B~Q(x,w)~ = {true}} _ 
{w e DOM[r]: B[P(c(x),c'(w))]]  = {true}} 
(where, additionally, both sets are # 0, cf. (1) and condition (5)). 
(3) Since c and P are defined, and 
{y e DOM[p]: B[[P(c(x),y)] = {true}} ~ 0 
we have 
{y ~ DOM[p]: B~P(c(x),y)]I  = {true}} = B[some m y: P(c(x) ,y)~.  
Thus, altogether, we have 
B[c(some r z: Q(x,z))] = 
{c'(v) ~ DOM[p]: v ~ {w ~ DOM[r]: B[Q(x,w)~ = {true}}} ___ 
{c'(v) DOM[p]: v e {w e DoM[r]: 8 lP (c (x ) ,c ' (w) ) l  = {true}}} 
{y e DOM[p]: BIP(c (x ) ,y ) I  = {true}} = 
B~some m y: P(c(x) ,y)~.  [] 
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Proof for the rule 'Preservation of context information'. Define 
(,) g'" (m z x n y: pcg(z,y)) -> f, 
g'(z,y) de=f g(x,y). 
Then, obviously, 
f (x )  - g'(x, Y) for all m x. 
For (,) we have (by unfolding g) 
g'(z,y) def= 
if T(z ,y )  then H(z,y) 
n 
elsf [-] B,(z,y) then E,(g( K,l(z,y)), . . . , g( Ki.,(z,y)), 7,, y)ft .  
i=1 
Now for each i and j ~ {1,... ,n} with (z~j,y~) - K~(z,y) the assertion pcg(zil,Y~) 
trivially holds such that folding with (*) (which is correct, since g' obviously 
terminates whenever g does) yields the postulated result. [] 
Proof for the rule 'Invariant-introduction'. Define 
g'" (m z x n y: Q(z,y)) -> r, (,) 
g'(z,y) de=f g(z,y). 
Then, due to condition (1), obviously 
f (x )  =- g'(x, Y) for all m x. 
For (*) we have (by unfolding g): 
g'(z,y) clef= 
if T(z ,y )  then H(z,y) 
n 
elsf [-] B,(z,y) then E,(g(K,~(z,y)),..., g(r,.,(z,y)), z, y)fi. 
i= l  
Within the expressions E~, Q(z,y)^ B~(z,y) holds by definition; hence, due to 
condition (2), for each j ~ {1,... ,ni}, Q(K~j(z,y)) holds such that folding is possible 
and yields the postulated result. [] 
Proof for the rule 'Looping-preventing folding'. Conditions (1) and (2) guarantee 
that T(x) and Bi(x) are defined for all m x, and that Ki(x) is defined for all m x 
with Bi(x). Furthermore, condition (3) ensures that g always terminates. Thus it 
remains to show: 
and 
\V m x: g(x,O) =- false ~- P(x)  - false 
\V m x: g(x,O) - true ~- P(x)  =-- true. 
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(a) Let m x be such that g(x,O) -- false. By the definitions of g and RT this is 
equivalent to 
(*) RT(x )  =- 0 or 
(**) \V m y: y~ RT(x)  ~ TO') =-- false. 
For the case ( .)  we have P(x) - false, by condition (4). 
For the case (**) we have, since y~RT(x)  l^ TO')=-- false ~- P(y)ffi false, 
\V my:  y~RT(x)  ~- P(y) =- false 
and hence 
P(x) =- false. 
(b) Now let m x be such that g(x,O)-  true. Then, again by the respective 
definitions, we have 
31 my:  (y~RT(x)  ^  TO,)) =- true. 
Hence, 
31 my:  (y~RT(x)  ^  PO')) -- true 
and, similarly to (a), 
P(x) - true. [] 
Proof for the rule 'Argument on termination II'. We start from 
f ' (z,y) def ifp'(z,y) then some n y': Q(x,y ~) else dummy ft. 
Applying the rule '=l-elimination by backtracking II' to the definition ofp'  in f '  yields 
f ' (z,y) def= 
if if T(Z) then true 
else h(1,z,y) fi then some n y': Q(x,y~ 
else dummy fi where 
h : (N i x m z x n y: T(z) =~ Q(x,y)) -* bool, 
def  
h(i,z,y) = 
ff i> n then false 
else (B(i,z) A p'(K(i,z),r(i,z,y))) v h(i+l,z,y) ft. 
By the rule 'Normalization of a conditional' (cf. Appendix A) and an obvious 
simplification we get 
f ' (z ,y)  d~f= 
ff T(z) then some n y': Q(x, y3 
else if h(1,z,y) then some n y': Q(x, y3 
else dummy fi ft. 
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Now, using the assertion o f f '  and the rule 'some-simplification' (cf. Appendix A) 
for the then-branch and abstraction in the else-branch this transforms to 
f '(z,y) ~f if T(z) then y elsef"(1,z,y) fi where 
f"(  (N i x m z x n y: T(z):=> Q(x,y)) -> (n[dummy), 
f"(i,z,y) ~f 
if h(1,z,y) then some n y': Q(x,y) else dummy fi ft. 
Our next efforts aim at deriving a recursive version for f". "By unfolding the call of 
h and applying the rule 'Normalization of a conditional' we get 
f"(i,z,y) 
if i> n then if false then some n y': Q(x,y') 
else dummy fi 
else if ( B( i,z) A p'( K ( i,z),r( i,z,y ) ) ) .v h ( i+ 1,z,y) 
then some n y': Q(x,y') 
else dummy fi ft. 
Simplification of the then-branch, unfolding of the definition of v, and, again, 
application of the rule 'Normalization of a conditional' yields 
f"(i,z,y) ~f 
if i> n then dummy fi 
else if (B(i,z) A p'(K(i,z),r(i,z,y))) 
then if true then some n y': Q(x,y') else dummy fi 
else if h(i+l,z,y) 
then some n y': Q(x,y') 
, else dummy fi fi fi 
Here, the inner then-branch can be simplified to dummy, and the inner else-branch 
can be folded with the definition off" .  Additionally, A in the condition of the inner 
conditional may be unfolded which again allows application of the rule 'Normali- 
zation of a conditional': 
f"(i,z,y) 
if i>  n then dummy fi 
else if B(i,z) 
then ifp'(K(i,z),r(i,z,y)) then some n y': Q(x,y') else dummy fi 
else if false then some n y': Q(x,y') eisef"(i+l,z,y) fi fi ft. 
The inner else-branch can be simplified to f"(i+l,z,y); the inner then-branch is 
transformed to 
n' y" -- if p' ( K ( i,z),r( i,z,y ) ) then some n y': Q(x,y') else dummy fi; 
if y"~dummy then y" elsef"(i+l,z,y) fi 
such that folding with f '  yields the postulated result. [] 
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Proof for the rule ':Lelimination by sets'. We define 
p': m ~ bool, 
p' (x)= g(ix}) 
where ss 
g : set m -> bool, 
g(M) dCf 3mx:  xEMAp(x) .  
Then, obviously, p'(x) - p(x) for all m x. 
For g we then have 
g(M) -  ::l m x: xEMA (T(x)  v ,=,~/(B,(x)A p(K,(x)) ) ) - -  
M~O A ( (3  
M~0A ( (3  
M#0 A ( (3  
m x: xEM A T(x)) v (3  
m x: xEM A T(x)) v (3  
m x: xEM A T(x)) v g(  
mx:  xEM A i=1 ~/ (B~(x)A p(K~(x))))) - 
m y: yEU {K~(x): xEM A B~(x)} A p(y -- 
i= l  
i= l  
which, together with the totality of p, concludes the proof. [] 
Proof for the role ql-elimination by computing the codomain of the relation'. Define 
f ' :  set n × set n ~ set n, 
f ' (N ,M)  de_f N u {ny: 3 mx: xEM Ap(x,y)}. 
)bviously, for all m x, n Y: 
B~p(x,y)] = B~y E f'(0,{x})]. 
low, case introduction in f '  with M=0 v M~0 yields (after simplification) 
f'(x) de=f if M=0 then N 
else N u {n y: 3 m x: xEM A p(x,y)} ft. 
'or the expression in the else-branch we have 
N u {n y: =! m x: xEM A p(x,y)} ---- 
N u/ny :  (3 rex :  xEMA r(x,y)) v 
I "  
ss Note that the arguments of  g are indeed finite sets. 
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N u,{n y: ::! mx: xEM A T(x,y)} u 
{ny: =l m x: xEM a --aT(x,y) A i=,~/ (Bi(x) A p(Ki(x),y))} =- 
N u {n y: =i m x: xEM A T(x,y)} u 
{n y: ::lmx': x' E O {Ki(x): xEM A ~: ln  T(x,y)A Bi(x)} A p(x',y)} 
such that folding with the original definition of f '  yields the proposed result. [] 
Proof  for the rule ' :t-el imination by backtracking I'. De f ine  
p" m --~ bool, 
p 
p'(x) d~f T(x) v g(  
\ 
0 {K,(x): B,(x)}) 
i=1 
where 
g" set m ~ bool, 
g(M) d,=r 3rex:  x~M Ap(x). 
Obviously, p'(x) - p(x). 
For g we have 
g(M) ~f ::1 m x: xEM Ap(x) =-- 
M¢O A 3 mx:  xEM A p(X) =- 
M #(J A (3 m x: x~{m} u (M\{m})  A p(x) where m m --- some m m': m'~M) =- 
M ~O A ((3 m x: xe{m} A p(x)) V 
(3 m x: x~M\{m} A p(x) where m m - some m m': m'EM)) =- 
M ~O A (p(m) v g( M\{m})  where m m - some m m': m'~M). [] 
Proof  for the rule '3 -E l iminat ion by backtracking II'. Let 
11 
p(x) T(x)v V (B(i,x)A p(K(i,x))). 
i= l  
Abstraction yields 
p(x) def T(x) v h(1,x) where 
h" (1%1 x m) -> bool, 
n 
h(i,x) de_f V (B( j ,x)Ap(K(j ,x))) .  
j=i 
For h we have by the definition of a finite disjunction 
n 
h( i,x) de__f i f  i> n then false else V ( B(j,x) A p( K(j,x))) ft. 
j=i 
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i~n in the else-branch allows to separate the cases i<n and i=n, the applicability 
condition allows to sequentialize the resulting v such that folding with h yields the 
postulated result. [] 
Proof for Lemma 2.3. For showing that {B~: l~ i~n} is selective, it suffices to show 
p(x) -- p'(x) which is obvious and can be done formally by computational induction. 
If r=0 we have for arbitrary m x, j~{1,. . .  ,n}: 
(Bj(x) ^  7B°(x)) =- (Bj(x) ^  ~(TT(x )  A Bj(x))=-- 
((B.i(x) ^  T(x)) v (Bj(x) ^  7Bj(x))) - false. 
Hence the proposition holds. 
(B j (x )  ^  7B;(x))  =- 
n 
(Bj(x) ^  7 (7T(x )A  Bj(X)A (T(Kj(x))v V B';-I(Kj(x))))) - 
i=1  
(Bj(x) ^  T(x)) v (Bj(x) ^  7Bj(x)) v (Bj(x) ^  7(  T(Kj(x)) v V B~-'(Kj(x)))) t-- 
i= l  
lrl 
7(  T(Kj(x)) v V B,(Kj(x))) 
i=1  
p( Ki(x)) =-- false. 
Hence, {B[: l~ i~n} is also strongly selective. [] 
Proof for Lemma 2.5. Suppose p has a set {Cj: l<~j<~n} of strongly selective condi- 
tions and let p be not uniquely computable. Then (according to Definition 2.4) 
31 m x ' , / , j~{1, . . .  ,n}: 
( i~ j  A 7T(x ' )  A (Bi(x') ^  Bj(x)) A (p (K i (x ' )  ^ p(Kj(x'))) -- true, 
and thus, in particular 
p( x') - true. 
Assume further w.l.o.g. 
V k~{1, . . .  ,n}\( id}:  Bk(x') •-- false. 
By Definition 2.1 we have 
p(x) =- p'(x) 
with 
rt 
p'(x) = T(x)v V (G(x)Af(gJ(x))), 
j= l  
and hence 
f (x ' )  -= true. 
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Since 7T(x' ) ,  and (according to Definition 2.1) 
Bk(x3--=falset - C~,(x3--false, V ke{1,.. . ,n}\{/d'}, 
we have 
Ci(x') v C/(x')--- true, 
and (again according to Definition 2.1) 
7(C,(x')  A Q(X3) -- true 
such that either 
(Ci(x') A 7C/(x')) --- true or (~Ci(x') A C/(x')) -= true. 
Now assume w.l.o.g. 
(Ci(x') ^  -TCj(x')) - true. 
Then we have 
31 mx ' , /de{ l , . . .  ,n}: 
( i~ j  A 7T(x ' )  A (Bi(x')ABj(x')) A 
(p(Ki(x') a p(Kj(x'))  ^  (Ci(x') ^  -1Cj(x)))) - true, 
and hence, in particular 
31 m x': Bj(x') a ~Q(x ' )  ^  p( Kj(x')) =--- true 
i.e. a contradiction to the definition of strongly selective conditions. [] 
Proof for Lemma 2.6. According to the respective definitions it remains to show that 
\V m x, / , je{1, . . .  ,n}: i# j  t-- (-~i(x) ^  ffj(x)) - false. 
But this is trivial, since 
=11 m x, i, j e{1 , . . . ,n} :  ( i# j  a Bi-'-(x) A ~(x) )  -- true 
contradicts the unique computability of p which is implied by Lemma 2.5. [] 
Proof for the rule 'Local inversion on sets'. For proving the correctness of this rule 
(and also the next one) we use the following 
Lemma. For G and Cr defined by 
G'set  m -* set m, G(M)  de=f if M=0 then 0 else ~.J 
x~/M r 
g(x)fi, 
t~:setm-~setm, t~(M) de__f i fM=0then0eise  I,.J ~(x)f i  
x~M 
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the following holds: 
(*) \Vmx, y, keN: (yeGk({x}))-- (Xet~k({y})) 
(where Gk(M) = f ~M /fk=O 
Gk( G(M)) otherwise). I 
Proof. (by induction on k). 
Base case, k=O: 
(yeG°({x}))- (ye{x})-  (xe{y})-  (xe t~°({y})). 
Induction step: 
(yeGk+l({X})) =-- (yeGk(G({x})))=-- 
(3 m z :  zeG({x})  ^  yeGk({z}))  =-- 
(3 m z :  xeG({z}) ^ ZeCJk({y})) -- 
(xe c~k+'({y})). [] 
Then the proof of the rule proceeds as follows: 
By applicability condition (1), f always yields a defined value, and so does h, 
due to condition (2). Hence, it remains to show that f and h compute the same 
(defined) values. 
By definition of G and t~ we have 
f({X}) - (3 keN: yeGk({x}) and h({Y})-  (3 keN: XeGk({Y}). 
Now for arbitrary m x,y assume that 
(:l reN: yeG'({x}) A 3 keN: (~k({y})=O A '¢ m<<-k: X~U,m({y})) =--true, 
i.e. that f terminates with true and h with false. W.l.o.g. we can furthermore assume 
k<~r. Then 
3 reN: ye G'({x}) -- 
3 m aj: O<~j<~r ^ ao=X A a,=y A (j>O=~ajeG({aj-1})), 
and due to the applicability condition (2) and the above lemma we also have 
j>O~ aj_,eG({aj}). 
Hence, 
(V keN: k<~r=O t~k({y})~O) -- true, 
which is a contradiction to our initial assumPtion. Due to the symmetry of the 
operations involved, this holds in both directions. [] 
Proof for the variant of the rule 'Local inversion on sets'. Since f fulfils the condition 
of the rule 'local inversion on sets', h, as introduced by this transformation, is 
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defined. Furthermore, since f always yields a defined value, so do h and k. Then 
we have, as above, 
f({X}) - =1 mEN: yEGm({x}) ,  h({Y}) -= 3 meN: XEl~rm({Y}), 
but also 
k({X};{ Y}) --" 3 meN: (YEG"({X})  ^  xEGm({ Y})) v 
(vea"+l({x}) A xed"({Y}). 
Furthermore we have: 
\V rex, y, meN: xEGm({y}) =-- yEC3m({x}). 
Thus we have, if m is even, that: 
f({X}) - yEGm/2(Gm/2({X}) =- 
3 m z: zE Gm/2({X}) ^ zE 1~./2({ y}) = k({X},{ Y}). 
Similarly, if m is odd, we have 
f({X}) - YEG(m+I)/2(G(m-1)/2({X})) =- 
3mz:  zEG<'n+I)/2({X}) ^ zEd(m-1) /2 ({Y})  ~ k({X},{~[}). [] 
Proof for Lemma 2.8. Since f is projectable to D'.-,R' and D".-,R", for all primitive 
functions b:D .-, R we have by definition (for all xED) 
blo,-.R,(xlo.) and b(x)lR-- blo.-.R.(Xlo.). 
Analogous equations hold for the primitive operations of the other functionalities 
and, thus also for h. Hence, by the properties of rm and dm we get immediately 
h(x)- h(dm(xlo,,xlo ))=- 
rm( h ( dm( xlo,,xlo,) l~,, h( dm( xlD,,XlD.) l~.) -- 
rm( h[D'-.,R'(Xlo'), hIO'-,R'(XID') ). [] 
Proof for the rule 'Local fusion'. By conditions (1) and (2) we have 
Bj(x) A "-aC(x)l- f (K (x ) )  -- EjOr(h(K(x)))). 
Thus 
...['1 
, . e l'] 
° °o [~ 
D 
. .e [~ 
l-i 
Bj(x) then E~(f (h(x) ) ) . . .  =------ 
Bj(x) then Ej(f( if  C(x) then H(x) else h( K(x)) f i ) ) . . .  = 
Bj(x) A C(x) then Ej(f( H(x))) 
Bj(x) A -1C(x) then Ej(f( h( K(x)) )) . . . =- 
Bj(x) A C(x) then Ej(f( H(x))) 
Bj(x) A ~C(x)  then f (  g(x))  . . . .  [] 
Proof for Lemma 3.5. Since G is supposed to be LL(k) we have in particular: G 
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has no left-recursive productions (cf. [1]) and, of course, also no cycles. W.l.o.g. 
we furthermore assume G to have no superfluous productions. 
In order to technically simplify the formal proof we also introduce an additional 
terminal symbol ('endmarker') #~ V. Obviously 
U'->*D ~ u#k">*/)# k forany k~N. 
Furthermore we introduce (keN, xe V*) 
FIRSTk(X#k ) clef {weT*{#}*: [wl=k ^  x#k-~*w}. 
Now let 
A::=aoB~al...Bs0,)as<p), s~>0, A, Bi e N, aie T* 
be an arbitrary production p from G. 
Assuming leftmost substitution for ->, we have with n =def IN[ 
(1) V xeN:  :! n'eN: n'<~n: x#->"' t&y, teT, ye  V*: 
(a) trivial, if ao#O for all productions with left-hand side x, or ao=O and s=O, 
(b) if ao=O and s>O for any of the productions with left-hand side x then 
(due to the absence of left-recursion) for the respective right-hand side 
Bl#x A -a(B1 ->* X&Z, ze V*) 
holds. For B1 then, however, 
: l  meN: m<~n-l  <n ' ^ B1 ....> m t•y, te T~ ye V* 
is to hold. Simple induction on n' yields the proposed result. 
(2) As an immediate consequence of (1) for all ken we have: 
V xeN:  =i reN: l<~r<~k*n • X# k _.>r t&y, tEFIRSTk(X#k), ye V*. 
(3) G being LL(k)  informally means (cf. [1]) that in a leftmost derivation, u and 
the first k symbols of v uniquely determine which production is to be applied. The 
B~ obviously mean a look-ahead of k steps in the algorithm td, i.e. of at most k 
(tentative) applications of productions or deletions of terminal symbols. Hence we 
have 
=i reN: r<~k*n A V m x, i, jeN: B~(x) A Bj(x) = false 
since after at most k*n steps the first k terminal symbols of all strings derivable 
from u (and thus the first k terminal symbols of v) are known and thus also the 
unique production which is to be applied. 
Formally, G being LL(k)  means (cf. [1], with -->*m denoting leftmost derivation): 
W we T*, Ae  N, x,y, ze V*: 
( S -**m wax -, wyx) ^  ( S -**m wax -~ wzx ) ^ y¢  z 
=~ FI~ST~(yx# k) • FI~T~(XZ# k) = 0. 
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Since td~ considers but leftmost derivations, in our specific context G being LL(k) 
means (ue V*, ve T*) 
(topu=A ^  tdG(xl&restu, v)) ^  (topu=A ^  tdc(x2&restu, v)) ^  xl~x2 
=~ FIRSTk(XI&r~tud~ # k) 0 FIRST k (x2&restu&# k) = 0. 
For investigating the B~ the technical trick with the endmarker allows us to disregard 
from the termination conditions. Thus 
F r Bi(u# ,v#') = 
Bi(u#~,v# ") ^  
n 
V 
j l= l  




J r - l= l  
8j,_,( Kj,_~. . .Kj,( K,( u# ; v# ")). . .) 
i.e. each B~" can be represented by a (finite) disjunction of conjunctive terms. By 
construction, the truth of such a conjunction is implied by the truth of its 'maximal' 
(i.e. 'innermost') subterm 
B;- I( Kj,_2. . .Kjl( K,( u # ; v# ")). . .) . 
Hence, it is suttieient to consider (for arbitrary i,r~N, u~ I/*) 
B'(i,r,u,v) ~f {(a, t3): 3 j :  l<~j<~n: Bj(a,~) -- true ^ 
Bj(a,~) is a 'maximal' subterm of one of the conjuncts of B~(u,v)}. 
Obviously, for arbitrary i,j,r~N, v,u~ V*, i~j: 
(*) B'(i,r,u# .v#' )c~ B ' ( j , r ,u#;v#' )  = OC:~ 
B~(u#;v#' )  ^B~(u#;v#' )  = false. 
Now let (for arbitrary i,r~N, u,v~ V*) 
T'(i,r,u,v) ~f {t~ T*{#}*: 3 x~ V*, (a,~)~B'(hr, u#;v#'): 
u=tx~ ^  v=t~}. 
Then, again, for arbitrary i,j,r~N, u,v~ V*, i~j: 
(**) T'(i,r,u,v)c~ r 'U,r,u,v) = 0¢~ ~'(i,r,u#;v#')n n'U,r,u#~,v#')=O. 
Furthermore (according to (2)), for arbitrary i, keN, u,v~ V*: 
t e T'( i,k. n,u, v) =~ I tl ~ k . 
Thus T'(i,k*n,u,v) can be partitioned into 
T'(i,k*n,u,v) = T~(i,k*n,u,v)u ~(i,k,n,u,v) 
where 
t~ T~ifi, k*n,u,v) ~:> Itl-k 
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and 
t~T~2(i,k*n,u,v) ~ Itl>~ 
Moreover, by construction, 
V t~ T~2(i,k*n,u,v) 3 t'~ T~(i,k*n,u,v), t"~(T u {#})*: t=t'&t" 
(i.e. each terminal string in T~2 has a prefix in ~)  and hence (for arbitrary i#j, 
k~N, u,v~ g*) 
(**) ~((k .n ,u ,v )n  T~j(j,k*rggv)=O==> 7"(i,k*n, gv)n  I"O,k*n,u,v)=O. 
Finally, also obviously, for arbitrary ~k~N, u, ve V*: 
(**) T~l(i,k*n,u,v) ~ FIRSTk(U#k). 
Thus for all u~ V*, v~ T*, A~N, xi,xj~ V*, (A, xi),(A, xj)eP: 
G being LL(k) ¢~ 
( (topu-A  ^  tdG(X~&restu, v)) ^ (topu=A ^  tdG(x~&restu, v))^ xi#xj 
FIRSTk(Xi&restu&# k) ~ FIRSTk(Xj&r~tu&# k) = O) ~ (****) 
T~l( i,k* n,x~&restg v)c~ T~l(j,k* n, xj&restu, v) = 0 0 (***) 
T'( i,k* n,x~&restg v)c~ T'(j,k,n, xj&restu~ v)= 0 =~ (**) 
B'( i,k.n,x~&restu&#k,v# k) c~B'(j,k*n, xj&restu&#k,v# k) = 0 ¢~ (*) 
B~'n(x,&restu&#k,v# k) ^  B~'n(xj&restu&#k,v# k) = false 
[] which finally implies the proposed result. 
Proof for Lemma 3.6. The proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 3.5: Construct- 
ing the B~ means at most r (tentative) applications of possible productions. If we 
denote by mt the maximal terminal prefix of any fight-hand side of a production, 
then from any string x~N x V* We can derive in maximal r applications of 
productions only strings having at most r*mt leading terminal symbols. From the 
disjointness of the B~, however, we can conclude the existence of k<.r, mt such 
that G has the LL(k)-property. [] 
Proof for Lemma 3.7. Suppose the respective property would be decidable, then in 
particular it would be decidable for the interpretation td. However, according to 
Lemmata 3.2 and 3.3 this in turn implies the decidability of the LL(k) property of 
the underlying context-free grammar G which is known to be not decidable (cf. 
[1]). [] 
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